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William F. Dwyer
STATE TREASURER

THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

STATE TREASURY
25 CAPITOL STREET. ROOM 121

CONCORD. N.H. 03301

603-271-2621

FAX 603-271-3922

E-mail: bdwyer®treasury.state.nh.us
TDD Access: Relay NH 1-800-735-2964

May 30, 2019

His Excellency, Governor Christopher T. Sununu
and the Honorable Council

State House

Concord, NH 03301

REQUESTED ACTION

Authorize the State Treasury to enter into an amendment to an existing sole source contract
(Contract #2014-135) with Kelmar Associates, LLC, of Wakefield, MA (Vendor Code 162629 [BOOl]),
for an amount of $972,755 that will increase the contract from $550,000 to $ 1,522,755 for the
implementation and ongoing support of the Abandoned Property Division's (the "Division")
"commercial off-the-shelf hosted unclaimed property system, the KAPS hosted "software as a service"
information system ("KAPS"). In addition, the extension will extend the original contract expiration
date from August 24, 2019 to August 24, 2024. The original contract was approved by the Governor
and Council on April 23, 2014, Item #15. 100% Other ( Abandoned Property Funds)

The fees paid shall be funded entirely from the Abandoned Property account 01-38-38-380510-
80210000. Funding is available in this account, as noted below (pending budget approval for Fiscal
Years 2020 through and 2025):

038-500177 FY2019 FY2020 FY2021 FY2022 FY2023 FY2024 FY2025

Software License $4,073 $138,565 $177,056 $202,133 $207,154 $212,769 $31,005

EXPLANATION

The Governor and Council approved the Division's transition to this leading edge unclaimed
property system in 2014. In the last five years, this enabled the Division to move forward with
expanded capacity and functionality to perform the vital operational processes that facilitated both the
payment of millions of dollars in unclaimed property to the citizenry of New Hampshire while also
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providing a consistent flow of funds to the General Fund, which allows all citizens to benefit from .
unclaimed property. The system conversion also made it possible for the Division to terminate the
previous operating system, which was no longer supported by the vendor and'had experienced numerous
failures.

In 2014, New Hampshire joined Delaware as the only states using the KAPS service. Since
those initial efforts took place, Kelmar's hosted solution has emerged as a superior, industry-leading,
and secure unclaimed property database environment. In fact, there are now more than twenty-five
states using this system or in the process of transitioning to this system, with an additional five states
anticipated by the end of 2020.

As the KAPs system has been implemented in additional states, the system has expanded services
and functionality. Accordingly, the Division requests approval to implement the available added
functionality in the previously approved five-year renewal option period. Specifically, the Division
requests approval to amend the contract to add functionality by replacing its existing website utilized to
support its abandoned property operations by licensing the KAPS® State Website Solution - a proprietary
software module which seamlessly integrates with the KAPS system and provides complete electronic
claimant integration features, including filing claims, publishing claims status and daily removal of
ineligible properties, as well as and full integration of institutional property holder data, including filing
of positive and negative holder reports, optional payment integration, and report status publishing.

Additionally, the Division requests approval to further amend the contract to add functionality,
licensing, and utilization of the enhanced KAPS LexisNexis® Instant Verify® and LexID® identification
authentication services to allow the verification of automated fast track, paperless claims through the
KAPS system, as well as to assist in minimizing exposure to fraudulent claims.

The final contract amendment would be to add functionality by utilizing the KAPS cloud-based
document management system integrated with the KAPS system. The KAPS system-imaging module
will afford the Division the ability to scan, index, store, retrieve, and track all document irhages captured
utilizing the KAPS system. The vendor has agreed to meet all of the DoIT Application Security, Testing,
and Cloud Hosting Requirements.

To mitigate overall contract costs, the Division will not introduce each new operating
enhancement until it anticipates it will be ready to fully integrate the individual function into its
operations. The target date for implementation of the KAPS® State Website Solution would be July of
2019. The anticipated date for the KAPS system-imaging system is January of 2020, and the final phase
will be implementation of the KAPS LexisNexis® Instant Verify® and LexID® identification
authentication services in July of 2021.
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As described in detail below, the reason for requesting approval of these amendments to this sole
source contract is that KAPS remains the only "commercial off-the-shelf hosted unclaimed property
system available in'the U.S. and, as noted, will be utilized (along with the added functionality noted
above) by more than sixty percent (60%) of the states' unclaimed and abandoned property offices by the
end of 2020.

I. A database system for a state's abandoned property program is a unique and highly specialized
database structure. The database's functionality must include state-of-the-art operational

capacities for institutional holder report processing, cash and securities receipts processing, owner

notification and verification, claims processing, claims payment, audit business intelligence

capability, website/Internet search capacity, and application security.

2. On multiple occasions prior to and during 2014, the Division attempted to enter into a contract

extension and system upgrade with its previous unclaimed property system provider for its second
generation non-hosted information system. However, the conversion process proposed throughout

that time by the provider did not conform to IT standards promulgated by both the State Treasury

and the Department of Information Technology ("DoIT").

3. The State Treasury (as is the case with most other state abandoned property offices) does not

possess the resources to self-support and maintain its own Abandoned Property automated
information system. Kelmar's hosted solution has quickly emerged as a superior and more secure

operating environment. Additionally, an internally developed, self-supported information system

for this service is viable only for states with very large abandoned property operations and staffs.'
Of note, two of the largest states recently transitioned to the KAPS "commercial off-the-shelf

hosted unclaimed property system as a secure and cost effective means to administer their

operations.
I

4. KAPS delivers many features that reflect "best practice" standards for data processing and security
in a hosted environment, features which do not exist in non-hosted platforms. Key features of the

KAPS hosted solution include:

a. All of the necessary hardware, software, and system security, therefore no capital

investment was required in order to convert to and implement KAPS, resulting in very

predictable and stable costs to the Abandoned Property Division. This is also applicable

to each of the new system enhancements that will be implemented if the Council approves

this contract amendment and renewal.
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b. No need for KAPS system support and maintenance staff to access State IT networks or

resources, which eliminates the need for DoIT to create, monitor, and support third-party

accounts to access the State's IT core and minimizes the risk of a data breach.

c. An operating environment in which system updates and new features can be tested without

installing new versions or running updates to the highly confidential database containing

personally identifiable information.

d. The ability to scale up quickly for larger data processing volumes, which will result from

the proprietary efficiencies delivered by the system.

e. Hosting of both the information system and database in a state-of-the-art SunOard data
center in Marlborough, MA. SunOard provides systems for
a significant number of the leading finance and insurance companies in the U.S. as well
' as many governmental agencies, and its data centers are audited, providing System and

Organization Controls ("SCO") reports and support compliant with PCI DSS and
HIPAA.

f. A greater degree of data security than in a non-hosted environment, with access limited to

only authorized locations and users, and the State's data isolated from the data of other
ICelmar clients and systems.

g. Browser-based applications that facilitate easier training and transition.

5. Ongoing support and training in this environment is of utmost importance. As a result, it is critical

to contract for these services with a vendor that can demonstrate that it has in-depth experience in

all aspects of unclaimed property operations, as well as a commitment to abandoned property

programs, to provide the State with the certainty that the necessary system support will be available

in the long-term.

6. At present, there are only two "commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) vendors that specialize in and
support the unique way that states administer abandoned property operations. The system

offered by the other vendor does not conform to IT standards promulgated by both the Treasury

and the Department of Information Technology ("DoIT"). There are many other generic claims-

processing systems, but they are not customized to support the unique operations of abandoned

property. If the State Treasury were to consider these alternatives, there would be prohibitive

time and resources required to adapt and customize a generic system to function as an abandoned

property-specific processing system that could deliver the capabilities listed in item # 1.

Ultimately, the cost of operating such systems would significantly exceed that of a COTS hosted
platform.
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7. The KAPS system is a full-scope abandoned property database information system. The
implementation of this system in 2014 greatly reduced the high-volume manual operation levels
within the Abandoned Property Division. Widely recognized auditing standards emphasize the

importance of reducing reliance on manual processes while expanding automated processes. ̂
Streamlined operations allowed for timelier and higher capacity reporting of unclaimed property
by holders and the increased return of unclaimed property to the citizenry of the state of New

Hampshire, both of which remain the overarching mission of the Division. The designer of the
KAPS system, Ken Wagers, is the primary architect behind nearly 90% of the abandoned property
operating systems in use, at present, throughout the United States.

8. As a result of utilizing the KAPS hosted product solution, the Division has been, and will continue
to be, better aligned with IT best practices in the areas of application security, internal controls,
and open data standards.

9. The KAPS information system has provided enhanced productivity for the Division in a secure

environment during the last five years. The proposed added functionality features will expand the
productivity and security capabilities in the ensuing five years. The expanded functionality will
allow for the elimination of the receipt of reports on electronic media that are vulnerable to data

breeches. This will allow for greater security of sensitive records while minimizing the prolific
paper glut the Division faces with expansive record retention schedules. Also, in this era of
increased fraudulent activity, the added capacity of the Lexis Nexis identification tools will greatly
reduce the potential of any fraudulent claims being submitted to the Division.
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Specifically, under this contract extension, KAPS will continue to introduce functionality and
security that will uniquely enhance and ensure the stability of the Division's automated operations. The
ongoing collaboration and technical support from Kelmar, as the vendor that provides KAPS, is likewise
an essential element to the success of the Division in recovering and returning the assets of New
Hampshire's residents and businesses.

Without the continued use of this "software as a service", with the substantial service upgrades

discussed, the Division is at significant risk of a critical operational disruption that will impede its efforts
in carrying out its statutory responsibilities and will adversely impact unclaimed property holders and
owners (claimants).

Respectfully requested.

William F. Dwyer
State Treasurer



STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

DEPARTMENT OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

27 Hazen Dr., Concord, NH 03301

Fax: 603-271-1516 TOD Access: 1-800-735-2964

www.nh.gov/doit

Peter C. Hastings
Commissioner

William F. Dwyer, State Treasurer
State of New Hampshire
Treasury Department
25 Capitol Street
Concord, NH 03301-3857

Dear State Treasurer Dwyer:

This letter represents formal notification that the Department of Information Technology
(DolT) has approved your agency's request to extend and amend a sole source contract with
Kelmar Associates, LLC of Wakefield, MA, as described below and referenced as DolT No.

2014-135A.

The purpose of this contract amendment is for the continued technical

May 21, 2019

administration of a hosted "software as a s

of Abandoned Property.
ervice" system supporting the Division

The funding amount for this amendment is $972,755, increasing the current
contract from $550,000.00 to $1,522,755|.00, and by extending the completion
date to August 24, 2024 from the original completion date of August 24, 2019.
This amendment shall become effective upon Governor and Executive Council
approval through August 24, 2024.

A copy of this letter should accompany
Governor and Executive Council.

DG/kaf

DoIT#2014-135A

cc: Rebecca Bolton, IT Manager, DolT

the Treasury Department's submission to the

Sincerely, H

Denis Goulet



STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

DEPARTMENT OF TREASURY

ABANDONED PROPERTY APPLICATION

CONTRACT 2014-135 Amendment A

WHEREAS, pursuant to the COTS Contract Agreement approved by the Governor and
Executive Council on April 23, 2014 , Item #15 (with an effective date of August 25, 2014 through
August 24, 2019), (herein after referred to as the "CONTRACT"), Kelmar Associates, LLC
(hereinafter referred to as the "Contractor" or "Kelmar") agreed to supply an abandoned property
management system and certain professional services upon the terms and conditions specified in the
CONTRACT and in consideration of payment by the State of New Hampshire, acting through the
Treasury, Abandoned Property Division (hereinafter referred to as the "STATE");

WHEREAS, pursuant to the CONTRACT (inclusive of section 18 of the Form P-37), the
CONTRACT may be modified or amended only by a written instrument executed by the parties
thereto and approved by the Governor and Executive Council;

WHEREAS, the Contractor and the STATE have agreed to amend the CONTRACT in
certain respects;

WHEREAS, the STATE wishes to amend the CONTRACT to add functionality by
replacing its existing website utilized to support its abandoned property operations by licensing
CONTRACTOR'S KAPS® State Website Solution - a proprietary software module which
seamlessly integrates with the KAPS® SYSTEM and provides complete electronic claimant
integration options, including filing claims, publishing claims status and daily removal of ineligible
properties; and full holder integration, including filing of positive and negative holder reports,
optional payment integration, and report status publishing (hereinafter the "KAPS® STATE
WEBSITE SOLUTION").

WHEREAS, the STATE wishes to further amend the CONTRACT to add functionality and
license and utilize the CONTRACTOR'S enhanced LexisNexis® Instant Verify® and LexlD®
identification authentication services to allow the verification of automated fast track, paperless
claims through the KAPS® SYSTEM as well as to assist in minimizing fraudulent claims
(hereinafter the "KAPS® LN Services");

WHEREAS, the STATE wishes to further amend the CONTRACT to add functionality and
wishes to license and utilize the cloud-based document management system integrated with the
KAPS® SYSTEM (hereinafter the "KAPS® SYSTEM IMAGING MODULE" to afford the STATE
the ability to scan, index, store, retrieve and track all document images captured utilizing the KAPS®
SYSTEM and KAPS® STATE WEBSITE SOLUTION;

WHEREAS, the STATE and the Contractor wish to extend the completion date from
August 24, 2019 to August 24, 2024;

WHEREAS, the STATE and the Contractor wish to increase the CONTRACT price by
$972,754.69 to bring the total contract price from $550,000 to $1,522,754.69;

NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the foregoing, and the covenants and conditions
contained in the CONTRACT and set forth herein, the parties agree as follows:

Initial all pages ^ . DOIT Contract Amendment
Contractor Initials/^^V^ Page I of 50



STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

DEPARTMENT OF TREASURY

ABANDONED PROPERTY APPLICATION

CONTRACT 2014-135 Amendment A

Table 1:

Contract 2014-135-

Part 1

AMENDED TEXT

P37-

GENERAL

PROVISIONS

Section 1.7 Amend Section 1.7 of the First Page of the CONTRACT (P-37) to reflect a new
completion date of August 24, 2024.

Section 1.8 Amend Section 1.8 of the First Page of the CONTRACT (P-37) to reflect a new price
limitation of $1,522,754.69

Contract 2014-135-

Part 2

AMENDED TEXT

CONTRACT

AGREEMENT

Terms and Definitions Amend to include:

Renewal Period The contractual period commencing on August 25, 2019
through August 24, 2024.

Renewal Period

Deliverables

The implementation and delivery by Kelmar of the
KAPS® System Imaging Module, the KAPS® LN
Services, and the KAPS® State Website Solution.

KAPS® System
Imaging Module

The cloud-based document management system
integrated with the KAPS® SYSTEM to allow the
STATE access to all images from all key areas of the
KAPS® SYSTEM.

KAPS® LN

Services

This term refers to the integration of the KAPS®
SYSTEM with LexisNexis® Instant Verify® and LexlD®
identification authentication services to allow the

verification of automated fast track, paperless claims.

KAPS® State

Website Solution

A proprietary software module which seamlessly
integrates with the KAPS® SYSTEM and provides
complete electronic claimant integration options,
including filing claims, publishing claims status and daily
removal of ineligible properties; and full holder
integration, including filing of positive and negative
holder reports, optional payment integration, and report
status publishing.
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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

DEPARTMENT OF TREASURY

ABANDONED PROPERTY APPLICATION

CONTRACT 2014-135 Amendment A

Not to Exceed

Contract

A Not to Exceed Contract is a contract where the

contractor's total not to exceed price for providing
hardware, software, and other materials and performing
services under this contract will not exceed the amount

noted in Section 1.8 of the Form P-37.

Section 1.1

Contract Documents

Amend subsection C. to add at the bottom:

Exhibit P- KAPS® Subscription Terms & Condition for Kelmar's
LexisNexis® Instant Verify® and LexID® Authentication Services

Section 1.3

Contract Term

Amend to add beneath the statement "Time is of the essence in the performance for
Kelmar's obligations under the CONTRACT." at the end of the section:

The Parties acknowledge and agree that the TERM of the CONTRACT
shall be extended as set forth in this Section 1.3 effective affer the full

execution of this Contract Amendment by the parties, and the receipt of
required governmental approvals, including, but not limited to,
GOVERNOR AND EXECUTIVE COUNCIL of the State of New

Hampshire approval. The RENEWAL PERIOD shall commence on the
day following the original CONTRACT expiration date, August 24, 2019,
and shall continue for a period of five (5) years thereafter concluding on
August 24, 2024.

Sectjon2.2

Firm Fixed Price

Contract

Amend to delete the words Firm Fixed Price Contract and insert in place thereof the
following : Not to Exceed Contract

Contract 2014-135-

Part 3

EXHIBIT-A

CONTRACT

DELIVERABLES

AMENDED TEXT

Section 2

Deliverables,

Milestones, and

Activities Schedule

Subsection 2.1

Implementation
Schedule - Activities /

Deliverables /

Milestones

Delete Exhibit A Section 2.1 Implementation Schedule - Activities /
Deliverables / Milestones

Delete table 2.1 in its entirety

Replace Exhibit A Section 2.1 Implementation Schedule - Activities /
Deliverables / Milestones with the following:

2.1 Implementation Schedule - Activities / Deliverables / Milestones

In connection with the Amendment to the CONTRACT, Kelmar shall undertake the
implementation of the KAPS® PUBLIC WEBSITE SOLUTION, the KAPS*
SYSTEM IMAGING MODULE, and the KAPS® LN Services (hereinafter
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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

DEPARTMENT OF TREASURY

ABANDONED PROPERTY APPLICATION

CONTRACT 2014-135 Amendment A

collectively referred to as the "RENEWAL PERIOD DELIVERABLES") in
accordance with the schedule set forth below:

Activity, Deliverable, or Milestone
Website

Deliverable

Type
Expected

Delivery Date*

Project Kickoff Meeting - KAPS® State Website
Solution

On-site I day

Delivery of Discovery Document Written 15 days

Delivery of DAT system Software 30 days

Testing of DAT system Software 45 days

Delivery of Production Website Software 60 days

Activity, Deliverable, or Milestone
Imaging

Deliverable

Type
Expected

Delivery Date*

Project Kickoff Meeting - KAPS® System
Imaging Module

On-site 1 day

Delivery of Discovery Document Written 15 days

Delivery of UAT system Software 45 days

User Training Software 60 days

Delivery of Production Imaging Software 90 days

Activity, Deliverable, or Milestone
LexisNexis® integration

Deliverable

Type

Expected
Delivery Date*

Project Kickoff Meeting - KAPS® LN Services On-site I day

Delivery of Discovery Document Written 5 days

Configuration Set Up Software 30 days

User Training Software 60 days

Turn on LexisNexis® for FastTrack Claims Software 60 days
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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

DEPARTMENT OF TREASURY

ABANDONED PROPERTY APPLICATION

CONTRACT 2014-135 Amendment A

* Days elapsed from agreed upon starting date
which shall be established by the Parties within
thirty (30) days of executing this Amendment.

Contract 2014-135-

Part 3

EXHIBIT - B

PRICE AND

PAYMENT

SCHEDULE

AMENDED TEXT

Section 1

Deliverable Payment

Schedule

Subsection 1.1

Fixed Firm Price

Delete Exhibit B Section 1.1 Firm Fixed Price:

This is a FIRM FIXED PRICE (FFP) CONTRACT totaling $550,000.00
for the period between the EFFECTIVE DATE through the EFFECTIVE
DATE plus five (5) years. Kelmar shall be responsible for performing its
obligations in accordance with the CONTRACT. This CONTRACT will
allow Kelmar to invoice the STATE on an equal monthly basis of $9,166.67
per month, beginning on date the KAPS® SYSTEM is placed into production.

Replace Exhibit B Section 1.1 Not to Exceed Price:

This is a NOT TO EXCEED (NTE) CONTRACT with a total value
indicated in Part I, P-37 General Provisions - Block 1.8: Price Limitation for

the period between the Effective Date through date indicated in Part 1, P-37
General Provisions - Block 1.7: Completion Date. Kelmar shall be
responsible for performing its obligations in accordance with the
CONTRACT.

Beginning on date the KAPS® SYSTEM is placed into production through
the period ending on August 24, 2019, this CONTRACT will allow Kelmar
to invoice the STATE on an equal monthly basis $9,166.67 per month for the
KAPS® System License, Maintenance & Support Services. Upon
commencement of the RENEWAL PERIOD through its conclusion on
August 24, 2024, Kelmar shall invoice the STATE for the KAPS® System
License, Maintenance & Support Services in accordance with the following
schedule that includes a three percent (3%) annual increase for these services
commencing in year 1 of the RENEWAL PERIOD:

RENEWAL YEAR
ANNUAL KAPS*

LICENSING FEE

MONTHLY

PAYMENT

Renewal Year 1 - August 25,
2019 through August 24, 2020

$126,500.00 $10,541.67

Renewal Year 2 - August 25,
2020 through August, 24 2021

$130,295.00 $10,857.92
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DEPARTMENT OF TREASURY

ABANDONED PROPERTY APPLICATION

CONTRACT 2014-135 Amendment A

Renewal Year 3 - August 25,
2021 through August, 24 2022

$134,203.85 $1 1,183.65

Renewal Year 4 - August 25,
2022 through August, 24 2023

$138,229.97 $1 1,519.16

Renewal Year 5 - August 25,
2023 through August 24, 2024

$142,376.86 $1 1,864.74

Beginning on the date the KAPS® STATE WEBSITE SOLUTION is
placed into production through the period ending on August 24, 2019, this

CONTRACT will allow Kelmarto invoice the STATE on an equal monthly
basis $1,250.00 per month (with an aggregated total of $15,000 per year) for
the KAPS® STATE WEBSITE SOLUTION. Upon commencement of the
RENEWAL PERIOD, this CONTRACT will allow Kelmar to invoice the

STATE for the KAPS® STATE WEBSITE SOLUTION on a monthly basis
in accordance with the following fee schedule that includes a three percent
(3%) annual increase for these services commencing in year 1 of the
RENEWAL PERIOD:

RENEWAL YEAR

ANNUAL

KAPS* PUBLIC
WEBSITE

LICENSING FEE

MONTHLY PAYMENT

Renewal Year I - August 25,
2019 through August 24, 2020

$15,500.00
$1,291.67

Renewal Year 2 - August 25,
2020 through August, 24 2021

$15,965.00
$1,330.42

Renewal Year 3 - August 25,
2021 through August, 24 2022

$16,443.95
$1,370.33

Renewal Year 4 - August 25,
2022 through August, 24 2023

$16,937.27
$1,411.44

Renewal Year 5 - August 25,
2023 through August 24, 2024

$17,445.39
$1,453.78

Beginning on the date the KAPS® SYSTEM IMAGING MODULE is
placed into production through the period ending on August 24, 2019, this
CONTRACT will allow Kelmarto invoice the STATE on an equal monthly
basis $2,416.67 per month (with an aggregated total of $29,000.00 per year)
for the KAPS® SYSTEM IMAGING MODULE. Upon commencement of
the RENEWAL PERIOD, Kelmar shall invoice the STATE for the KAPS®
SYSTEM IMAGING MODULE on a monthly basis in accordance with the
following fee schedule that includes a three percent (3%) annual increase for
these services commencing in year 1 of the RENEWAL PERIOD:
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DEPARTMENT OF TREASURY

ABANDONED PROPERTY APPLICATION

CONTRACT 2014-135 Amendment A

RENEWAL YEAR

ANNUAL KAPS®

LICENSING FEE

FOR IMAGING

SERVICES

MONTHLY

PAYMENT

Renewal Year 1 • August 25,
2019 through August 24, 2020 $30,000.00 $2,500.00

Renewal Year 2 - August 25,
2020 through August, 24 2021 $30,900.00 $2,575.00

Renewal Year 3 - August 25,
2021 through August, 24 2022 $31,827.00 $2,648.48

Renewal Year 4 - August 25, 2022
through August, 24 2023

$32,781.81 $2,731.82

Renewal Year 5 - August 25,
2023 through August 24, 2024 $33,765.26 $2,813.77

Beginning on the date the STATE first accesses the KAPS® LexisNexis*
Instant Verify® and LexlD® Verification and Authentication Services
("KAPS® LN Services") and extending throughout the term of the
RENEWAL PERIOD ending August 24, 2024, this CONTRACT will
allow Kelmar to invoice the STATE, on a transactional basis, in the

following manner: (a) $1.25 per claimant authentication; and (b) $0.04 per
owner for LexlD when batch adding LexlD's or $0.25 per owner for LexlD
when adding per owner per claim. All KAPS® LN Services will be billed on
a transactional basis by Kelmar to the STATE at the conclusion of the month
following use, with a maximum spend of One Thousand Six Hundred and
Sixty Six Dollars and Sixty-Six Cents ($1,666.66) per month. During the
RENEWAL PERIOD the total aggregated cost of the KAPS® LN Services
shall not exceed Twenty Thousand Dollars per year, with a maximum of Sixty
Three Thousand Three Hundred and Thirty -Three Dollars and Thirty Two
Cents ($63,333.32) for the RENEWAL PERIOD.

The Targeted implementation date of each of these enhanced function
services are as follows;

KAPS® STATE WEBSITE SOLUTION - July 20! 9

KAPS® SYSTEM IMAGING MODULE - January 2020

KAPS®LN Services - July 2021

Section 2

Total Contract Price

Delete Exhibit B Section 2 Total Contract Price:

Notwithstanding any provision in the CONTRACT to the contrary, and
notwithstanding unexpected circumstances, in no event shall the total of all
payments made by the STATE exceed $550,000.00 ("Total Contract Price").
The payment by the STATE of the total Contract price shall be the only, and
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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

DEPARTMENT OF TREASURY

ABANDONED PROPERTY APPLICATION

CONTRACT 2014-135 Amendment A

the complete reimbursement to Kelmar for all fees and expenses, of whatever
nature, incurred by Kelmar in the performance hereof.

The STATE will not be responsible for any travel or out of pocket expenses
incurred in the performance of the SERVICES performed under this
CONTRACT.

Replace Exhibit B Section 2 Total Contract Price:

Notwithstanding any provision in the CONTRACT to the contrary, and
notwithstanding unexpected circumstances, in no event shall the total of all
payments made by the STATE exceed the amount indicated in Part 1, P-37
General Provisions - Block 1.8: Price Limitation. The payment by the
STATE of the total CONTRACT price shall be the only, and the complete
reimbursement to the Contractor for all fees and expenses, of whatever
nature, incurred by the Contractor in the performance hereof.

The STATE will not be responsible for any travel or out of pocket expenses
incurred in the performance of the Services performed under this
CONTRACT.

■rOTAL CONTACT COS'I* BY STATE FISCAL ̂ 'EAR

SF\'2019 Sl=^'2020 SF\'202I SF\7022 SF^ioia SF\'2024 SF^'2025

*

License,
Mainten

a nee and

Support

$108,137.13 $129,744.15 $133,636.40 $137,645.48 $141,774.90 $20,667.61

Public

Website
Solution

$4,072.58 $15,427.45 $15,897.54 $16,374.35 $16,865.69 $17,371.61 $2,532.39

System
imaging
Solution

$15,000.00 $31,414.52 $31,692.44 $32,643.20 $33,622.51 $4,901.41

KSPSLI

N

Services

$20,430.12 $20,000.00 $20,000.00 $2,903.20

Subtotal $4,072.58 $138,564.58 $177,056.21 $202,133.31 $207,154.38 $212,769.02 $31,004.61
TOTAL $972,754.69

'License, Maintenance, and Support totals $550,000.00 for SFY2015 - SFV2019

Section 7
Project Holdback

Delete Exhibit B Section 7 Project Holdback:

The STATE shall withhold Ten percent (10%) of the price for each payment,
until successful conclusion of the WARRANTY PERIOD.

Replace Exhibit B Section 7 Project Holdback:

The STATE shall withhold Ten percent (10%) of the price for each payment,
until successful conclusion of the WARRANTY PEWOD.
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The aforementioned holdback of ten percent (10%) of the price for each
payment shall not apply to any fees associated with the KAPS® STATE
WEBSITE SOLUTION, the KAPS® SYSTEM IMAGING MODULE,
and/or the KAPS* LN Services. Such services shall be paid in full at the
monthly installment rate as set forth in Section I.I above commencing in the
month each service is implemented and operational.

Contract 2014-135-

Part 3

EXHIBIT-D

ADMINISTRATIVE

SERVICES.

AMENDED TEXT

Section 1

State Meetings and
Reports

Subsection a.:

Introductory Meeting

Delete Exhibit D Section la. Introductory Meetings:

a. Introductory Meeting: Participants will include Kelmar KEY PROJECT
STAFF and STATE PROJECT LEADERS from both Department of
Treasury and the DEPARTMENT OF INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY. This meeting will enable leaders to become acquainted
and establish any preliminary PROJECT procedures.

Replace Exhibit D Section la. Introductory Meetings:

a. Introductory Meeting: Participants will include Kelmar KEY PROJECT
STAFF and STATE PROJECT LEADERS from both Department of
Treasury and the DEPARTMENT OF INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY. This meeting will enable leaders to become acquainted
and establish any preliminary PROJECT procedures.

With respect to the work to be accomplished as outlined in revised PART 3

Exhibit A Section 2.1, no introductory meeting shall be held.
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Section 2

State-Owned

Documents And Data

Delete Exhibit D Section 2. State-Owned Documents and Data:

Kelmar shall provide the STATE access to all documents, STATE DATA,
materials, reports, and other work in progress relating to the CONTRACT
("STATE Owned Documents"). Upon expiration or termination of the
CONTRACT with the STATE, Kelmar shall turn over all STATE-owned
documents, material, reports, and work in progress relating to the
CONTRACT to the STATE at no additional cost to the STATE. STATE-

owned Documents shall be provided in electronic format.

Replace Exhibit D Section 2. State-Owned Documents and Data:

Kelmar shall provide the STATE access to all documents, STATE DATA,
materials, reports, and other work in progress relating to the CONTRACT
("STATE Owned Documents"). Upon expiration or termination of the
CONTRACT with the STATE, Kelmar shall turn over all STATE-owned
documents, material, reports, and work in progress relating to the
CONTRACT to the STATE at no additional cost to the STATE. STATE-

owned Documents shall be provided in electronic format.

On a semi-annual basis, Kelmar shall deliver to, or otherwise make available
for download by, the STATE a complete backup of all STATE DATA held
by Kelmar.

Exhibit E

IMPLEMENTATION

SERVICES

AMENDED TEXT

Section 2

Implementation
Methodology

Subsection 2.1

Data Conversion

Delete Exhibit E Section 2.1: Data Conversion

DATA conversion will occur over a weekend mutually agreed upon between
Kelmar and the STATE.

Kelmar will require the STATE to deliver a full export of the UPMS Foxpro
database on the Thursday night before final conversion. The UPMS system
will be available for inquiry only on the Friday of the DATA conversion
weekend.

Once the initial DATA conversion is complete, the STATE shall have the
ability to export DATA in piecemeal or in entirety at its discretion without
interference from Kelmar. This includes the ability for the STATE to
export DATA to other service providers.

When developing file imports and exports between KAPS* and other STATE
systems, Kelmar shall utilize the STATE'S preferred system web service
APIs where applicable and possible as determined by Kelmar and the
STATE.
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DELIVERABLES:

•  Listing of all tables in the UPMS database, with a description and
indication if the DATA is to be converted, archived, or abandoned

•  Table column listing for all DATA to be converted, with mapping
information to the K.APS'^'^ table and column, or indication that the
DATA element is to be abandoned

•  Record counts for all UPMS tables to be converted and final record

counts in KAPS™ tables post conversion
•  Numerical totals for all dollar and share columns for all UPMS tables,

and final numerical totals in KAPS'^'^ tables post conversion

Replace Exhibit E Section 2.1: Data Conversion

DATA conversion will occur over a weekend mutually agreed upon between
Kelmar and the STATE.

Kelmar will require the STATE to deliver a full export of the UPMS Foxpro
database on the Thursday night before final conversion. The UPMS system
will be available for inquiry only on the Friday of the DATA conversion
weekend.

Once the initial DATA conversion is complete, the STATE shall have the
ability to export DATA in piecemeal or in entirety at its discretion without
interference from Kelmar. This includes the ability for the STATE to
export DATA to other service providers.

When developing file imports and exports between KAPS* and other STATE
systems, Kelmar shall utilize the STATE'S preferred system web service
APIs where applicable and possible as determined by Kelmar and the
STATE.

DELIVERABLES:

•  Listing of all tables in the UPMS database, with a description and
indication if the DATA is to be converted, archived, or abandoned

•  Table column listing for all DATA to be converted, with mapping
information to the KAPS* table and column, or indication that the
DATA element is to be abandoned

•  Record counts for all UPMS tables to be converted and final record

counts in KAPS* tables post conversion
•  Numerical totals for all dollar and share columns for all UPMS tables,

and final numerical totals in KAPS* tables post conversion

The forgoing DELIVERABLES and requirements shall not apply to the
RENEWAL PERIOD of the CONTRACT.
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Section 2

Implementation
Methodology

Subsection 2.2

Installation &

Training

Delete Exhibit E Section 2.1: Installation & Training

Kelmar shall provide the STATE with SYSTEM installation and
IMPLEMENTATION assistance in the form of on-site training, telephone
support during Normal Working Hours, and issue resolution via the on-line
KAPS''"'^ issue management system.

Below are details of the Initial Training and Support Plan:

•  60 Kelmar staff hours of onsite staff training before the SYSTEM
IMPLEMENTATION date

■  Training delivered over two separate weeks, in the 30 days
before IMPLEMENTATION

•  120 Kelmar staff hours of onsite post-implementation support
■  Training delivered 60 hours in the week immediately

following IMPLEMENTATION, with the remainder of the
hours delivered within the first 45 days of SYSTEM
IMPLEMENTATION

•  Access to Kelmar support staff in accordance with the provisions of
Section 2.3 below.

Support and DOCUMENTATION DELIVERABLES:

•  Electronic DOCUMENTATION that includes:

■  SYSTEM functional DOCUMENTATION

■  SYSTEM workflow DOCUMENTATION

•  Documented support process

•  Online issue tracking and management system

Replace Exhibit E Section 2.1: Installation & Training

During the initial term of the CONTRACT, Kelmar shall provide the
STATE with SYSTEM installation and IMPLEMENTATION assistance in

the form of on-site training, telephone support during Normal Working Hours,
and issue resolution via the on-line KAPS* issue management system.

Below are details of the Initial Training and Support Plan:

•  60 Kelmar staff hours of onsite staff training before the SYSTEM
IMPLEMENTATION date

■  Training delivered over two separate weeks, in the 30 days
before IMPLEMENTATION

•  120 Kelmar staff hours of onsite post-implementation support
■  Training delivered 60 hours in the week immediately

following IMPLEMENTATION, with the remainder of the
hours delivered within the first 45 days of SYSTEM
IMPLEMENTATION
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Access to Kelmar support staff in accordance with the provisions of
Section 2.3 and 2.4 below.

Below are details of the Training and Support Plan for the RENEWAL
PERIOD of the CONTRACT:

•  Four (4) Kelmar staff hours of onsite training shall be provided for
the KAPS® STATE WEBSITESOLUTION. Training shall occur
within two (2) weeks of the IMPLEMENTATION date.

•  Sixteen (16) Kelmar staff hours of onsite training shall be provided
for the KAPS® SYSTEM rMAGING MODULE. Training shall
occur within two (2) weeks of the IMPLEMENTATION date.

•  Two (2) Kelmar staff hours of onsite training shall be provided for
the KAPS®LN Services.

•  The STATE shall also have access to Kelmar support staff in
accordance with the provisions of Section 2.3 and 2.4 below.

Support and DOCUMENTATION DELIVERABLES for both the initial
TERM of the CONTRACT and the RENEWAL PERIOD are as follows:

•  Electronic DOCUMENTATION that includes:

■  SYSTEM functional DOCUMENTATION

"  SYSTEM workflow DOCUMENTATION

•  Documented support process

•  24 hour online access to the KAPS® issue management system.
Messages received after Normal Working Hours will be returned on
the following business day.

Exhibit F

TESTING

SERVICES

AMENDED TEXT

Section 1

Testing and
Acceptance

Delete Exhibit F Section 1: Testing and Acceptance:

Kelmar shall bear all responsibilities for the full suite of Test Planning and
preparation throughout the PROJECT. Kelmar will also provide training as
necessary to the STATE staff responsible for test activities. Kelmar shall be
responsible for all aspects of testing contained in the ACCEPTANCE TEST
PLAN including support, at no additional cost, during USER ACCEPTANCE
TEST conducted by the STATE and the testing of the training materials.

The TEST PLAN methodology shall reflect the needs of the PROJECT and be
included in the finalized WORK PLAN. A separate TEST PLAN and set of test
materials will be prepared for each SOFTWARE function or module.
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All Testing and ACCEPTANCE (both business and technically oriented testing)
shall apply to testing the SYSTEM as a whole, (e.g., SOFTWARE modules or
functions, and IMPLEMENTATION(s)). This shall include planning, test
scenario and script development, DATA and SYSTEM preparation for testing,
and execution of UNIT TESTs, SYSTEM Integration Tests, CONVERSION
TESTs, Installation tests, Regression tests, Performance Tuning and Stress tests.
Security Review and tests, and support of the STATE during USER
ACCEPTANCE TEST and IMPLEMENTATION.

In addition, Kclmar shall provide a mechanism for reporting actual test results vs.
expected results and for the resolution and tracking of all errors and problems

identified during test execution. Kelmar shall also correct DEFICIENCIES and
support required re-testing.

Replace Exhibit F Section 1: Testing and Acceptance:

Kelmar shall bear all responsibilities for the full suite of Test Planning and
preparation throughout the PROJECT. Kelmar will also provide training as
necessary to the STATE staff responsible for test activities. Kelmar shall be
responsible for all aspects of testing contained in the ACCEPTANCE TEST
PLAN including support, at no additional cost, during USER ACCEPTANCE
TEST conducted by the STATE and the testing of the training materials.

The TEST PLAN methodology shall reflect the needs of the PROJECT and be
included in the finalized WORK PLAN. A separate TEST PLAN and set of test
materials will be prepared for each SOFTWARE function or module.

All Testing and ACCEPTANCE (both business and technically oriented testing)
shall apply to testing the SYSTEM as a whole, (e.g., SOFTWARE modules or
functions, and IMPLEMENTATION(s)). This shall include planning, test
scenario and script development, DATA and SYSTEM preparation for testing,
and execution of UNIT TESTs, SYSTEM Integration Tests, CONVERSION
TESTs, Installation tests. Regression tests, Performance Tuning and Stress tests.
Security Review and tests, and support of the STATE during USER
ACCEPTANCE TEST and IMPLEMENTATION.

In addition, Kelmar shall provide a mechanism for reporting actual test results
vs. expected results and for the resolution and tracking of all errors and problems
identified during test execution. Kelmar shall also correct DEFICIENCIES and
support required re-testing.

With regard to the RENEWAL PERIOD of the CONTRACT, the below
subsections 1.2, 1.4, and l.lOshallnot be applicable:
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1.2 Unit Testing

In Unit Testing, Kelmar shall test the application components on an
individual basis to verify that the inputs, outputs, and processing logic of each
application component functions without errors. Unit testing is performed in
either the development environment or a testing environment.

The goal is to find errors in the smallest unit of SOFTWARE before logically
linking it into larger units. If successful, subsequent testing should only
reveal errors related to the integration between application modules.

1.4 Conversion Validation Testing

In Conversion Validation Testing, target application functions are
validated.

Activity

Description
•The conversion validation test should replicate the "
.entire flow of the converted DATA through the
SOFTWARE SOLUTION.. As the SOFTWARE

SOLUTION is inteiTaced to legacy or third-party
applications/interfacesj* testing verifies that the
•resiiltihg flow of the converted DATA through these .
interface points performs correctly. .

Kclmar Team

Responsibilities
For conversions and interfaces, the Kelmar team will

execute the applicable validation* tests and compare
; execution results with the docurnented expected results'.

STATE

Responsibilities

Extract and cleanse, if necessary, the legacy DATA to
be converted in the DATA conversions.

Work Product

Description
.Validation-Tested Conversion; ■ Programs.: These
■pro^arns include conversion programs'that have Been
tested to* verify that the resulting converted legacy
DATA performs correctly in the entire-suite of the.

:=Application;'r-—"?.'T'~Jr~—:-

1.10 System Acceptance
Upon completion of the WARRANTY PERIOD, the STATE shall issue a
Letter of Final SYSTEM ACCEPTANCE
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Section 1

Testing and
Acceptance

Subsection 1.1

Test Planning and
Preparation

Delete Exhibit F Section 1.1: Test Planning and Preparation:

1.1 Test Planning and Preparation

Kelmar shall provide the STATE with an overall TEST PLAN that will
guide all testing. The Kelmar provided, STATE approved, TEST PLAN
will include, at a minimum, identification, preparation, and Documentation
of planned testing, a requirements traceability matrix, test variants, test
scenarios, test cases, test scripts, test DATA, test phases, UNIT TESTs,
expected results, and a tracking method for reporting actual versus expected
results as well as all errors and problems identified during test execution.

As identified in the ACCEPTANCE TEST PLAN, and documented in
accordance with the WORK PLAN and the CONTRACT, STATE testing
will commence upon Kelmar's PROJECT MANAGER'S
CERTIFICATION, in writing, that Kelmar's own staff has successfully
executed all prerequisite Kelmar testing, along with reporting the actual
testing results, prior to the start of any testing executed by STATE staff. The
STATE will be presented with a STATE approved ACCEPTANCE TEST
PLAN, test scenarios, test cases, test scripts, test DATA, and expected
results.

The STATE will commence its testing within five (5) business days of
receiving CERTIFICATION from Kelmar that the STATE'S personnel
have been trained and the SYSTEM is installed, configured, complete, and
ready for STATE testing. The testing will be conducted by the STATE in
an environment independent from Kelmar's development environment.
Kelmar must assist the STATE with testing in accordance with the TEST
PLAN and the WORK PLAN, utilizing test and live DATA to validate
reports, and conduct stress and performance testing, at no additional cost.

Testing begins upon completion of the SOFTWARE configuration as
required and user training according to the WORK PLAN. Testing ends
upon issuance of a letter of UAT ACCEPTANCE by the STATE.

VENDOR must demonstrate that their testing methodology can be integrated
with the STATE standard methodology.

Replace Exhibit F Section 1.1: Test Planning and Preparation :

1.1 Test Planning and Preparation

Where applicable for the final integration of the RENEWAL PERIOD
DELIVERABLES, Kelmar shall provide the STATE with an overall TEST
PLAN that will guide all testing. The Kelmar provided, STATE approved,
TEST PLAN will include, at a minimum, identification, preparation, and
Documentation of planned testing, a requirements traceability matrix, test
variants, test scenarios, test cases, test scripts, test DATA, test phases, UNIT
TESTs, expected results, and a tracking method for reporting actual versus
expected results as well as all errors and problems identified during test
execution.
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As identified in the ACCEPTANCE TEST PLAN, and documented in
accordance with the WORK PLAN and the CONTRACT, STATE testing
will commence upon Kelmar's PROJECT MANAGER'S
CERTIFICATION, in writing, that Kelmar's own staff has successfully
executed all prerequisite Kelmar testing, along with reporting the actual
testing results, prior to the start of any testing executed by STATE staff. The
STATE will be presented with a STATE approved ACCEPTANCE TEST
PLAN, test scenarios, test cases, test scripts, test DATA, and expected
results.

The STATE will commence its testing within five (5) business days of
receiving CERTIFICATION from Kelmar that the STATE'S personnel
have been trained and the SYSTEM is installed, configured, complete, and
ready for STATE testing. The testing will be conducted by the STATE in
an environment independent from Kelmar's development environment.
Kelmar must assist the STATE with testing in accordance with the TEST
PLAN and the WORK PLAN, utilizing test and live DATA to validate
reports, and conduct stress and performance testing, at no additional cost.

Testing begins upon completion of the SOFTWARE configuration as
required and user training according to the WORK PLAN. Testing ends
upon issuance of a letter of UAT ACCEPTANCE by the STATE.

VENDOR must demonstrate that their testing methodology can be integrated
with the STATE standard methodology.

Section 1

Testing and
Acceptance

Subsection 1.6

User Acceptance
Testing (UAT)

Delete Exhibit F Section 1.6: User Acceptance Testing (UAT)Testing and
Acceptance:

UAT begins upon completion of the SOFTWARE configuration as
required and user training according to the WORK PLAN. Testing ends
upon issuance of a letter of UAT ACCEPTANCE by the STATE.

Kelmar's PROJECT MANAGER must certify in writing, that the
VENDOR'S own staff has successfully executed all prerequisite VENDOR
testing, along with reporting the actual testing results prior to the start of any
testing executed by STATE staff.

The STATE shall be presented with all testing results, as well as written
CERTIFICATION that Kelmar has successfully completed the
prerequisite tests, meeting the defined ACCEPTANCE Criteria, and
performance standards. The STATE shall commence testing within five (5)
business days of receiving CERTIFICATION, in writing, from Kelmar
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that the SYSTEM is installed, configured, complete and ready for STATE
testing. The STATE shall conduct the UAT utilizing scripts developed as
identified in the ACCEPTANCE TEST PLAN to validate the functionality
of the SYSTEM and the interfaces, and verify IMPLEMENTATION
readiness. UAT is performed in a copy of the production environment and
can serve as a performance and stress test of the SYSTEM. The USER
ACCEPTANCE TEST may cover any aspect of the new SYSTEM,
including administrative procedures (such as backup and recovery).

The USER ACCEPTANCE TEST (UAT) is a verification process
performed in a copy of the production environment. The USER

ACCEPTANCE TEST verifies SYSTEM functionality against predefined
ACCEPTANCE criteria that support the successful execution of approved
business processes.

UAT will also serve as a performance and stress test of the SYSTEM. It may
cover any aspect of the new SYSTEM, including administrative procedures
such as backup and recovery. The results of the UAT provide evidence that
the new SYSTEM meets the USER ACCEPTANCE criteria as defined in

the WORK PLAN.

The results of the USER ACCEPTANCE TEST provide evidence that the
new SYSTEM meets the USER ACCEPTANCE criteria as defined in the

WORK PLAN.

Upon successful conclusion of UAT and successful SYSTEM deployment,
the STATE will issue a letter of UAT ACCEPTANCE and the respective
WARRANTY PERIOD shall commence

Replace Exhibit F Section
Acceptance:

.6: User Acceptance Testing (UAT)Testing and

UAT begins upon completion of the SOFTWARE configuration as required
and user training according to the WORK PLAN. Testing ends upon
issuance of a letter of UAT ACCEPTANCE by the STATE.

Kelmar's PROJECT MANAGER must certify in writing, that the
VENDOR'S own staff has successfully executed all prerequisite VENDOR
testing, along with reporting the actual testing results prior to the start of any
testing executed by STATE staff.

The STATE shall be presented with all testing results, as well as written
CERTIFICATION that Kelmar has successfully completed the
prerequisite tests, meeting the defined ACCEPTANCE Criteria, and
performance standards. The STATE shall commence testing within five (5)
business days of receiving CERTIFICATION, in writing, from Kelmar
that the SYSTEM is installed, configured, complete and ready for STATE
testing. The STATE shall conduct the UAT utilizing scripts developed as
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identified in the ACCEPTANCE TEST PLAN to validate the functionality

of the SYSTEM and the interfaces, and verify IMPLEMENTATION
readiness. UAT is performed in a copy of the production environment and
can serve as a performance and stress test of the SYSTEM. The USER
ACCEPTANCE TEST may cover any aspect of the new SYSTEM,
including administrative procedures (such as backup and recovery).

The USER ACCEPTANCE TEST (UAT) is a verification process
performed in a copy of the production environment. The USER
ACCEPTANCE TEST verifies SYSTEM functionality against predefined
ACCEPTANCE criteria that support the successful execution of approved

business processes.

UAT will also serve as a performance and stress test of the SYSTEM. It
may cover any aspect of the new SYSTEM, including administrative
procedures such as backup and recovery. The results of the UAT provide
evidence that the new SYSTEM meets the USER ACCEPTANCE criteria

as defined in the WORK PLAN.

The results of the USER ACCEPTANCE TEST provide evidence that the
new SYSTEM meets the USER ACCEPTANCE criteria as defined in the

WORK PLAN.

Upon successful conclusion of UAT and successful SYSTEM deployment,
the STATE will issue a letter of UAT ACCEPTANCE and the respective
WARRANTY PERIOD shall commence

The foregoing UAT requirements shall apply to the initial testing and
acceptance of the KAPS® SYSTEM which, as of the date of this
Amendment, has been completed as confirmed by the letter of UAT
ACCEPTANCE.

While the Parties acknowledge and agree that UAT will be performed with
respect to the RENEWAL PERIOD DELIVERABLES, given the limited
scope and specifications of the RENEWAL PERIOD DELIVERABLES,
the UAT process will be modified as outlined in Section 1.6(a) below.
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Section 1

Testing and
Acceptance

Subsection 1.6

User Acceptance
Testing (UAT)

Delete Table 1.6: UAT - Initial Implementation

Activity Description The ' SYSTEM USER . "ACCEPTANCE Tests verify
SYSTEM functionality against predefined ACCEPTANCE
criteria that support the successful execution of approved
processes. ,

Kclmar Team

Responsibilities
•  Provide the STATE an ACCEPTANCE TEST PLAN

.  and selection of test scripts for the ACCEPTANCE Test.-
• Monitor the'execution, of the test scripts and assist as

needed] during the USER ACCEPTANCE, TEST
activities. ' . : ,

• Work jointly with the STATE in determining the required
actions.for problem resolution.

STATE

Responsibilities
j* 1 Approve the development of the USER ACCEPTANCE

TEST PLAN and the set of DATA for use during the
USER ACCEPTANCE Test.

• " Validate the-ACCEPTANCE TEST environment.

-• Execute the test scripts and conduct USER
■ ACCEPTANCE..TEST,activities. ..

•  • Document and summarize ACCEPTANCE TEST results.

• . .".Work jointly with Kcliiiar in .determining the required"
actions.for problem" resolution!

•  Provide ACCEPTANCE of the validated SYSTEMS.

Work Product

Description

The deliverable for USER ACCEPTANCE Tests is the ,

USER ACCEPTANCE TEST Results. These results provide ;
evidence that the new SYSTEM meets the USER

ACCEPTANCE criteria defined in the WORK PLAN.

Amend Table 1.6: UAT - Initial Implementation
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Activity
Description

'^he SVSTjEM -USER, ACCEPTANCE Tests•[ v^
■SVSTEM functionality against predefined ACCEPTANCE
icriteria that support the successful execution of, approved
pfocesks. ' " i ■' •

Kelmar Team
Responsibilities

Provide the STATE an ACCEPTANCE TEST PLAN
'  ' and selection of test scripts for the ACCEPTANCE

Test. ' . , , ■ _
.• Monitor the execution of the test scripts 'and assist as
•i needed . during the; USER ACCEPTANCE TEST •

activities. . ' '•
Work jointly .'with ■ the STATE in determining the

' . required actions for problem resolution. . • \

STATE
Responsibilities

•  Approve' the development . of the USER
'  ACCEPTANCETESTPLANandthesetofDATAfor ■

use during the USER ACCEPTANCE Test.
•  Validate the ACCEPTANCE TEST environment. '
•  Execute" ' the test scripts and conduct USER'
ACCEPTANCE TEST-.activitie's.| \ -
• . Document and. summarize^- ACCEPTANCE,'TEST
results. ' • • ' V
• Work jointly with Kelmar in'deteiTnining the required

actions for problem resolution.
•  ProVide'ACCEPTANCEofthe validated SYSTEMS.

Work Product
Description

The DELIVERABLE for USER ACCEPTANCE Tests is
the USER ACCEPTANCE TEST Results. These results
provide evidence that the new SYSTEM meets the USER
ACCEPTANCEcriteria defined in the WORK PLAN. -

Add Section 1.6(a): UAT - RENEWAL PERIOD

Prior to delivering the RENEWAL PERIOD DELIVERABLES, Kelmar
shall perform the following testing: (a) Unit Testing and incremental
Integration Testing of the components of each RENEWAL PERIOD
DELIVERABLE (b) Integration Testing of each RENEWAL PERIOD
DELIVERABLE to ensure proper inter-operation with all prior
Deliverables, interfaces and other components that are intended to function
with the RENEWAL PERIOD DELIVERABLES; and (c) Business
Function Testing and Technical Testing of each Application in a simulated
production environment. The STATE shall participate in and provide
support for the Business Function Testing to the extent reasonably requested
by Kelmar.

Within five (5) Business Days following the completion of Kelmar's
testing, Kelmar shall provide the STATE, upon its request, with a testing
matrix evidencing the conduct and successful completion of all testing
associated with the RENEWAL PERIOD DELIVERABLE(s).

Thereafter, the STATE will follow the process outlined in Exhibit G -
Maintenance and Support Services, Subsection 1.1.3.1 to conduct UAT to
determine whether the RENEWAL PERIOD DELIVERABLE(s)
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conforms to and performs in accordance with the SPECIFICATIONS
without material deficiencies.

Upon successful conclusion of UAT and successful deployment of the
RENEWAL PERIOD DELIVERABLES, the STATE will issue a letter

of UAT ACCEPTANCE and the respective WARRANTY PERIOD
SHALL COMMENCE. With respect to the RENEWAL PERIOD
DELIVERABLES, the Parties acknowledge and agree that the terms and
conditions set forth at Exhibit K. - Warranty & Warranty Services shall
apply.

Section 1

Testing and
Acceptance

Subsection 1.7

Performance Tuning
and Stress Testing

Delete Exhibit F Section 1.7: Performance Tuning and Stress Testing :

1.7 Performance Tuning and Stress Testing

Kelmar shall develop and document hardware and SOFTWARE
configuration and tuning of Kelmar's infrastructure as well as assist and direct
the STATE'S System Administrators and Database Administrators in
configuring and tuning the infrastructure to support the SOFTWARE
throughout the PROJECT.

1.7.1 Scope

The scope of Performance Testing shall be to measure the SYSTEM level
metrics critical for the development of the applications infrastructure and
operation of the applications in the production environment. It will include
the measurement of response rates of the application for end-user
transactions and resource utilization (of various servers and network) under
various load conditions. These response rates shall become the basis for
CHANGES and retesting until optimum SYSTEM performance is
achieved. Performance testing and tuning shall occur in the final production
environment and shall use a copy of the final production database to provide
the best results.

1.7.2 Test Types

Performance testing shall use two different types of testing to determine
the stability of the application. They are baseline tests and load tests.

a) Baseline Tests: Baseline tests shall collect performance DATA and
load analysis by running scripts where the output is broken down into
business transactions or functions. The test is like a single user
executing a defined business transaction. During baseline testing,
each individual script is run to establish a baseline for transaction
response time, throughput and other user-based metrics.

b) Load Tests; Load testing will determine if the behavior of the
SYSTEM can be sustained over a long period of time while running
under expected conditions. Load test helps to verify the ability of the
application environment under different load conditions based on
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workload distribution. SYSTEM response time and utilization is
measured and recorded.

1.7.3 Tuning

Tuning will be Kelmar led and occur during both the development of the
application and load testing. Tuning is the process whereby the application
performance is maximized. This can be the result of making code more
efficient during development as well as making tuning parameter changes to
the environment.

1.7.4 Regression Testing

As a result, of the user testing activities, problems will be identified that
require correction. The STATE will notify Kelmar of the nature of the
testing failures in writing. Kelmar will be required to perform additional
testing activities in response to STATE and/or user problems identified
from the testing results. Regression testing means selective re-testing to
detect faults introduced during the modification effort, both to verify that the
modifications have not caused unintended adverse effects, and to verify that
the modified and related (possibly affected) SYSTEM components still
meet their specified requirements:

a) For each minor failure of an ACCEPTANCE Test, the
ACCEPTANCE PERIOD shall be extended by corresponding time
defined in the TEST PLAN.

b) Kelmar shall notify the STATE no later than five (5) business days
from Kelmar's receipt of written notice of the test failure when
Kelmar expects the corrections to be completed and ready for
retesting by the STATE. Kelmar will have up to ten (10) business
days to make corrections to the problem unless specifically extended
in writing by the STATE.

c) When a programming CHANGE is made in response to a problem
identified during user testing, a REGRESSION TEST PLAN should
be developed by Kelmar based on the understanding of the program and
the CHANGE being made to the program. The TEST PLAN has two
objectives:

1. validate that the CHANGE/update has been properly
incorporated into the program; and
2. validate that there has been no unintended CHANGE to the other

portions of the program.

d) Kelmar will be expected to:
1. Create a set of test conditions, test cases, and test DATA that will

validate that the CHANGE has been incorporated correctly;
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2. Create a set of test conditions, test cases, and test DATA that will

validate that the unchanged portions of the program still operate
correctly; and

3. Manage the entire cyclic process.

e) Kelmar will be expected to execute the regression test, provide actual
testing results, and certify its completion in writing to the STATE
prior to passing the modified SOFTWARE application to the users
for retesting.

In designing and conducting such regression testing, Kelmar will be required
to assess the risks inherent to the modification being implemented and weigh
those risks against the time and effort required for conducting the regression
tests. In other words, Kelmar will be expected to design and conduct
regression tests that will identify any unintended consequences of the
modification while taking into account SCHEDULE and economic
considerations.

Replace Exhibit F Section 1.7: Performance Tuning and Stress Testing

1.7 Performance Tuning and Stress Testing

Where applicable for the final integration of the RENEWAL PERIOD
DELIVERABLES, Kelmar shall develop and document hardware and
SOFTWARE configuration and tuning of Kelmar's infrastructure as well as
assist and direct the STATE'S System Administrators and Database
Administrators in configuring and tuning the infrastructure to support the
SOFTWARE throughout the PROJECT.

1.7.1 Scope

The scope of Performance Testing shall be to measure the SYSTEM level
metrics critical for the development of the applications infrastructure and
operation of the applications in the production environment. It will include
the measurement of response rates of the application for end-user
transactions and resource utilization (of various servers and network) under
various load conditions. These response rates shall become the basis for
CHANGES and retesting until optimum SYSTEM performance is
achieved. Performance testing and tuning shall occur in the final production
environment and shall use a copy of the final production database to provide
the best results.

1.7.2 Test Types

Performance testing shall use two different types of testing to determine
the stability of the application. They are baseline tests and load tests.

a) Baseline Tests; Baseline tests shall collect performance DATA and
load analysis by running scripts where the output is broken down into
business transactions or functions. The test is like a single user
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executing a defined business transaction. During baseline testing,
each individual script is run to establish a baseline for transaction
response time, throughput and other user-based metrics,

b) Load Tests: Load testing will determine if the behavior of the
SYSTEM can be sustained over a long period of time while running
under expected conditions. Load test helps to verify the ability of the
application environment under different load conditions based on
workload distribution. SYSTEM response time and utilization is
measured and recorded.

1.7.3 Tuning

Tuning will be Kelmar led and occur during both the development of the
application and load testing. Tuning is the process whereby the application
performance is maximized. This can be the result of making code more
efficient during development as well as making tuning parameter changes to
the environment.

1.7.4 Regression Testing

As a result, of the user testing activities, problems will be identified that
require correction. The STATE will notify Kelmar of the nature of the
testing failures in writing. Kelmar will be required to perform additional
testing activities in response to STATE and/or user problems identified
from the testing results. Regression testing means selective re-testing to
detect faults introduced during the modification effort, both to verify that the
modifications have not caused unintended adverse effects, and to verify that
the modified and related (possibly affected) SYSTEM components still
meet their specified requirements:

a) For each minor failure of an ACCEPTANCE Test, the
ACCEPTANCE PERIOD shall be extended by corresponding time
defined in the TEST PLAN.

b) Kelmar shall notify the STATE no later than five (5) business days
from Kelmar's receipt of written notice of the test failure when
Kelmar expects the corrections to be completed and ready for
retesting by the STATE. Kelmar will have up to ten (10) business
days to make corrections to the problem unless specifically extended
in writing by the STATE.

c) When a programming CHANGE is made in response to a problem
identified during user testing, a REGRESSION TEST PLAN should
be developed by Kelmar based on the understanding of the program and
the CHANGE being made to the program. The TEST PLAN has two
objectives:

I. validate that the CHANGE/update has been properly incorporated
into the program; and
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2. validate that there has been no unintended CHANGE to the other

portions of the program.
d) Kelmar will be expected to:

1. Create a set of test conditions, test cases, and test DATA that will

validate that the CHANGE has been incorporated correctly;
2. Create a set of test conditions, test cases, and test DATA that will

validate that the unchanged portions of the program still operate
correctly; and

3. Manage the entire cyclic process.

e) Kclmar will be expected to execute the regression test, provide actual
testing results, and certify its completion in writing to the STATE
prior to passing the modified SOFTWARE application to the users
for retesting.

In designing and conducting such regression testing, Kelmar will be required
to assess the risks inherent to the modification being implemented and weigh
those risks against the time and effort required for conducting the regression
tests. In In designing and conducting such regression testing, Kelmar will be
required to assess other words, Kelmar will be expected to design and conduct
regression tests that will identify any unintended consequences of the
modification while taking into account SCHEDULE and economic
considerations.

Exhibit G

MAINTENANCE

AND SUPPORT

SERVICES

AMENDED TEXT

Section 1

System Maintenance

Subsection 1.1.3.1

Process for Approval
of Software

Deliverables

Delete Exhibit G Section 1.1.3.1:

DELIVERABLES:

Process for Approval of SOFTWARE

The STATE will conduct UAT of each SOFTWARE DELIVERABLE in

accordance with the following procedures to determine whether it meets the
criteria for STATE approval - i.e., whether it conforms to and performs in
accordance with its SPECIFICATIONS without material DEFICIENCIES.

The STATE REVIEW PERIOD shall be the number of days agreed in
writing by the Parties (failing which it shall be forty-five (45) days by default).
The STATE REVIEW PERIOD for each SOFTWARE DELIVERABLE

will begin when Kelmar has delivered the SOFTWARE DELIVERABLE
to the STATE and the STATE'S inspection of the DELIVERABLE has
confirmed that all components of it have been delivered.

If the STATE determines during the UAT that the SOFTWARE
DELIVERABLE contains any DEFICIENCIES, the STATE will notify
Kelmar of the deficiency by making an entry in an incident reporting system
available to both Kelmar and the STATE.
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Kelmar will use reasonable commercial efforts to correct all reported
DEFICIENCIES with the SOFTWARE DELIVERABLE, conduct

appropriate SYSTEM Testing (including, where applicable, Regression
Testing) to confirm the proper correction of the DEFICIENCIES, and re-
deliver the corrected version to the STATE for re-testing in UAT. Kelmar
will coordinate the re-delivery of corrected versions of SOFTWARE
DELIVERABLES with the STATE so as not to disrupt the STATE'S UAT
process. The STATE will promptly re-test the corrected version of the
SOFTWARE DELIVERABLE after receiving it from Kelmar.

Within three (3) business days after the end of the STATE REVIEW
PERIOD, the STATE will give Kelmar a written notice indicating the
STATE'S approval or rejection of the SOFTWARE DELIVERABLE
according to the criteria and process set out in this Section. If the STATE has
given notice of non-acceptance, Kelmar will again act to diligently correct,
modify, or improve such SOFTWARE DELIVERABLE to address the
cause of non-acceptance. This process will be repeated as may be necessary
until the SOFTWARE DELIVERABLES are accepted or deemed accepted
by the STATE as provided in Section 1.1.3.2 below.

Replace Exhibit G Section 1.1.3.1:
DELIVERABLES:

Process for Approval of SOFTWARE

The STATE will conduct UAT of each SOFTWARE DELIVERABLE in

accordance with the following procedures to determine whether it meets the
criteria for STATE approval - i.e., whether it conforms to and performs in
accordance with its SPECIFICATIONS without material DEFICIENCIES.

The STATE REVIEW PERIOD shall be the number of days agreed in
writing by the Parties (failing which it shall be forty-five (45) days by default).
The STATE REVIEW PERIOD for each SOFTWARE DELIVERABLE

will begin when Kelmar has delivered the SOFTWARE DELIVERABLE
to the STATE and the STATE'S inspection of the DELIVERABLE has
confirmed that all components of it have been delivered.

If the STATE determines during the UAT that the SOFTWARE
DELIVERABLE contains any DEFICIENCIES, the STATE will notify
Kelmar of the deficiency by making an entry in an incident reporting system
available to both Kelmar and the STATE.

Kelmar will use reasonable commercial efforts to correct all reported
DEFICIENCIES with the SOFTWARE DELIVERABLE, conduct

appropriate SYSTEM Testing (including, where applicable. Regression
Testing) to confirm the proper correction of the DEFICIENCIES, and re-
deliver the corrected version to the STATE for re-testing in UAT. Kelmar
will coordinate the re-delivery of corrected versions of SOFTWARE
DELIVERABLES with the STATE so as not to disrupt the STATE'S UAT
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process. The STATE will promptly re-test the corrected version of the
SOFTWARE DELIVERABLE after receiving it from Kelmar.

Within three (3) business days after the end of the STATE REVIEW
PERIOD, the STATE will give Kelmar a written notice indicating the
STATE'S approval or rejection of the SOFTWARE DELIVERABLE
according to the criteria and process set out in this Section. If the STATE has
given notice of non-acceptance, Kelmar will again act to diligently correct,
modify, or improve such SOFTWARE DELIVERABLE to address the
cause of non-acceptance. This process will be repeated as may be necessary
until the SOFTWARE DELIVERABLES are accepted or deemed accepted

by the STATE as provided in Section 1.1.3.2 below.

With respect to the RENEWAL PERIOD SOFTWARE
DELIVERABLES, each of the conditions outlined in this subsection 1.1.3.1

shall apply; except that the STATE REVIEW PERIOD shall be the number
of days agreed in writing by the Parties (failing which it shall be ten (10) days
by default).

Exhibit H

STATE OF NH

REQUIREMENTS

AMENDED TEXT

Exhibit H

State Of New

Hampshire

Requirements

Delete Exhibit H

The State of NH Requirements for the Treasury Abandoned Property
Application are contained in Attachment 1 - State of NH Requirements which
is incorporated herein.

Replace Exhibit H

The State of NH Requirements for the Treasury Abandoned Property
Application are contained in Attachment I - State of NH Requirements and
Attachment IA - State of NH New and Modified Requirements - which are
incorporated herein.

The State of NH Requirements for the Treasury Abandoned Property
Application contained in Attachment I shall be revised to include the
following three (3) new subsections detailing the functionality described
below, all of which KELMAR acknowledges and agrees are fully supported
by the current release of the KAPS® SOFTWARE:

84.10 - The hosted solution provider's application shall provide functionality
for the KAPS® STATE WEBSITE SOLUTION.

84.11 - The hosted solution provider's application shall provide functionality
for the KAPS® LN Services.
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B4.12 -The hosted solution provider's application shall provide functionality
for the KAPS® SYSTEM IMAGING MODULE.

Annually Kelmar shall undergo a Statement on Standards for Attestation
Engagement (SSAE) No. 18, Service Organization Control (SOC) 2 Type II
audit during which Kelmar's controls as they relate to security, availability,
processing integrity, and confidentiality of the KAPS® SYSTEM shall be
examined. Kelmar shall provide the STATE with a copy of the confidential
SOC 2 Type 11 audit results promptly upon receipt from its independent
examiner as well as its plan to correct any negative findings, if any. The
STATE shall treat the report any remediation plan as confidential and exempt
from public disclosure. Kelmar shall also make available copies of the SOC
2 Type II or SOC 3 reports for all data centers and/or infrastructure providers
utilized by Kelmar in the delivery of the Services, including those used in
disaster recovery operations. These S0C2 Type 2 or SOC 3 reports shall also
be maintained by the STATE as confidential and exempt from public
disclosure.

Exhibit I

WORK PLAN

AMENDED TEXT

Section 1

Assumptions

Subsection D.

Project Schedule

Delete Exhibit I Section l.D: Project Schedule

•  Deployment is planned to begin on or about April 28,2014 with a planned
go-live date of August 25, 2014

Replace Exhibit I Section l.D: Project Schedule

•  Deployment is planned to begin on or about April 28,2014 with a planned
go-live date of August 25, 2014.

•  The Project tasks associated with the implementation and deployment of
the RENEWAL PERIOD DELIVERABLES shall be completed in three
phases as outlined in Exhibit A Section 2.1 (i.e. 60 days to complete the
KAPS® STATE WEBSITE SOLUTION; 90 days to complete the
KAPS® SYSTEM IMAGING MODULE, and 60 days to complete the
KAPS® LN Services) , with the commencement date for the
implementation of the KAPS® STATE WEBSITE SOLUTION being
established within thirty (30) days of the execution of the CONTRACT.
The targeted implementation date of each of the RENEWAL PERIOD
DELIVERABLES are as follows:

•  KAPS® STATE WEBSITE SOLUTION - July 2019
•  KAPS® SYSTEM IMAGING MODULE - January 2020
•  KAPS®LN Services - July 2021

Section 2

Roles &

Responsibilities

Delete Exhibit I Section 2.A: Kelmar Team Roles and Responsibilities

1) Kelmar Team Project Executive
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Subsection 2.A

KelmarTeam Roles

and Responsibilities

The Kelmar Team's PROJECT Executives (Kelmar and
SUBCONTRACTOR PROJECT Executives) shall be responsible
for advising on and monitoring the quality of the
IMPLEMENTATION throughout the PROJECT life cycle. The
PROJECT Executive shall advise the Kelmar Team PROJECT

MANAGER and the STATE'S PROJECT leadership on the best
practices for implementing the Kelmar SOFTWARE SOLUTION
within the STATE. The PROJECT Executive shall participate in the
definition of the PROJECT Plan and provide guidance to the
STATE'S Team.

2) Kelmar Team Project Manager
The Kelmar Team PROJECT MANAGER shall have overall

responsibility for the day-to-day management of the PROJECT and
shall plan, track, and manage the activities of the Kelmar
IMPLEMENTATION Team. The Kelmar Team PROJECT

MANAGER will have the following responsibilities:

•  Maintain communications with the STATE'S PROJECT

MANAGER;

•  Work with the STATE in planning and conducting a kick-off
meeting;

•  Create and maintain the WORK PLAN;

•  Assign Kelmar Team consultants to tasks in the
IMPLEMENTATION PROJECT according to the scheduled
staffing requirements;

•  Define roles and responsibilities of all Kelmar Team members;
•  Provide Weekly and monthly update progress reports to the

STATE PROJECT MANAGER;

•  Notify the STATE PROJECT MANAGER of requirements for
STATE resources in order to provide sufficient lead time for
resources to be made available;

•  Review task progress for time, quality, and accuracy in order to
achieve progress;

•  Review requirements and scheduling CHANGES and identify
the impact on the PROJECT in order to identify whether the
CHANGES may require a change of scope;

•  Implement scope and SCHEDULE CHANGES as authorized by
the STATE PROJECT MANAGER and with appropriate
CHANGE CONTROL approvals as identified in the
IMPLEMENTATION PLAN;

•  Inform the STATE PROJECT MANAGER and staff of any
urgent issues if and when they arise;

•  Provide the STATE completed PROJECT DELIVERABLES
and obtain sign-off from the STATE'S PROJECT
MANAGER.
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3) Kelmar Team Analysis
The Kelmar Team shall conduct analysis of requirements, validate the
Kelmar Team's understanding of the STATE business requirements by
application, and perform business requirements mapping:
•  Construct and confirm application test case scenarios;
•  Produce application configuration definitions and configure the

applications;
Conduct testing of the configured application;

Produce functional SPECIFICATIONS for extensions,

conversions, and interfaces;

Assist the STATE in the testing of extensions, conversions, and

interfaces;

Assist the STATE in execution of the STATE'S

ACCEPTANCE Test;

Conduct follow-up meetings to obtain feedback, results, and
concurrence/approval from the STATE;
Assist with the correction of configuration problems identified
during SYSTEM, integration and ACCEPTANCE Testing; and
Assist with the transition to production.

4) Kelmar Team Tasks

The Kelmar team shall assume the following tasks:
Development and review of functional and technical
SPECIFICATION to determine that they are at an appropriate
level of detail and quality;
Development and DOCUMENTATION of conversion and
interface programs in accordance with functional and technical
SPECIFICATIONS;

Development and DOCUMENTATION of installation
procedures; and
Development and execution of UNIT TEST scripts;

Unit testing of conversions and interfaces developed; and
SYSTEM Integration Testing.

Replace Exhibit I Section 2.A. Kelmar Team Roles and Responsibilities with the
following inclusive of a new subsection 5):

1) Kelmar Team Project Executive
The Kelmar Team's PROJECT Executives (Kelmar and
SUBCONTRACTOR PROJECT Executives) shall be responsible for
advising on and monitoring the quality of the IMPLEMENTATION
throughout the PROJECT life cycle. The PROJECT Executive shall
advise the Kelmar Team PROJECT MANAGER and the STATE'S

PROJECT leadership on the best practices for implementing the
Kelmar SOFTWARE SOLUTION within the STATE. The

PROJECT Executive shall participate in the definition of the
PROJECT Plan and provide guidance to the STATE'S Team.
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2) Kelmar Team Project Manager
The Kelmar Team PROJECT MANAGER shall have overall

responsibility for the day-to-day management of the PROJECT and
shall plan, track, and manage the activities of the Kelmar
IMPLEMENTATION Team. The Kelmar Team PROJECT

MANAGER will have the following responsibilities:

•  Maintain communications with the STATE'S PROJECT

MANAGER;

•  Work with the STATE in planning and conducting a kick-off
meeting;

•  Create and maintain the WORK PLAN;

•  Assign Kelmar Team consultants to tasks in the
IMPLEMENTATION PROJECT according to the
scheduled staffing requirements;

•  Define roles and responsibilities of all Kelmar Team
members;

•  Provide Weekly and monthly update progress reports to the
STATE PROJECT MANAGER;

•  Notify the STATE PROJECT MANAGER of requirements
for STATE resources in order to provide sufficient lead time
for resources to be made available;

•  Review task progress for time, quality, and accuracy in order
to achieve progress;

•  Review requirements and scheduling CHANGES and identify
the impact on the PROJECT in order to identify whether the
CHANGES may require a change of scope;

•  Implement scope and SCHEDULE CHANGES as authorized
by the STATE PROJECT MANAGER and with appropriate
CHANGE CONTROL approvals as identified in the
IMPLEMENTATION PLAN;

•  Inform the STATE PROJECT MANAGER and staff of any
urgent issues if and when they arise;

•  Provide the STATE completed PROJECT
DELIVERABLES and obtain sign-off from the STATE'S
PROJECT MANAGER.

3) Kelmar Team Analysis

•  The Kelmar Team shall conduct analysis of requirements,
validate the Kelmar Team's understanding of the STATE
business requirements by application, and perform business
requirements mapping:

•  Construct and confirm application test case scenarios;
•  Produce application configuration definitions and configure the

applications;
•  Conduct testing of the configured application;
•  Produce functional SPECIFICATIONS for extensions,

conversions, and interfaces;
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4

5

Assist the STATE in the testing of extensions, conversions, and
interfaces;

Assist the STATE in execution of the STATE'S

ACCEPTANCE Test;

Conduct follow-up meetings to obtain feedback, results, and
concurrence/approval from the STATE;
Assist with the correction of configuration problems identified
during SYSTEM, integration and ACCEPTANCE Testing; and
Assist with the transition to production.

Kelmar Team Tasks

The Kelmar team shall assume the following tasks:
Development and review of functional and technical
SPECIFICATION to determine that they are at an appropriate
level of detail and quality;

Development and DOCUMENTATION of conversion and
interface programs in accordance with functional and technical
SPECIFICATIONS;

Development and DOCUMENTATION of installation
procedures; and

Development and execution of UNIT TEST scripts;
Unit testing of conversions and interfaces developed; and
SYSTEM Integration Testing.

lENEWAL PERIOD Kelmar Team Roles and Responsibilities
Work collectively with the STATE in answering all questions
pertaining to the make-up of the website
Deliver a UAT version of the KAPS® STATE WEBSITE

SOLUTION that integrates directly with the STATE'S UAT
version of the KAPS® SYSTEM

Test the functionality of the KAPS® STATE WEBSITE
SOLUTION to ensure all hyperlinks are directing to the proper
location, all forms have been placed in the proper locations,
electronic reports have successfully loaded into KAPS®
SYSTEM, claims created via website are created properly in the
KAPS® SYSTEM, and error messages are received when reports
are not in the proper NAUPA format
Make adjustments to website content as requested by the STATE
Train STATE PERSONNEL on how users of the public facing
website will upload electronic files and file claims
Deliver the final public facing version of the KAPS® WEBSITE
SOLUTION

Deliver a discovery document to the STATE in order to collect
and gather content regarding the KAPS® IMAGING MODULE
Work collectivity with the STATE in answering all questions
pertaining to the KAPS® IMAGING MODULE
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Provide the STATE with one scanner based on potential volume
of images to be scanned on a daily basis
Deliver a UAT version of the KAPS® IMAGING MODULE

Deliver training and process suggestions on imaging, viewing
imaging and processing claims in a paperless environment
Turn on the KAPS® IMAGING MODULE in the STATE'S

KAPS® Production Environment

Deliver a discovery document to the STATE in order to collect
and gather content regarding the STATE'S threshold for paying
FastTrack claims using Kelmar's LexisNexis® Instant Verify® and
LexID® verification and authentication services through the
KAPS® SYSTEM

Work collectively with the STATE in configuring the KAPS®
Production Environment to automatically process claims that are
FastTrack eligible based on the STATE'S pre-determined criteria
Deliver training and process suggestion on the use of Kelmar's
LexisNexis® Instant Verify® and LexID® verification and
authentication services

Turn on LexisNexis FastTrack Authentication in the STATE'S

KAPS® Production Environment

Section 2

Roles &

Responsibilities

Subsection 2.B

State Roles and

Responsibilities

Delete Exhibit I Section 2.B: State Roles and Responsibilities
B. State Roles and Responsibilities

The following STATE resources have been identified for the PROJECT.
The time demands on the individual STATE team members will vary
depending on the phase and specific tasks of the IMPLEMENTATION. The
demands on the Subject Matter Experts' time will vary based on the need
determined by the STATE Leads and the phase of the
IMPLEMENTATION.

1) State Project Manager
The STATE PROJECT MANAGER shall work side-by-side with the
Kelmar PROJECT MANAGER. The role of the STATE PROJECT

MANAGER is to manage STATE resources (IF ANY), facilitate
completion of all tasks assigned to STATE staff, and communicate
PROJECT status on a regular basis. The STATE PROJECT
MANAGER represents the STATE in all decisions on
IMPLEMENTATION PROJECT matters, provides all necessary
support in the conduct of the IMPLEMENTATION PROJECT, and
provides necessary STATE resources, as defined by the WORK PLAN
and as otherwise identified throughout the course of the PROJECT. The
STATE PROJECT MANAGER has the following responsibilities:
•  Plan and conduct a kick-off meeting with assistance from the

Kelmar team;

•  Assist the Kelmar PROJECT MANAGER in the development of
a detailed WORK PLAN;
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•  Identify and secure the STATE PROJECT TEAM members in
accordance with the WORK PLAN;

•  Define roles and responsibilities of all STATE PROJECT TEAM
members assigned to the PROJECT;

•  Identify' and secure access to additional STATE end-user staff as
needed to support specific areas of knowledge if and when required
to perform certain IMPLEMENTATION tasks;

•  Communicate issues to STATE management as necessary to secure

resolution of any matter that cannot be addressed at the PROJECT
level;

•  Inform the Kelmar PROJECT MANAGER of any urgent Issues

if and when they arise; and
•  Assist the Kelmar team staff to obtain requested information if and

when required to perform certain PROJECT tasks.

2) State Subject Matter Expert(s) (SME)
The role of the STATE SME is to assist application teams with an
understanding of the STATE'S current business practices and processes,
provide agency knowledge, and participate in the IMPLEMENTATION.
Responsibilities of the SME include the following:
•  Be the key user and contact for their Agency or DEPARTMENT;
•  Attend PROJECT TEAM training and acquire in-depth functional

knowledge of the relevant applications;
•  Assist in validating and documenting user requirements, as needed;
•  Assist in mapping business requirements;
•  Assist in constructing test scripts and DATA;
•  Assist in SYSTEM, integration, and ACCEPTANCE Testing;
•  Assist in performing conversion and integration testing and DATA

verification;

•  Attend PROJECT meetings when requested; and

•  Assist in training end users in the use of the Kelmar SOFTWARE
SOLUTION and the business processes the application supports.

3) State Technical Lead and Architect
The STATE'S Technical Lead and Architect reports to the STATE'S
PROJECT MANAGER and is responsible for leading and managing the
STATE'S technical tasks. Responsibilities include:

•  Attend technical training as necessary to support the
PROJECT;

•  Assist the STATE and Kelmar Team PROJECT MANAGERS

to establish the detailed WORK PLAN;

•  Manage the day-to-day activities of the STATE'S technical
resources assigned to the PROJECT;

• Work with STATE IT management to obtain STATE technical
resources in accordance with the WORK PLAN;

• Work with the Kelmar Technical Lead and the STATE'S selected

hardware vendor to architect and establish an appropriate
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hardware platform for the STATE'S PROJECT development
and production environments;

• Work in partnership with the Kelmar and lead the STATE
technical staffs efforts in documenting the technical operational
procedures and processes for the PROJECT. This is a Kelmar
DELIVERABLE and it will be expected that Kelmar will lead
the overall effort with support and assistance from the STATE;
and

•  Represent the technical efforts of the STATE EVERY TWO
WEEKS at the PROJECT meetings.

Replace Exhibit 1 Section 2.B: State Roles and Responsibilities with the following to
add a new subsection 4).

B. State Roles and Responsibilities

The following STATE resources have been identified for the PROJECT.
The time demands on the individual STATE team members will vary
depending on the phase and specific tasks of the IMPLEMENTATION. The
demands on the Subject Matter Experts' time will vary based on the need
determined by the STATE Leads and the phase of the
IMPLEMENTATION.

1) State Project Manager
The STATE PROJECT MANAGER shall work side-by-side with the
Kelmar PROJECT MANAGER. The role of the STATE PROJECT

MANAGER is to manage STATE resources (IF ANY), facilitate
completion of all tasks assigned to STATE staff, and communicate
PROJECT status on a regular basis. The STATE PROJECT
MANAGER represents the STATE in all decisions on
IMPLEMENTATION PROJECT matters, provides all necessary
support in the conduct of the IMPLEMENTATION PROJECT, and
provides necessary STATE resources, as defined by the WORK PLAN
and as otherwise identified throughout the course of the PROJECT. The
STATE PROJECT MANAGER has the following responsibilities:

Plan and conduct a kick-off meeting with assistance from the
Kelmar team;

Assist the Kelmar PROJECT MANAGER in the development of
a detailed WORK PLAN;

Identify and secure the STATE PROJECT TEAM members in
accordance with the WORK PLAN;

Define roles and responsibilities of all STATE PROJECT TEAM
members assigned to the PROJECT;
Identify and secure access to additional STATE end-user staff as
needed to support specific areas of knowledge if and when required
to perform certain IMPLEMENTATION tasks;
Communicate issues to STATE management as necessary to secure
resolution of any matter that cannot be addressed at the PROJECT
level;
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•  Inform the Kelmar PROJECT MANAGER of any urgent issues
If and when they arise; and

♦  Assist the Kelmar team staff to obtain requested information if and
when required to perform certain PROJECT tasks.

2) State Subject Matter Expert(s) (SME)
The role of the STATE SME is to assist application teams with an
understanding of the STATE'S current business practices and processes,
provide agency knowledge, and participate in the IMPLEMENTATION.
Responsibilities of the SME include the following:

Be the key user and contact for their Agency or DEPARTMENT;

Attend PROJECT TEAM training and acquire in-depth functional
knowledge of the relevant applications;
Assist in validating and documenting user requirements, as needed;
Assist in mapping business requirements;
Assist in constructing test scripts and DATA;
Assist in SYSTEM, integration, and ACCEPTANCE Testing;
Assist in performing conversion and integration testing and DATA
verification;

Attend PROJECT meetings when requested; and

Assist in training end users in the use of the Kelmar SOFTWARE
SOLUTION and the business processes the application supports.

3) State Technical Lead and Architect
The state's Technical Lead and Architect reports to the STATE'S
PROJECT MANAGER and is responsible for leading and managing the
STATE'S technical tasks. Responsibilities include:

•  Attend technical training as necessary to support the
PROJECT;

•  Assist the STATE and Kelmar Team PROJECT MANAGERS

to establish the detailed WORK PLAN;

•  Manage the day-to-day activities of the STATE'S technical
resources assigned to the PROJECT;

• Work with STATE IT management to obtain STATE technical
resources in accordance with the WORK PLAN;

• Work with the Kelmar Technical Lead and the STATE'S selected

hardware vendor to architect and establish an appropriate
hardware platform for the STATE'S PROJECT development
and production environments;

• Work in partnership with the Kelmar and lead the STATE
technical staffs efforts in documenting the technical operational
procedures and processes for the PROJECT. This is a Kelmar
DELIVERABLE and it will be expected that Kelmar will lead
the overall effort with support and assistance from the STATE;
and

•  Represent the technical efforts of the STATE EVERY TWO
WEEKS at the PROJECT meetings.
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4) RENEWAL PERIOD - STATE Project Team Roles and
Responsibilities:

Complete discovery packet including providing images,
hyperlinks, forms, and static content to be used on the website for
the STATE.

Review and sign-off on UAT environment including content,
claims creation, and successful uploading of electronic reports
Designate an employee(s) who will be responsible for imaging
incoming documents and complete training on the imaging system
Review and sign-off on UAT environment including successful

upload of images from imaging solution to the KAPS® SYSTEM
Work collaboratively with Kelmar to determine criteria for claims
to pass FastTrack, provide language for automated email to
claimants who pass FastTrack, and provide updates (if any) to
settlement report required to distinguish FastTrack claims from
non-FastTrack claims

Exhibit J

LICENSING &

SOFTWARE

LICENSE

AMENDED TEXT

Section 1 -

LICENSE GRANT

Delete Exhibit J Section 1: License Grant

1. LICENSE GRANT

Subject to the payment of applicable license fees set forth in Contract Exhibit
B: Price and Payment Schedule, Kelmar hereby grants the STATE, and the
STATE accepts, a limited, non-transferable, non-exclusive license to use the
SOFTWARE under the terms and conditions stated herein for the STATE'S

internal use in the administration of its unclaimed property program and
business related thereto. The grant of rights hereunder to license and utilize
the SOFTWARE is not a sale of the SOFTWARE or any portion thereof,
and does not convey any rights of ownership in the SOFTWARE. The
STATE may allow its agents and Contractors to access and use the
SOFTWARE, and in such event, the STATE shall first obtain written

agreement from such agents and Contractors that each shall abide by the terms
and conditions set forth herein.

Replace Exhibit J Section I: License Grant

1. LICENSE GRANT

Subject to the payment of applicable license fees set forth in Contract Exhibit
8: Price and Payment Schedule, Kelmar hereby grants the STATE, and the
STATE accepts, a limited, non-transferable, non-exclusive license to use the
SOFTWARE as part of Kelmar's SaaS SOLUTION under the terms and
conditions stated herein for the STATE'S internal use in the administration of

its unclaimed property program and business related thereto. The grant of
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rights hereunder to license and utilize the SOFTWARE is not a sale of the
SOFTWARE or any portion thereof, and does not convey any rights of
ownership in the SOFTWARE. The STATE may allow its agents and
Contractors to access and use the SOFTWARE provided such agents and
Contractors (a) are not competitors of Kelmar who offer similar unclaimed
property services and/or SOFTWARE; and (b) utilize and access the KAPS
SYSTEM via the State's IP address, and in such event, the STATE shall first
obtain written agreement from such agents and Contractors that each shall
abide by the terms and conditions set forth herein.

As a condition to the STATE'S license to utilize Kelmar's KAPS®LN Services

through the KAPS® SYSTEM, the STATE shall abide by the subscription
terms and conditions set forth in Exhibit P, attached hereto and incorporated
herein by reference.

Exhibit P

KAPS®
SUBSCRIPTION

TERMS &

CONDITIONS

NEWLY ADDED EXHIBIT TO PART 3 OF THE CONTRACT

KAPS* Subscription
Terms & Conditions

-Lexisnexis® Instant

Verify® & Lcxid®
Authentication

Services

AMEND the Contract to Include Exhibit P, as follows:

Exhibit P

KAPS® SUBSCRIPTION TERMS & CONDITIONS -

LEXISNEXIS® INSTANT VERIFY® & LEXID®

AUTHENTICATION SERVICES

The following subscription terms and conditions shall apply solely to data
received by the STATE in connection with its license to utilize Kelmar's
LexisNexis® Instant Verify® and LexID® verification and authentication
services. In the event of a conflict between the terms of the Contract and this

Exhibit P, the subscription terms and conditions contained in this Exhibit P
shall supersede and govern the aforementioned services.

I. RESTRICTED LICENSE. Kelmar hereby grants to the STATE a
restricted license to use the LexisNexis® Instant Verify® and LexID®
Identification and Authentication Services (collectively hereinafter the
"KAPS® LN Services") and any data contained therein, subject to the
restrictions and limitations set forth below:

(i) Generally. Kelmar hereby grants to the STATE a restricted license to
use the KAPS® LN Services solely for the STATE'S own internal government
purposes. The STATE represents and warrants that all of the STATE'S use of
the KAPS* LN Services shall be for only legitimate government purposes,
including those specified by the STATE in connection with a specific
information request, relating to the administration of the STATE'S unclaimed
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property program and as otherwise governed by the Agreement. The STATE
shall not use the KAPS® LN Services for marketing purposes or to resell or
broker the KAPS®LN Services to any third party and shall not use the (CAPS*
LN Services for personal (non-government) purposes. The STATE shall not
use the KAPS® LN Services to provide data processing services to third-
parties or evaluate the data of or for third-parties. The STATE agrees that if
Kelmar determines or reasonably suspects that continued provision of KAPS®
LN Services to the STATE entails a potential security risk, or that the STATE
is engaging in marketing activities, reselling, brokering or processing or
evaluating the data of or for third-parties, or using the KAPS® LN Services for
personal (non-government) purposes or using the KAPS® LN Services'
information, programs, computer applications, or data, or is otherwise
violating any provision of this Agreement, or any of the laws, regulations, or
rules described herein, Kelmar may take immediate action, including, without
limitation, terminating the delivery of, and the license to use, the KAPS® LN
Services. The STATE shall not access the KAPS® LN Services from Internet
Protocol addresses located outside of the United States and its territories

without Kelmar's prior written approval. The STATE shall comply with all
laws, regulations and rules which govern the use of the KAPS®LN Services
and information provided therein. Kelmar may at any time mask or cease to
provide the STATE access to any KAPS® LN Services or portions thereof
which Kelmar may deem, in Kelmar's sole discretion, to be sensitive or
restricted information.

(ii) GLBA Data. Some of the information contained in the KAPS® LN
Services is "nonpublic personal information," as defined in the Gramm-
Leach-Bliley Act (15 U.S.C. § 6801, et seq.) and related STATE laws,
(collectively, the "GLBA"), and is regulated by the GLBA ("GLBA Data").
The STATE shall not obtain and/or use GLBA Data through the LN Services,
in any manner that would violate the GLBA, or any similar STATE or local
laws, regulations and rules. The STATE acknowledges and agrees that it may
be required to certify its permissible use of GLBA Data falling within an
exception set forth in the GLBA at the time it requests information in
connection with certain KAPS®LN Services and will recertify upon request
by Kelmar. The STATE certifies with respect to GLBA Data received through
the KAPS® LN Services that it complies with the Interagency Standards for
Safeguarding Information issued pursuant to the GLBA.

(iii) DPPA Data. Some of the information contained in the KAPS®LN
Services is "personal information," as defined in the Drivers Privacy
Protection Act (18 U.S.C. § 2721, et seq.) and related STATE laws,
(collectively, the "DPPA"), and is regulated by the DPPA ("DPPA Data").
The STATE shall not obtain and/or use DPPA Data through the LN Services
in any manner that would violate the DPPA. The STATE acknowledges and
agrees that it may be required to certify its permissible use of DPPA Data at
the time it requests information in connection with certain KAPS® LN
Services and will recertify upon request by Kelmar.
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(iv) Social Security and Driver's License Numbers. Kelmar may in its
sole discretion permit the STATE to access QA Data (as defined as Social
Security or Driver's License numbers), if the STATE is authorized by Kelmar
to receive QA Data, and the STATE obtains QA Data through the KAPS®LN
Services, the STATE certifies it will not use the QA Data for any purpose
other than as expressly authorized by Kelmar's policies, the terms and
conditions herein, and applicable laws and regulations. In addition to the
restrictions on distribution otherwise set forth in Paragraph 2 below, the
STATE agrees that it will not permit QA Data obtained through the KAPS®
LN Services to be used by an employee or contractor that is not an Authorized
User with an Authorized Use. The STATE agrees it will certify, in writing,
its uses for QA Data and recertify upon request by Kelmar. The STATE may
not, to the extent permitted by the terms of this Agreement, transfer QA Data
via email or ftp without Kelmar's prior written consent. However, the STATE
shall be permitted to transfer such information so long as: (a) a secured method
(for example, sftp) is used, (b) transfer is not to any third party, and (c) such
transfer is limited to such use as permitted under this Exhibit P. Kelmar may
at any time and for any or no reason cease to provide or limit the provision of
QA Data to the STATE.

(v) Copyrighted and Trademarked Materials. The STATE shall not
remove or obscure any trademarks, copyright notices or other notices
contained on materials accessed through the KAPS* LN Services.

(vi) National Change of Address Database. Kelmar is a licensee of the
United STATEs Postal Service'sNCOALINK database (''NCOA Database").
The information contained in the NCOA Database is regulated by the Privacy
Act of 1974 and may be used only to provide a mailing list correction service
for lists that will be used for preparation of mailings. If the STATE receives
all or a portion of the NCOA Database through the KAPS® LN Services, the
STATE hereby certifies to Kelmar that it will not use such information for any
other purpose.

(vii) Additional Terms. Certain materials contained within the KAPS® LN
Services are subject to additional obligations and restrictions. Without
limitation, these services include news, business information (e.g., Dun &
Bradstreet reports), and federal legislative and regulatory materials. To the
extent that the STATE receives such materials through the KAPS® LN
Services, the STATE agrees to comply with the Supplemental Terms and
Conditions for Use of KAPS® LN Services contained at the following website:
www.Iexisnexis.com/terms/supplemental.aspx (the "Supplemental Terms").
The Supplemental Terms are hereby incorporated into this Agreement by
reference.

(viii) Fair Credit Reporting Act. The KAPS® LN Services provided
pursuant to this Agreement are not provided by "consumer reporting
agencies," as that term is defined in the Fair Credit Reporting Act, (15 U.S.C.
§1681, et seq.), (the "FCRA"), and do not constitute "consumer reports" as
that term is defined in the FCRA. Accordingly, the KAPS®LN Services may
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not be used in whole or in part as a factor in determining eligibility for credit,
insurance, employment or another purpose in connection with which a
consumer report may be used under the FCRA. Further, (a) the STATE
certifies that it will not use any of the information it receives through the
KAPS* LN Services to determine, in whole or in part an individual's
eligibility for any of the following products, services or transactions: (I) credit
or insurance to be used primarily for personal, family or household purposes;
(2) employment purposes; (3) a license or other benefit granted by a
government agency; or (4) any other product, service or transaction in
connection with which a consumer report may be used under the FCRA or any
similar STATE statute, including without limitation apartment rental, check-

cashing, or the opening of a deposit or transaction account; (b) by way of
clarification, without limiting the foregoing, the STATE may use, except as
otherwise prohibited or limited by this Agreement, information received
through the KAPS®LN Services for the following purposes: (I) to verify or
authenticate an individual's identity; (2) to prevent or detect fraud or other
unlawful activity; (3) to locate an individual; (4) to review the status of a legal
proceeding; (5) to collect a debt, provided that such debt collection does not
constitute in whole or in part, a determination of an individual consumer's
eligibility for credit or insurance to be used primarily for personal, family or
household purposes; or (6) to determine whether to buy or sell consumer debt
or a portfolio of consumer debt in a commercial secondary market transaction,
provided that such determination does not constitute in whole or in part, a
determination of an individual consumer's eligibility for credit or insurance to
be used primarily for personal, family or household purposes; (c) specifically,
if the STATE is using the KAPS® LN Services in connection with collection
of a consumer debt on its own behalf, or on behalf of a third party, the STATE
shall not use the KAPS®LN Services: (I) to revoke consumer credit; (2) to
accelerate, set or change repayment terms; or (3) for the purpose of
determining a consumer's eligibility for any repayment plan; provided,
however, that the STATE may, consistent with the certification and limitations
set forth in this Subparagraph (viii), use the KAPS* LN Services for
identifying, locating, or contacting a consumer in connection with the
collection of a consumer's debt or for prioritizing collection activities; and (d)
the STATE shall not use any of the information it receives through the KAPS®
LN Services to take any "adverse action," as that term is defined in the FCRA.

(ix) MVR Data. If the STATE is permitted to access Motor Vehicle
Records ("MVR Data") from Kelmar, without in any way limiting the
state's obligations to comply with all STATE and federal laws governing
use of MVR Data, the following specific restrictions apply and are subject to
change:

(a) The STATE shall not use any MVR Data provided by Kelmar, or portions
of information contained therein, to create or update a file that the STATE
uses to develop its own source of driving history information.
(b) As requested by Kelmar, the STATE shall complete any STATE forms that
Kelmar is legally or contractually bound to obtain from the STATE before
providing the STATE with MVR Data.
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(c)Kelmar (and certain third party vendors) may conduct reasonable and
periodic audits of the STATE'S use of MVR Data. Further, in response to any
audit, the STATE must be able to substantiate the reason for each MVR Data

order.

(ix) HIPAA. The STATE represents and warrants that the STATE
will not provide Kelmar with any Protected Health Information (as that term
is defined in 45 C.F.R. Sec. 160.103) or with Electronic Health Records or
Patient Health Records (as those terms are defined in 42 U.S.C. Sec. 17921 (5),
and 42 U.S.C. Sec. 17921(1 1), respectively) or with information from such
records without the execution of a separate agreement between the Parties.

(x) Retention of Records. For uses of GLB Data, DPPA Data
and MVR Data, as described in Paragraphs l(ii), l(iii)and l(ix), the STATE
shall maintain for a period of five (5) years a complete and accurate record
(including consumer identity, purpose and, if applicable, consumer
authorization) pertaining to every access to such data.

2. SECURITY. The STATE acknowledges that the information
available through the KAPS* LN Services may include personally identifiable
information and it is the STATE'S obligation to keep all such accessed
information confidential and secure. Accordingly, the STATE shall: (a)
restrict access to KAPS® LN Services to those employees who have a need to
know as part of their official duties; (b) ensure that none of its employees shall
(i) obtain and/or use any information from the KAPS* LN Services for
personal reasons, or (ii) transfer any information received through the KAPS®
LN Services to any party except as permitted hereunder; (c) keep all user
identification numbers, and related passwords, or other security measures
(collectively, "User IDs") confidential and prohibit the sharing of User IDs;
(d) immediately deactivate the User ID of any employee who no longer has a
need to know, or for terminated employees on or prior to the date of
termination; (e) in addition to any obligations under Paragraph 1, take all
commercially reasonable measures to prevent unauthorized access to, or use
of, the KAPS® LN Services or data received therefrom, whether the same is in
electronic form or hard copy, by any person or entity; (f) maintain and enforce
data destruction procedures to protect the security and confidentiality of all
information obtained through LN Services as it is being disposed; (g) unless
otherwise required by law, purge all information received through the KAPS®
LN Services and stored electronically or on hard copy by the STATE within
ninety (90) days of initial receipt; (h) be capable of receiving the KAPS® LN
Services where the same are provided utilizing "secure socket layer," or such
other means of secure transmission as is deemed reasonable by Kelmar; (i) not
access and/or use the KAPS® LN Services via mechanical, programmatic,
robotic, scripted or other automated search means, other than through batch or
machine-to-machine applications approved by Kelmar; and (j) take all steps
to protect their networks and computer environments, or those used to access
the KAPS® LN Services, from compromise. The STATE agrees that on at least
a quarterly basis it will review searches performed by its User IDs to ensure
that such searches were performed for a legitimate business purpose and in
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compliance with all terms and conditions herein. The STATE will implement
policies and procedures to prevent unauthorized use of User IDs and the
KAPS®LN Services and will immediately notify Kelmar, in writing to Kelmar
if the STATE suspects, has reason to believe or confirms that a User ID or the
KAPS®LN Services (or data derived directly or indirectly therefrom) is or has
been lost, stolen, compromised, misused or used, accessed or acquired in an
unauthorized manner or by any unauthorized person, or for any purpose other
than legitimate business reasons. The STATE shall remain solely liable for all
costs associated therewith and shall further reimburse Kelmar for any
expenses it incurs due to the STATE'S failure to prevent such impermissible
use or access of User IDs and/or the KAPS® LN Services, or any actions
required as a result thereof. Furthermore, in the event that the KAPS® LN
Services provided to the STATE include personally identifiable information
(including, but not limited to, social security numbers, driver's license
numbers or dates of birth), and to the extent such personally identifiable
information is stored or otherwise maintained by the STATE or its employees
outside of the KAPS® System, the following shall apply: The STATE
acknowledges that, upon unauthorized acquisition or access of or to such
personally identifiable information, including but not limited to that which is
due to use by an unauthorized person or due to unauthorized use (a "Security
Event"), the STATE shall, in compliance with law, notify the individuals
whose information was potentially accessed or acquired that a Security Event
has occurred, and shall also notify any other parties (including but not limited
to regulatory entities and credit reporting agencies) as may be required in
Kelmar's reasonable discretion. The STATE agrees that such notification
shall not reference Kelmar or the product through which the data was
provided, nor shall Kelmar be otherwise identified or referenced in connection
with the Security Event, without Kelmar's express written consent. The
STATE shall be solely responsible for any other legal or regulatory obligations
which may arise under applicable law in connection with such a Security
Event and shall bear all costs associated with complying with legal and
regulatory obligations in connection therewith. The STATE shall remain
solely liable for claims that may arise from a Security Event, including, but
not limited to, costs for litigation (including attorneys' fees), and
reimbursement sought by individuals, including but not limited to, costs for
credit monitoring or allegations of loss in connection with the Security
Event. The STATE shall provide samples of all proposed materials to notify
consumers and any third-parties, including regulatory entities, to Kelmar for
review and approval prior to distribution. In the event of a Security Event,
Kelmar may, in its sole discretion, take immediate action, including
suspension or termination of the STATE'S account, without further obligation
or liability of any kind.

3. PERFORMANCE. Kelmar will use commercially reasonable efforts
to deliver the KAPS® LN Services requested by the STATE and to compile
information gathered from selected public records and other sources used in
the provision of the KAPS®LN Services; provided, however, that the STATE
accepts all information "AS IS." The STATE acknowledges and agrees that
Kelmar obtains its data from third party sources, which may or may not be
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completely thorough and accurate, and that the STATE shall not rely on
Kelmar for the accuracy or completeness of information supplied through the
KAPS® LN Services. Without limiting the foregoing, the criminal record data
that may be provided as part of the KAPS®LN Services may include records
that have been expunged, sealed, or otherwise have become inaccessible to the
public since the date on which the data was last updated or collected. The
STATE understands that the STATE may be restricted from accessing certain
KAPS®LN Services which may be otherwise available. Kelmar reserves the
right to add materials and features to, and to discontinue offering any of the
materials and features that are currently a part of, the KAPS®LN Services.

4. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY; CONFIDENTULITY. The

STATE agrees that the STATE shall not reproduce, retransmit, republish, or
otherwise transfer for any commercial purposes the KAPS® LN Services'
information, programs or computer applications. The STATE shall use such
materials in a manner consistent with Kelmar's interests and the terms and

conditions herein, and shall notify Kelmar of any threatened or actual
infringement of Kelmar's rights. Notwithstanding anything in this Agreement
to the contrary, Kelmar or Kelmar's data provider shall own the STATE'S
search inquiry data used to access the KAPS® LN Services (in the past or
future) and may use such data for any purpose consistent with applicable
federal, STATE and local laws, rules and regulations. The STATE and
Kelmar acknowledge that they each may have access to confidential
information of the disclosing party ("Disclosing Party") relating to the
Disclosing Party's business including, without limitation, technical, financial,
strategies and related information, computer programs, algorithms, know-
how, processes, ideas, inventions (whether patentable or not), schematics,
Trade Secrets (as defined below) and other information (whether written or
oral), and in the case of Kelmar's information, product information, pricing
information, product development plans, forecasts, data contained in KAPS®
LN Services, and other business information ("Confidential Information").
"Trade Secret" shall be deemed to include any information which gives the
Disclosing Party an advantage over competitors who do not have access to
such information as well as all information that fits the definition of "trade

secret" set forth in the Delaware Uniform Trades Secrets Act, Del. Code Ann.
Title 6 Sees. 2001 et seq.. Each receiving party ("Receiving Party") agrees
not to divulge any Confidential Information or information derived therefrom
to any third party and shall protect the confidentiality of the Confidential
Information with the same degree of care it uses to protect the confidentiality
of its own confidential information and trade secrets, but in no event less than

a reasonable degree of care. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Receiving
Party may disclose Confidential Information solely to the extent required by
subpoena, court order or other governmental authority, provided that the
Receiving Party shall give the Disclosing Party prompt written notice of such
subpoena, court order or other governmental authority so as to allow the
Disclosing Party to have an opportunity to obtain a protective order to prohibit
or restrict such disclosure at its sole cost and expense. Confidential
Information disclosed pursuant to subpoena, court order or other
governmental authority shall otherwise remain subject to the terms applicable
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to Confidential Information. Each Party's obligations with respect to
Confidential Information shall continue for the term of this Agreement and for
a period of five (5) years thereafter, provided however, that with respect Trade
Secrets, each party's obligations shall continue for so long as such
Confidential Information continues to constitute a Trade Secret.

5. WARRANTIES/LIMITATION OF LIABILITY. Neither Kelmar,

nor its subsidiaries and affiliates, nor any third party data provider (for
purposes of indemnification, warranties, and limitations on liability, Kelmar,
its subsidiaries and affiliates, and its data providers are hereby collectively
referred to as "Kelmar") shall be liable to the STATE (or to any person

claiming through the STATE to whom the STATE may have provided data
from the KAPS* LN Services) for any loss or injury arising out of or caused
in whole or in part by Kelmar's acts or omissions in procuring, compiling,
collecting, interpreting, reporting, communicating, or delivering the KAPS*
LN Services, if, notwithstanding the foregoing, liability can be imposed on
Kelmar, then the STATE agrees that Kelmar's aggregate liability for any and
all losses or injuries arising out of any act or omission of Kelmar in connection
with anything to be done or furnished under this Agreement, regardless of the
cause of the loss or injury, and regardless of the nature of the legal or equitable
right claimed to have been violated, shall never exceed One Hundred Dollars
($100.00); and the STATE covenants and promises that it will not sue Kelmar
for an amount greater than such sum even if the STATE and/or third parties
were advised of the possibility of such damages and that it will not seek
punitive damages in any suit against Kelmar. Kelmar does not make and
hereby disclaims any warranty, express or implied with respect to the KAPS®
LN Services. Kelmar does not guarantee or warrant the correctness,
completeness, merchantability, or fitness for a particular purpose of the
KAPS*LN Services or information provided therein. In no event shall Kelmar
be liable for any indirect, incidental, or consequential damages, however
arising, incurred by the STATE from receipt or use of information delivered
using the KAPS* LN Services or the unavailability thereof. Due to the nature
of public record information, the public records and commercially available
data sources used in KAPS® LN Services may contain errors. Source data is
sometimes reported or entered inaccurately, processed poorly or incorrectly,
and is generally not free from defect. KAPS* LN Services are not the source
of data, nor are they a comprehensive compilation of the data. Before relying
on any data, it should be independently verified.

6. INDEMNIFICATION. The STATE acknowledges and agrees
Kelmar will not have any duty to indemnify, defend or hold harmless the
STATE with respect to any claim of infringement resulting from (I) the
STATE'S misuse of the KAPS® LN Services; (2) the STATE'S failure to use
any corrections made available by Kelmar; (3) the STATE'S use of the KAPS*
LN Services in combination with any product or information not provided or
authorized in writing by Kelmar; or (4) any information, direction,
specification or materials provided by the STATE or any third party.
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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

DEPARTMENT OF TREASURY

ABANDONED PROPERTY APPLICATION

CONTRACT 2014-135 Amendment A

7. AUDIT. The STATE understands and agrees that, in order to ensure
compliance with the FCRA, GLBA, DPPA, other applicable STATE or
federal laws, regulations or rules, regulatory agency requirements, this
Agreement, and Kelmar's obligations under its contracts with its data
providers and Kelmar's policies, Kelmar may conduct periodic reviews of the
STATE'S use of the KAPS®LN Services and may, upon reasonable notice,
audit the STATE'S records, processes and procedures related to the STATE'S
use, storage and disposal of LN Services and information received therefrom.
The STATE agrees to cooperate fully with any and all audits and to respond
to any such audit inquiry within ten (10) business days, unless an expedited
response is required. Violations discovered in any review and/or audit by

Kelmar will be subject to immediate action including, but not limited to,
suspension or termination of the license to use the KAPS® LN Services,
reactivation fees, legal action, and/or referral to federal or STATE regulatory
agencies.

8. EMPLOYEE TRAINING. As part of the Implementation Services
provided to the STATE by Kelmar, Kelmar shall conduct an initial training on
the STATE'S obligations under this Agreement, including, but not limited to,
the licensing requirements and restrictions under Paragraph i and the security
requirements of Paragraph 2, and make available the training materials for the
STATE'S continued use. Thereafter, the STATE shall train new employees
prior to allowing access to KAPS® LN Services on the STATE'S obligations
under this Agreement, including, but not limited to, the licensing requirements
and restrictions under Paragraph I and the security requirements of Paragraph
2. The STATE shall conduct a similar review of its obligations under this
Agreement with existing employees who have access to KAPS® LN Services
no less than annually. The STATE shall keep records of such training.

9. CHANGE IN AGREEMENT. The STATE acknowledges and agrees
that upon written notice, Kelmar may alter the Restricted License granted the
STATE in Paragraph I herein. To that end, Kelmar may, at any time, impose
restrictions and/or prohibitions on the STATE'S use of the LN Services or
certain data. The STATE understands that such restrictions or changes in
access may be the result of a modification in Kelmar policy, a modification of
third party agreements, a modification in industry standards, a Security Event
or a change in law or regulation, or the interpretation thereof. Upon written
notification by Kelmar of such restrictions, the STATE agrees to comply with
such restrictions.

10. END USER CHANGES. The STATE shall notify Kelmar
immediately of any changes to the information on its Application for the
KAPS® LN Services including, without limitation, changes in contact
information, address, designated administrators, etc. If at any time the STATE
no longer meets the required criteria for accessing the KAPS® LN Services,
Kelmar expressly reserves its right to terminate such access.

11. PUBLICITY. The STATE will not name Kelmar or refer to its use of

the KAPS®LN Services in any press releases, advertisements, promotional or
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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

DEPARTMENT OF TREASURY

ABANDONED PROPERTY APPLICATION

CONTRACT 2014-135 Amendment A

marketing materials, or make any other third party disclosures regarding
Kelmar or the STATE'S use of the KAPS® LN Services.

12. PRIVACY PRINCIPLES. With respect to personally identifiable
information regarding consumers, the Parties further agree as follows: Kelmar
has adopted the "Kelmar Data Privacy Principles" ("Principles"), which may
be modified from time to time, recognizing the importance of appropriate
privacy protections for consumer data, and the STATE agrees that the STATE
(including its directors, officers, employees or agents) will comply with the
Principles or the STATE'S own comparable privacy principles, policies, or
practices. The Principles are available at:

http://www.lexisnexis.com/privacy/data-privacv-principles.aspx.

13. ENTIRE AGREEMENT. Except as otherwise provided herein, this
Exhibit P constitutes the final written agreement and understanding of the
Parties concerning the KAPS® LN Services and is intended as a complete and
exclusive statement of the terms of the agreement with respect to the licensing
of the KAPS®LN Services, which shall supersede all other representations,
agreements, and understandings, whether oral or written, which relate to the
use of the KAPS® LN Services. Without limiting the foregoing, the
provisions related to confidentiality and exchange of information contained in
this Agreement shall, with respect to the KAPS®LN Services and all matters
within the scope of this Exhibit P, supersede any separate non-disclosure
agreement that is or may in the future be entered into by the Parties hereto.
Any new, other, or different terms supplied by the STATE beyond the terms
contained herein are specifically and expressly rejected by Kelmar unless
Kelmar agrees to them in a signed writing specifically including those new,
other, or different terms. The terms contained herein shall supersede and
govern in the event of a conflict between these terms and any new, other, or
different terms in any other writing.

Table 2: CONTRACT HISTORY

CONTRACT AMENDMENT TYPE Gi&C END DATE CONTRACT

AND APPROVAL AMOUNT

AMENDMEN DATE

T NUMBER

2014-135 Original Contract April 23, 2014
item #15

August 24, 2019 $550,000.00

2014-135 1" Amendment TBD August 24, 2024 $972,754.69

Amendment A

CONTRACT TOTAL $1,522,754.69
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DEPARTMENT OF TREASURY

ABANDONED PROPERTY APPLICATION

CONTRACT 2014-135 Amendment A

Notwithstanding any other provision of this CONTRACT, in no event shall the total payment made
by the STATE exceed One Million Five Hundred Twenty-Two Thousand, Seven Hundred Fifty-Four
Dollars and Sixty-Nine Cents ($1,522,754.69).

Except as provided herein, all provisions of the Agreement shall remain in fiill force and effect. This
Amendment shall take effect upon the approval date from the Governor and the Executive Council.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have hereunto set their hands as of the day and year first
above written.

Contractor: Kelmar Associates, LLC

X

ly: Mark X. Russo
Title: Chief Administrative Officer & Member

Corporate Signature Notarized:

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS

COUNTY OF MIDDLESEX

tdOn this the <33 day of -7^ _, 2019, before me, Mark X. Russo, the itndersigned
Officer, personally appeared and acknowledged her/himself to be the Chief Administrative OfTicer
and Member, of Kelmar Associates, LLC, a Delaware corporation qualified to do business in New
Hampshire, and that she/he, as such Chief Administrative Officer & Member being authorized to
do so, executed the foregoing instrument for the purposes therein contained, by signing the name
of the corporation by her/himself as Kelmar Associates, LLC.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF I hereunto set my hand and official seal.

Notary Public/Justice of the Peace

My Commission Expires:

(SEAL}..-; . ^
— ,11 ^

^'^jR%Eg'5Mi«fCeUA-R0 ,
Itt public- - -11 COMMOWiV|ALTW,C)F MA^CHUsetts

;  :explres I
'  '^.July-27.'. '
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CONTRACT 2014-135 Amendment A

14 STATE Agency Signature 1.15 Name and Title of STATE Agency Signatory
William F. Dwyer, State Treasurer

16 Approval by the N.H. Department of Administration, Division of Personnel (ifapplicable)

By: Director, On:

1.17 Approval by the Attorney General (Form, Substance and Execution)

By: On; 3/n
1.18 Approvar by the Governor and Executive Council

By: On:
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Attachment lA: Project Requirements

APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS

' »^State|R^u[rernen^^ 1. - ■ ~ '
,.5 ■  \ ■ i'7 - j'

^Requirement pescrjptlbni [ -• -  • Criticafity. b " VGndpTT'; -•
: ̂Responsei"

'rX|b"efiyery
•■^^Methbdi '?

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS

A1.2

NEW: Data is available in commonly used format over which no entity has
exclusive control, with the exception of National or International standards.
Data is not subject to any copyright, patent, trademark or orhter trade secret
regulation.

M Yes Standard

A1.3
MODIFIED: Web-based compatible and in conformance with the following
W3C standards: HTMLS, CSS 2.1, XMl 1.1 M Yes Standard

APPLICATION SECURITY

A2.20 NEW: Web Services : The service provider shall use Web services exclusively
to interface with the State's data in near real time when possible.

M Yes Standard

ICurreht NEW and MODIFIEDJESTING Requirements .
TESTING

'  -i • :* w V.v.' u • '^-^State Requirfernerife ■ '  ** *.* j  .-Vendor' - ^ S-l
.  •»• ^

"n . ' 'Requirementlpesc^^ . ^ ■ Criticality ' r.r Vendor-,;.•/
■- 'Respohse'l'-

.^-i.'De|iyei7»-;;
^^MetKod'I •

APPLICATION SECURITY TESTING

T1.3

Modified: Provide evidence that supports the fact that' Identification and
Authentication testing, has been recently accomplished; supports obtaining
information about those parties attempting to log onto a system or
application for security purposes and the validation of users M

Yes Standard

T1.5

Modified: Test for encryption; supports the encoding of data for security
purposes, and for the ability to access the data in a decrypted format from
required tools. M

Yes Standard

ICurrent NEW arid.MOpiFIED HOSTING^GLQUD Requirements - : ̂  ' • ■  '

Requirements Comparison



Attachment lA: Project Requirements

f 77 7. ' iRequiremenf Desmptibh 7:. '
•" "l* -•ZrpS;}''7'ye.ntlpr:|7> ^7 :.^De|Lverv7>

7;. -'■Ur'sr- '■-"cVmments Vf
V""5r"'- "x" "'.'.-••r'- '■ ■ ;2i

i  HOSTING-CLOUD REQUIREMENTS
77 ,77'.'-7:7 '"^StateiReqUiremen^^^ :.-..-7'777

■VReq^#?" r'"r V. ' " -V LR^uirement7Descripti^7v' . "77^7^^^ ^ ,CritlMrt^77. Response h
■  •■tfelivbfv. ■" 7 Gomments^V^lj 's " • >

OPERATldNS —

Hl.l Modified; Vendor shall provide ah ANSI/TIA-942 Tier 3 Data Center or
equivalent. A tier 3 data center requires 1} Multiple independent distribution
paths serving the IT equipment, 2) All IT equipment must be dual-powered
and fully compatible with the topology of a site's architecture and
3)Concurrently maintainable site infrastructure with expected availability of
99.982%

M

Yes Standard

HI.10 Modified: The Vendor shall report any breach in security in conformance
with State of NH RSA 359-0:20. Any person engaged in trade or commerce
that is subject to RSA 3S8-A:3, 1 shall also notify the regulator which has
primary regulatory authority over such trade or commerce. All other persons
shall notify the New Hampshire attorney general's office.

M

Yes Standard
•

HOSTING SECURITY

H3.7 New: All servers and devices must have event logging enabled. Logs must
be protected with access limited to only authorized administrators. Logs
shall include System, Application, Web and Database logs.

M

Yes Standard

H3.8 New: Operating Systems (OS) and Databases (DB) shall be built and hardend
in accordance with guidelines set forth by CIS, NIST or NSA

M

Yes Standard

All new Operating Systems and
Databases are provisioned and
hardened in accordance with
Kelmar-specific checklists

Requirements Comparison
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Contract Appllcatjoh.Securlty Requirements '

■ application ̂ QUIREMENTS
Isj^Requirem^tsl:^^ f.." ■:;Vendor^

::Re'qu|rementq,esc^^^ ' : ^Critlcali^! f
.T ■ ■ .

r ^Ven^ j.,
Response-:.

fPel iveiij*. Method:
-• y-:S

1APPUCATIO^

A1.5
Web-based compatible and in conformance with the following W3C
standards: M Yes Standard

A1.6 XHTML 1.0 M Yes Standard
A1.7 CSS 2.1 M ■ Yes Standard
A1.8 XML 1.0 (fourth edition) M Yes Standard

Original Contract TESTING-Requlrements . -
1 TESTING "

State.Requlrements : ' • " V - _ -
* h y.l.ndor'f

\z'". , ^Requirement p'escripti^ Critii^llty in-!^:^Vendbr^ V
"ERespdnsV- DeliverV Method, ' "J: '-r*''--p'T

iAPPLICATION SECURITY TESTING
.

T1.3

Test for Identification and Authentication; supports obtaining infcTrmatton
about those parties attempting to log onto a system or appiication for
security purposes and the.vaiidation of users

M

Yes Standard

T1.5

Test for encryption; supports the encoding of data for security purposes

M

Yes Standard

T1.12

Prior to the System being moved into production, the Vendor shall provide
results of all security testing to the Department of information Techhoiogy
for review and acceptance. M

.Yes Standard

Original Contract HbstlngVpoud Requiremerits.V / " . \ ^

Requirements Comparison
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n' \Req;#'.v- c 'c>"^ X- X ^ ^ 'X - '■■p-. - . Xriticality;.
- j Vendof
.jResp'onse -p beliveiV MetKod 1' % ^-.-'.Gbmrrtehts^-.. - ■

l^OSTING-CLOUD REQUIREMENTS 1 J 1
1 1

StateiRiSulremen^^^ /-r'-- ' ..X:"'; ■ ^.y^endpC c

!  ,.iReq:#; 3" -'v-C'R«iuiremerit-^s«^ /; '
C) .T-, i' , ,:.'Ve'ffdor

jj'Re^qnsel'i;
v'' r* • " '•

Delivery Mfeth'bd, ■; , GommentS' j.■

■ OPERAT\ONS 1
1_  J .

. 1

Many Data Center Requirements/Specifications included in original
contract.

•

H1.22

The Vendor shall immediately report any breach In security to the State of
New Hampshire.

M Yes Standard

Requirements Comparison



State of New Hampshire

Department of State

CERTIFICATE

I, William M. Gardner, Secretary of State of the State of New Hampshire, do hereby certify that K.ELMAR ASSOCIATES,

LLC is a Delaware Limited Liability Company registered to transact business in New Hampshire on January 11, 2002. 1 further

certify that all fees and documents required by the Secretary of State's office have been received and is in good standing as far as

this office is concerned.

Business ID; 388804

Certificate Number; 0004S13926

%

I&.

-0

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF,

I hereto set my hand and cause to be affixed

the Seal of the State of New Hampshire,

this lOth day of May A.D. 2019.

William M. Gardner

Secretary of State



KELMAR ASSOCIATES, LLC

UNANIMOUS WRITTEN CONSENT

OF MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE

The undersigned, being all of the Members of the Management Committee of Kelmar

Associates, LLC, a Delaware limited liability company (the "Company"), hereby unanimously

consent, approve, and adopt as of the^/f^ay of May, 2019 the following resolutions pursuant to

Article 5.1 of the Operating Agreement:

RESOLVED: That the Company shall enter into Amendment A to the

Abandoned Property Application Contract with the State of New Hampshire,

acting through the Treasury, Abandoned Property Division (the "State") for the

purpose of extending the term of the contract for a period of five (5) years (from

August 25, 2019 through August 24, 2024) during which time the Company shall:

(a) grant the State a non-exclusive restricted license to utilize the Company's

proprietary KAPS® unclaimed property management system and KAPS® State

Website Solution; (b) integrate and deliver the KAPS® LexisNexis® Instant

Verify® and LexlD® identification authentication services in connection with fast

track claims through the KAPS® System; and (c) provide training, maintenance,

and support services in connection with each of the foregoing deliverables

(hereinafter, the "New Hampshire KAPS® Contract").

RESOLVED: That, pursuant to Section 5.1 (a) of the Operating Agreement, the

Members hereby authorize Mark X. Russo, Chief Administrative Officer &

Member of Kelmar Associates, LLC (hereinafter the "CAO") to enter into the

New Hampshire KAPS® Contract. The terms of such contract shall be at the

discretion of the CAO as he deems appropriate, and upon which the CAO is

authorized to sign and bind the Company to the terms of the New Hampshire

KAPS® Contract.



RESOLVED: That the CAO, acting on behalf of the Company, be authorized

and directed by the Members to execute and deliver, and to file with the proper

governmental officials, all certificates and instruments contemplated by the New

Hampshire KAPS® Contract and/or the renewal thereof, with such changes therein

and_additions.thereto as the CAO shall in his sole discretion approve, such

approval to be evidenced conclusively by his execution and delivery thereof.

This Unanimous Written Consent of the Management Committee may be executed in one or

more counterparts, and shall be filed with the minutes of the meetings of the Management

Committee of the Company and shall be treated for all purposes as resolutions taken at a meeting

on the o? I day of May, 2019.

MEMBERS:

Mark S. McQuillen

David P. Kennedy

icnael J. LeBlanc

Mark XI Russo



KELMA-1

/XCORD
CERTIFICATE OF LIABILITY INSURANCE

OPtP; EH

DATE (MM/DonnrrY)

05/10/2019

THIS CERTIFICATE IS ISSUED AS A MATTER OF INFORMATION ONLY AND CONFERS NO RIGHTS UPON THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER. THIS

CERTIFICATE DOES NOT AFFIRMATIVELY OR NEGATIVELY AMEND. EXTEND OR ALTER THE COVERAGE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES
BELOW. THIS CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE DOES NOT CONSTITUTE A CONTRACT BETWEEN THE ISSUING INSURER(S). AUTHORIZED

REPRESENTATIVE OR PRODUCER. AND THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER.

IMPORTANT: If the certificate holder Is an ADDITIONAL INSURED, the policy(ie8) must be endorsed. If SUBROGATION IS WAIVED, subject to
the terms and conditions of the policy, certain policies may require an endorsement A statement on this certlflcate does not confer rights to the
certificate holder in lieu of such endorsementis).

PRODUCER

THE BURKE INSURANCE AGENCY
18 Brown Street
Salem. MA 01970-3630
BURKE INSURANCE

Eric P. Husgen, CIC, AAI

978-741-7800 »«,: 978-741-7805

AmMPM- eric@burkeins.com

INSURERIS) AFFORDING COVERAGE NAICa

INSURER A :CNA

tNSUREO KELMAR ASSOCIATES. LLC
Catherine Graham Zejnullahu
500 Edgewater Drive - Ste 525
Wakefield, MA 01880

wsuRER B: Federal Insurance Company

INSURERc:Gemini Insurance Company

INSURER D: Endurance American Specialty

INSURER sJronshore Specialty Insurance

INSURER F: Landmark American insurance Co

COVERAGES CERTIFICATE NUMBER: REVISION NUMBER:

THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT THE POUCIES OF INSURANCE LISTED BELOW HAVE BEEN ISSUED TO THE INSURED NAMED ABOVE FOR THE POLICY PERIOD
INDICATED. NOTWITHSTANDING ANY REQUIREMENT, TERM OR CONDITION OF ANY CONTRACT OR OTHER DOCUMENT WITH RESPECT TO WHICH THIS
CERTIFICATE MAY BE ISSUED OR MAY PERTAIN. THE INSURANCE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES DESCRIBED HEREIN IS SUBJECT TO ALL THE TERMS.
EXCLUSIONS AND CONDITIONS OF SUCH POLICIES. LIMITS SHOWN MAY HAVE BEEN REDUCED BY PAID CLAIMS.

mtk
LTR TYPE OF INSURANCE

AOOL

INSO
SUBK

WYD POLICY NUMBER
POLlCy EFP
IMM/DO/YYYYI

POLICY EXP
IMM®OfYYYYl UMITS

A X COMMERCIAL GE NERAL UASILITY

)E OCCUR B 5092208691 09/25/2018 09/25/2019

EACH OCCURRENCE s  2,000,000

CLAIMS-MA(
DAMAGE TO RENTED
PREMISES (Ei oecurranea) s  500,000

MED EXP (Any ona parton) s  10,000

PERSONAL & AOV INJURY s  2,000,000

GEN-L AGGREGATE LIMIT APPLIES PER: GENERAL AGGREGATE $  4,000,000

POLICY 1 1 X 1 LOC
OTHER:

PRODUCTS - COMPlOP ACG s  4,000,000

Emp Ben. s  1,000,000

A

AUTOMOBILE UABIUTY

B 6092208691 09/25/2018 09/25/2019

COMBINED SINGLE LIMfT
fEaaecWanil s  1,000,000

ANY AUTO

HEOULEO
TOS
IN-OWNED
TOS

BODILY INJURY (Par parton) s

ALL OWNED
ALTTOS

HIRED AUTOS

sc
Al

BODILY INJURY (Par aeddanl) s

X X Ni PROPERTY DAMAGE
IParaccWant)

s

s

A

X UMBRELLA UAB

EXCESS UAB

X OCCUR

CLAIMS-MADE B 5092208738 09/25/2018 09/25/2019

EACH OCCURRENCE ]  5,000,000

AGGREGATE s  5,000,000

DEO X RETENTIONS 10,000 1

WORKERS COMPENSATION

AND EMPLOYERS' LIABILITY y, ̂
ANY PROPRIETORrt»ARTNER«XECUTIVE (—1
OFFICERMEMBER EXCLUDED?
(M«o<JatOfy In NH) '
If ysa. dsscribs undar
DESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONS t>«IOw

N/A

PER OTH-
STATUTE ER

E.L EACH ACCIOENT s

E.L. DISEASE • EA EMPLOYEE 1

E.L. DISEASE • POLICY LMfT s

B

C

Mgmt. Liability

E&O

82414520

VCPL080665

09/25/2018

09/25/2018

09/25/2019

09/25/2019

See Notes

E&O 5.000,000

DESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONS 1 LOCATIONS / VEHICLES (ACORD 101, AdUIUonal Rwnailis Sclwdul*. may b« atUctite If mort apac* Is rvqulrsd)

State of New Hampshire Treasury Abandoned Property Division Data System
Replacement Agreement 2014-135, as amended
Company shall endeavor to provide written notice to the Certificate Holder
listed below ten (10) days in advance of cancellation or modification of any
policies.

CERTIFICATE HOLDER CANCELLATION

NEWHAM2

New Hampshire State Treasury
Abandoned Property Division
25 Capltoi Street, Room 121
Concord. NH 03301

1

SHOULD ANY OF THE ABOVE DESCRIBED POLICIES BE CANCELLED BEFORE

THE EXPIRATION DATE THEREOF. NOTICE WILL BE DELIVERED IN

ACCORDANCE WITH THE POUCY PROVISIONS.

AUTHORSED REPRESENTATIVE

ACORD 26(2014/01)

® 1988-2014 ACORD CORPORATION. Alt rights reserved.

The ACORD name and logo are registered marks of ACORD



KELMA-1 PAOB 2

NOTEPAD iNsuReo-SNAiiE KELMAR ASSOCIATES, LLC OP ID: EH om 05/10/2019

B. Federal Inaurance Company
Directors £ Officers $3,000,000 0ccurrence/$5,000,000
Eiwloyment Practices Liability $5,000,000 Occurrence/$5,000,000 Aggregate
Fiduciary Liability $3,000,000 0ccurrence/$5,000,000 Aggregate
Employed Lawyers $1,000,000 0ccurrence/$5,000,000 Aggregate
Crime $5,000,000 Occurrence/$5,000,000 Aggregate
D. Endurance American Specialty Insurance Company
Media Liability $10,000,000 0ccurrence/$10,000,000 Aggregate
Security £ Privacy $10,000,000 0ccurrence/$10,000,000 Aggregate
Regulatory Proceeding Sublimit $10,000,000 Occ/$10,000,000 Aggregate
Privacy Breach Costs $5,000,000 0ccurrence/$10,000,000 Aggregate
Business Income Loss $10,000,000 Occurrence/$10,000,000 Aggregate
Digital Asset Loss $10,000,000 0ccurrence/$10,000,000 Aggregate
Cyber Extortion Throat $10,000,000 0ccurrenco/$10,000,000 Aggregate
Notification Services $5,000,000 0ccurrence/$10,000,000 Aggregate
;B. Ironshore Specialty Insurance Coa^any
Excess B£0 $5,000,000 Occurrence/$5,000,000 Aggregate
F. Landmark American Insurance Company
Excess Privacy Breach Coverage $5,000,000



ACoZhf CERTIFICATE OF LIABILITY INSURANCE DATE (MMmDIYYVY)

05/23/2019

THIS CERTIFICATE IS ISSUED AS A MATTER OF INFORMATION ONLY AND CONFERS NO RIGHTS UPON THE CERTIFICATE
HOLDER. THIS CERTIFICATE DOES NOT AFFIRMATIVELY OR NEGATIVELY AMEND, EXTEND OR ALTER THE COVERAGE
AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES BELOW. THIS CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE DOES NOT CONSTITUTE A CONTRACT BETWEEN THE
ISSUING INSURER(S), AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE OR PRODUCER. AND THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER.
IMPORTANT: If the certificate holder Is an ADDITIONAL INSURED, the pollcy(ies) must be endorsed. If SUBROGATIONIS WAIVED,
subject to the terms and conditions of the policy, certain policies may require an endorsement A statement on this certificate does
not confer liahts to the certificate holder In lieu of such endorsement(s).

PRODUCER

AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING INS AGCY

76250717

71 HANOVER ROAD

FLORHAM PARK NJ 07932

CONTACT NAME;

PHONE (877)287-1316 (888)443-6112
(A>C. No. Ext): <AA:,No):

E-MAIL ADDRESS:

INSURER<S) AFFORDING COVERAGE NAIC*

INSURER A Hartford Fire and Its P&C Affiliates 00914

INSURED

KELMAR ASSOCIATES, LLC

500 EDGEWATER DR STE 525

WAKEFIELD MA 01880-6222

INSURER B

INSURER C

INSURER D

INSURER E

INSURER F

COVERAGES CERTIFICATE NUMBER: REVISION NUMBER:
THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT THE POLICIES OF INSURANCE LISTED BELOW HAVE BEEN ISSUED TO THE INSURED NAMED ABOVE FOR THE POLICY PERIOD
INDICATED.NOTWITHSTANDING ANY REQUIREMENT, TERM OR CONDITION OF ANY CONTRACT OR OTHER DOCUMENT WITH RESPECT TO WHICH THIS
CERTIFICATE MAY BE ISSUED OR MAY PERTAIN. THE INSURANCE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES DESCRIBED HEREIN IS SUBJECT TO ALL THE
TERMS EXCLUSIONS AND CONDITIONS OF SUCH POLICIES. LIMITS SHOWN MAY HAVE BEEN REDUCED BY PAID CLAIMS.

INSR TYPE OF INSURANCE
ADDL

INSR

SUBR

WVD
POUCY NUMBER

POLICY EFF

IMM/DDIYYYYI

POLICY EXP

(MM/OO/Y YYYl
LIMITS

COMMERCIAL GENERAL LIABILITY EACH OCCURRENCE

CLAIMS-MADE j ] OCCUR DAMAGE TO RENTED
PREMISES lEa ocaanKwal

MED EXP (Any ona parson)

PERSONAL & AOV INJURY

GEM L AGGREGATE LIMIT APPLIES PER:

OTHER:

GENERAL AGGREGATE

PRODUCTS - COMP/OP AGG

AU*TOM08ILE LIABILITY

ANY AUTO

COMBINED SINGLE LIMIT

BODILY INJURY (Par parson)

ALL OWNED

AUTOS

HIRED

AUTOS

SCHEDULED

AUTOS

NON-OWNED

AUTOS

BODILY INJURY (Par acddant)

PROPERTY DAMAGE
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William F. Dwyer <
COMMISSIONER OF THE TREASURY

THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

STATE TREASURY
25 CAPITOL STREET, ROOM 121

CONCORD. N.H. 03301

603-271-2621

FAX 603-271-3922

E-mail; bctwyer9trdasury.8tate.nh.u8
TOD Access: Relay NH 1-800-735-2964

April 10,2014

Her Excellency, Governor Margaret Wood Hassan
and the Honorable Council

State House

Concord, NH 03301

REQUESTED ACTION

Authorize the State Treasury to enter into a sole source conliact with Kelmar
Associates, LLC, of Wakefield, MA (Vendor Code 162629 [BOOl]). The cost of the
implementation and ongoing support and maintenance will be $550,000 for the
conversion to and technical administration of the KAPS hosted "software as a service"
operating system ("KAPS"), supporting abandoned property operations (the "Division").
The agreement covers the period August 25, 2014 through August ,24, 2019 witli the
option to renew for one (1) additional period of five (5) years. The fees paid shall be
funded entirely from Abandoned Property revenues and will be paid from account Oi-38-
38-380510-80210000 (100% other ftmds).

038-500177

Software License

FY2015 FY2016 FY2017 FY2018 FY2Q19 FY202Q

$93,000 $110,000 $110,000 $110,000 $110,000 $17,000

EXPLANATION

As described in detail below, the reason for this sole source contract is that KAPS
is presently the only "commercial off-the-shelf hosted unclaimed property operating
system available.

1. An operating system for a slate's abandoned properly program is a unique and
highly specialized database structure. The database's functionality must include

state-of-the-art operational capacities for holder report processing, cash and
securities receipts processing, owner notification and verification, claims

processing, claims payment, audit business intelligence capability,
website/Internet search capacity, and application security.
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2. 41 states presently operate a non-hosted Xerox-ACS abandoned property
operating system. New Hampshire is the only state in the U.S. still using a

" Xerox/ACS vintage abandoned property operating system known as Unclaimed
Property Management System ("UPMS"). Xerox/ACS, the vendor of UPMS, has
not provided technical support for UPMS since June 2007 and has stated that it
cannot transition the Division to a hosted operating system because it will not

develop one for at least 18-24 months. On multiple occasions over the past 7
years, the Treasury has attempted to enter into a contract extension and system
upgrade with Xerox/ACS for its second generation non-hosted operating system,
however the conversion process proposed tluoughout that time by Xerox/ACS did
not conform to IT standards promulgated by both the Treasury and the
Department of Information Technology ("DoIT"), In addition, Xerox/ACS has
recently communicated its willingness to simply give the Treasury the code to the
vintage UPMS system and allow the State to take ongoing maintenance and
operation in-house. The State Treasury does not possess the resources to self-
support and mmntain its own Abandoned Property operating system. Since those
initial extension and upgrade efforts with Xerox/ACS took place, Kelmar's hosted
solution has emerged as a superior and more secure operating environment.
Lastly, an internally-developed, self-supported operating system for this service is
viable only for states with very large abandoned property operations and staffs.

3. KAPS delivers many features that reflect "best practice" standards for data
processing and security in a hosted environment; features which do not exist in
the current unsupported and non-hosted UPMS operating platform, as noted in
item #2. Key features of the KAPS hosted solution include:

a. All of the necessary hardware, software, and system security, therefore no
capital investment is required in order to convert to and implement KAPS,
resulting in very predictable and stable costs to the Abandoned Property
Division.

.  b. No need for KAPS system support and maintenance staff to access State
IT networks or resources, which eliminates the need for DoIT to create,

monitor, and support third-party accounts to access the State's IT core and
minimizes the risk of a data breach,

c. An operating environment in which system updates and new features can
be tested without installing new versions or running updates to the highly
confidential database.
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d. The ability to scale up quickly for larger data processing volumes, which

will result from the proprietary efficiencies delivered by the system.
e. Hosting of both the operating system and database in a state-of-the-art

SunGard data center in Marlborough, MA. SunOard provides systems for
a significant portion of the leading finance and insurance companies in the
U.S. as well as many governmental agencies, and its data centers are
audited to SSAE 16 Type II and support compliant with PCI DSS and

HIPAA.

f. A greater degree of data security tlian in a non-hosted environment, with

access limited to only authorized locations and users, and the State's data

isolated from the data of other Kelmar clients and systems.

g. Browser-based applications that facilitate easier training and transition.
4. Ongoing support and training in this environment is of utmost importance. As a

result it is essential to contract for these services with a vendor that can

demonstrate that it has in-depth experience in all aspects of unclaimed property

operations, as well as a commitment to abandoned property programs to provide

the State witli the certainty that the necessary system support will be available in

the long-term.

5. At present there are only two "commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) vendors that

specialize in and support the unique way that states manage abandoned property

operations. Those vendors are Xerox/ACS and Kelmar. There are many other
generic claims-processing systerhs, but they are not customized to support the

unique operations of abandoned property. If the State Treasury were to consider
these alternatives, there would be prohibitive time and resources required to adapt

and customize a generic system to function as an abandoned property-specific
processing system that could deliver the capabilities listed in item #1. Ultimately

the cost of operating such systems would significantly surpass that of a COTS
platfonn*^and would also subject tlie Abandoned Property Division to increased

risk of a failure of the present UPMS due to the customization time required.

• 6. Kelmar recently launched KAPS in the State of Delaware and is presently in

contract talks with an additional 5 states for conversion in the 2014-2015

timeframe. The firm has conveyed that it has already been contacted by at least
three other states interested in upgrading from their present operating systems.

7. Tlie KAPS system is a full-scope abandoned property database operating system
that, once fully implemented, will greatly reduce the present high-density manual
operations levels within the Abandoned Property Division, resulting from the
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current reliance on UPMS. Streamlined operations will allow for timelier and

higher capacity reporting of unclaimed property by holders and the increased

return of unclaimed property to the citizenry of the state of New Hampshire, both
of which remain the overarching mission of the Abandoned Property Division.

The architect of the KAPS operating system, Ken Wagers, is the primary architect

behind nearly 90% of the abandoned property operating systems in use, at present,

throughout the United States. Mr. Wagers, formerly employed by Xerox/ACS,
designed Xerox/ACS' UPMS and its second-generation unclaimed property

operating system and remains at the forefront of industry best practices and

innovation.

8. By utilizing the KAPS hosted product solution, the Abandoned Property Division

would be better aligned with IT best practices in the areas of application security,

internal controls, and open data standards. Currently the UPMS operating system
is at significant risk in these areas, notwithstanding the lack of technical support

from Xerox/ACS as noted in item #2.

Specifically under this contract, KAPS will introduce functionality and security
that will uniquely enhance and ensure the stability of tlie Division's automated
operations. The ongoing collaboration and technical support from Kelmar, as the vendor
that provides KAPS, is likewise an essential element to the success of the Division in
recovering and returning the assets of New Hampshire's residents and businesses.

Without the successful completion of the conversion and implementation of
"software as a service" authorized in this contract, the Division is at significant risk of a
critical operational disruption that will impede the Division in carrying out its statutory
responsibilities and will adversely impact unclaimed property holders and owners
(claimants).

Respectfully requested.

William F. Dwyer
Commissioner of the Treasury



STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEPARTMENT OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

27 Hazen Dr., Concord, NH 03301
Fax: 603-271-1516 TOO Access: 1-800-735-2964

www.nh.gov/doil

Peter C. Hastings
Commissioner

April 7. 2014

William F. Dwyer, Commissioner
State of New Hampshire
Treasury Department
25 Capitol Street
Concord, NH 03301-3857

Dear Commissioner Dwyer:

This letter represents formal notification that the Department of Information Technology
(DoIT) has approved your agency's request to enter into a contract with Kelmar Associates, LLC
of Wakefield, MA, as described ̂ low and referenced as DolT No. 2014-146.

The purpose of this contract is for the conversion and technical administration of
a hosted "software as a service" system supporting the Division of Abandoned
Property. The agreement covers the period from August 25,2014 through August
24, 2019. The cost of the implementation and ongoing support and maintenance
will be $110,000 annually.

A copy of this letter should accompany the Treasury Department's submission to the
Governor and Executive Council.

Si er

c
Peter C. Hastings

PCH/ltm

RFP 2014-146

cc: Tom McAhe^ie, Treasury Dept
Leslie Mason, DoIT



FORM NUMBER P-37 ( version 1/09)

Subject:

STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES

TRAINING REGISTRATION CONTRACT

CONTRACT 2013-046

AGREEMENT-PART 1

ABANDONED PROPER'l Y DIVISION DATA SYSTEM REPLACEMENT

1.

AGREEMENT

The State of New Hampshire and the Contractor hereby mutuaUy agree as follows:

GENERAL PROVISIONS

IDENTIFICATION.

1.1 State Agency Name
STATE TREASURY-ABAl>nX)NED PROPERTY DIVISION

1.2 State Agency Address
25 CAPITOL STREET -RM 121, CONCORD, NH 03301

1.3 Contractor Name

KELMAR ASSOCIATES, LLC

1.4 Contractor Address

500 EDGEWATER DRIVE, SUITE 525,
WAKEFIELD, MA 01880

1.5 Contractor Phone

Number

(781)213 6926

1.6 Account Number

010-38-38-380510-8021000-

038-500177

1.7 Completion Date
AUGUST 24,2019

1.8 Price Limitation

$550,000.00

1.9 Contracting Officer for State Agency
WILLIAM F. DWYER, COMMISSIONER OF THE
TREASURY

A F. DWYER, COMMISSIOl^OF THE

Qicmatiirff

1.10 State Agency Telephone Number
(603) 271 2621

1.111 Contractor Signature 1.12 Name and Title of Contractor Signatory
David P. Kennedy, General Counsel & Member

1.13 Xcknowledgcmcht: State of Massachusetts, County of Middlesex

On April 8,2014 , before the undersigned officer, personally appeared the person identified in block 1.12, or satisfactorily proven to
be the person whose name is signed in block 1.11, and acknowledged that s/he executed this document in the capacity indicated in
block 1.12.

1.13.1 Signature of Notary Public or Justice of the Peace
ft

rSeall

1.13.2 Name and Title of Notary or Justice of the Peace

Andres Macellaro, Associate Attorney

AII0RE8 MACaURO

MmrPtMe

HesttttaMtti

tUmwiNilBfi gwtTM M M f018

1.14 State Agency Signature 1.15 Name and Title of State Agency Signatory
COMMISSIONER OF THE TREASURY

1.16 Approval by the N.H. Department of Administration, Division of Personnel (if applicable)

By: Director, On:

1.17 Appro>^l-by the Attorney General (Form, Substance and Execution)

By: ! u t d ̂ I / f/ fi / On

rrw
ve

APR 2 3 2014tLlRti
On;
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2. EMPLOYMENT OF CONTRACTOR/SERVICES TO

BE PERFORMED. The State of New Hampshire, acting
through the agency identified in block 1.1 ("State"), engages
contractor Idejitified in block 1.3 ("Contractor") to perform,
and tlie Contractor shall perform, the work or sale of goods, or
both, identified and more particularly described in the attached
EXHIBIT A whicli is incorporated herein by reference
("Services").

3. EFFECTIVE DATE/COMPLETION OF SERVICES.

3.1 Notwithstanding any provision of this Agreement to the
contrary, and subject to the approval of the Governor and
Executive Council of the Slate of New Hampshire, this
Agreement, and all obligations of the parties hereunder, shall
not Ixscomc efiective until the date tlie Governor and

Executive Council approve this A^eement ("Effective Date").
3.2 If the Contractor commences the Services prior to the
EiTcctive Date, ail Services performed by the Contractor prior
to the Effective Date shall be performed at the sole risk of the
Contractor, and in the event that this Agreement docs not
become eiTcctivc, the Slate shall have no liability to the
Contractor, including without limitation, any obligation to pay
the Contractor for any costs incurred or Services performed.
Contractor must complete all Services by the Completion Date
specified in block 1.7.

4. CONDITIONAL NATURE OF AGREEMENT.

NotAvithstanding any provision of this Agreement to the
contrary", all obligations of the State hereunder, including,
without limitation, the continuance of payments hereunder, are
contingent upon the availability and continued appropriation
of funds, and in no event shall the State be liable for any
payments hereunder in excess of such available appropriated
funds. In the event of a reduction or termination of

appropriated funds, the State shall have the rlglu to withhold
payment until such funds become available, if ever, and shall
have the right to terminate this Agreement immediately upon
giving (he Contractor notice of such tennination. The State
shall not be required to transfer ftinds from any other account
to the Account identified in block 1.6 in the event funds in that

Account are reduced or unavailable.

5. CONTRACT PRICE/PRICE LIMITATION/

PAYMENT.

5.1 The contract price, method of payment, and terms of
payment are identified and more particularly described in
EXHIBIT B which is incorporated herein by reference.
5.2 The payment by the State of the contract price shall be the
only and the complete reimbursement to the Conu^ctor for all
expenses, of whatever nature incurred by the Contractor in the
performance hereof, and shall be the only and the complete
compensation to the Contractor for the Services. The State
shall have no liabilit>' to tlie Contractor other than the conuact
price.
5.3 The State reserves the right to offeet from any amounts
otheiAvise payable to the Contractor under this Agreement

those liquidated amounts required or permitted by N.H. RSA
80:7 through RSA 80:7-c or any other provision of law.
5.4 Notwithstanding any provision in this Agreement to the
contrary, and notwithstanding unexpected circumstances, in
no event shall Die total of all payments auUiorized, or actually
made hereunder, exceed the Price Limitation set forth In block
1.8.

6. COMPLIANCE BY CONTRACTOR WITH LAWS
AND REGULATIONS/ EQUAL EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITY.

6.1 In connection with the performance of the Seivlces, the
Contractor shall comply with all statutes, laws, regulations,
and orders of federal, state, county or municipal authorities
which impose any obligation or du^ upon the Contractor,
including, but not limited to, civil rights and equal opportunity
laws. In addition, the Contractor shall comply with all
applicable copyright laws.
6.2 During the term of this Agreement, the Contractor sliall
not discriminate against employees or applicants for
employment because of race, color, religion, creed, age, sex,
handicap, sexual orientation, or national origin and will take
affirmative action to prevent such discrimination.
6.3 If tliis Agreement is funded in any part by monies of the
United States, the Contractor shall comply with all the
provisions of Executive Order No. 11246 ("Equal
Employment Opportunity"), as supplemented by the
regulations of the United States Department of Labor (41
C.F.R. Part 60), and with any rules, regulations and guidelines
as the State of New Hampshire or die United States issue to
implement these regulations. The Contractor further agrees to
pcnnit the State or United States access to any of the
Contractor's books, records and accounts for the purpose of
ascertaining compliance with all rules, regulations and orders,
and the covenants, terms and conditions of this Agreement.

7. PERSONNEL.

7.1 The ConUTictor shall at Its own expense provide all
personnel necessary to perfonn tite Services. The Contractor
warrants that all personnel engaged in the Services shall be
qualified to perform the Services, and shall be properly
licensed and otherwise authorized to do so under all applicable
laws.

7.2 Unless otherwise authorized in'wriling, during the tenn of
this Agreement, and for a period of six (6) months after the
Completion Date in block 1.7, the Contractor shall not hire,
and shall not permit any subcontractor or otlier person, firm or
corporation with whom it is engaged in a combined effort to
perform the Services to hire, any person who is a State
employee or official, who is materially involved in the
fjrocurement, administration or perfonnance of this
Agreement. This provision shall survive tennination of (his
Agreement.
7.3 The Contracting Officer specified in block 1.9, or his or
her successor, shall be the Stale's representative. In the event
of any dispute concerning the Interpretation of this Agreement,
the Contracting Officer's decision shall be final for the State.

Document Version 01/09
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8. EVENT OF DEFAULT/REMEDIES.

8.1 Any one or more of the following acts or omissions, of the
Contractor shall constitute an event of default hereunder

("Event of Default"):
8.1.1 failure to perform the Services satisfactorily or on
schedule; n
8.1.2 failure to submit any report required hereunder; and/or
8.1.3 failure to perform any other covenant, term or condition
of this Agreement.
8.2 Upon the occurrence of any Event of Default, the State
may take any one, or more, or all, of the following actions:
8.2.1 give the Contractor a written notice specifying the Event
of Default and requiring it to be remedied within, in the
absence of a greater or lesser specification of time, thirty (30)
days Irom the dale of the notice; and if the Event of Default is
not timely remedied, terminate this Agreement, effective two
(2) days after giving the Conmictor notice of termination;
8.2.2 give the Contractor a written notice specifying the Event
of Default and suspending all payments to be made under this
Agreement and ordering that ̂ e portion of the contract price
which would otherwise accrue to the Contractor during the
period from the date of such notice until such time as the State
determines that the Contractor has cured the Event of Default

shall never be paid to the Contractor;
8.2.3 set off against any other obligations the State may owe to
the Contractor any damages the State suffers by reason of any
Event of Default; and/or
8.2.4 the Agreement as breached and pursue any of its
remedies at law or in equity, or both.

9.DATA/ACCESS/CONFIDENTIAUTy/

PRESERVATION.

9.1 As used in this Agreement, the word "data" shall mean all
information and things developed or obtained during the
performance of, or acquired or developed by reason of, this
Agreement, including, but not limited to, all studies, reports,
files, formulae, surveys, maps, charts, sound recordings, video
recordings, pictorial reproductions, drawings, analyses,
graphic representations, computer programs, computer
printouts, notes, letters, memoranda, papers, and documents,
all whether finished or unfinished.

9.2 All data and any property which has been received from
the Slate or purchased with ftmds provided for that puipose
under this Agreement, shall be tlic properly of the State, and
shall be returned to the State upon demand or upon
termination of this Agreement for any reason.
9.3 Confidentiality of data shall be governed by N.H. RSA
chapter 91-A or other existing law. Disclosure of data
requires prior written approval of the State.

10. TERMINATION. In the event of an early termination of
this Agreement for any reason other than the completion of tlie
Services, the Contractor shall deliver to the Contracting
Officer, not later than fifteen (15) days after the date of
termination, a report ("Termination Report") describing in
detail all Services performed, and the contract price earned, to
and including the date of termination. The form, subject

matter, content, and number of-copies of the Termination
Report shall' be identical to those of any Final Report
described in the attached EXHIBIT A.

11. CONTRACTOR'S RELATION TO THE STATE. In
the performance of this Agreement the Contractor is In all
respects an independent contractor, and is neither an agent nor
an employee of the State. Neither the Contractor nor any of its
officers, employees, agents or members shall have authority to
bind the State or receive any benefits, workers* conipensation
or other emoluments provided by the State to its employees.

12. ASSIGNMENT/DELEGATION/SUBCONTRACTS.
The Contractor shall not assign, or otherwise transfer any
interest in this Agreement without tlic prior written consent of
the N.H. Department of Administrative Services. None of the
Services shall be subcontracted by the Contractor without the

prior written consent of the State.

13. INDEMNIFICATION. The Contractor shall defend,
indemnify and hold harmless the State, its officers and
employees, from and against any and alt losses suflercd by the
State, its officers and employees, and any and all claims,
liabilities or penalties asserted against the State, its officers
and employees, by or on behalf of any person, on account of,
based or resulting from, aiising out of (or which may be
claimed to arise out of) the acts or omissions of the
Contractor. Notwithstanding the foregoing, nothing herein
contained shall be deemed to constitute a waiver of the

sovereign immunity of the State, which immunity is hereby
reserved to the Slate. This covenant in paragraph 13 shall
survive the termination of this Agreement.

14. INSURANCE.

14.1 The Contractor shall, at its sole expense, obtain and
maintain in force, and shall require any subcontractor or
assignee, to obtain and maintain in force, the following
Insurance:

14.1.1 comprehensive general liability insurance against all
claims of bodily injury, death or property damage, in amounts
of not less than S250,000 per claim and $2,000,000 per
occurrence; and
14.1.2 fire and extended coverage insurance covering all
property subject to subparagraph 9.2 herein, in an amount not
less than 80% of the whole replacement value of the property.
14.2 The policies described in subparagraph 14.1 herein shall
be on policy forms and endorsements approved for use in the
State of New Hampshire by the N.H. Department of
insurance, and issued by insurers licensed in the State of New
Hampshire.
14.3 The Contractor shall fiimish to the Contracting Officer
identified in block 1.9, or his or her successor, a ccrtiricatc(s)
of insurance for all insurance required under this Agreement.
Contractor shall also furnish to the Contracting Officer
identified in block 1.9, or his or hier successor, certificate(s) of
insurance for all rcnewal(s) of insurance required under this
Agreement no later than fifteen (15) days prior to the

Page 3 of4
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expiration date of each of the insurance policies. The
cerlificate(s) of Insurance and any renewals thereof siiall be
attached and are Incoiporated herein by reference. Each
certificate(s) of insurance shall contain a clause requiring the
insurer" to endeavor to provide the' Contracting Officer
identified in block 1.9, or his or her successor, no less than ten
(10) days prior written notice of cancellation or modification
of the policy.

15. WORKERS* COMPENSATION.

15.1 By signing this agreement, the Contractor a^ees,
certifies and warrants that tlie Contractor is in compliance with
or exempt from, the requirements of N.H. RSA chapter 281-A
("Workers' Compensation").
15.2 To tlie extent tlic Contractor is subject to the
requirements of N.H. RSA chaptci' 281-A, Contractor shall
maintain, and require any subcontractor or assignee to secure

and' maintain, payment of Workers' Compensation in
connection with activities which the person proposes to
undertake pursuant to this Agreement. Contractor shall
furnish the Contracting Officer identified in block 1.9, or his
or her successor, proof of Workers' Compensation in the
manner described in N.H. RSA chapter , 281-A and any
applicable renewal(s) thereof, which shall be attached and are
incorporated herein by reference. The State shall not be
responsible for payment of any Workers' Compensation
premiums or for any other claim or benefit for Contractor, or
any subcontractor or employee of Contractor, which might
arise under applicable State of New Hampshire Workers'
Compensation laws in connection with the performance of the
Services under this Agreement.

16. WAIVER OF BREACH. No failure by the State to
enforce any provisions hereof, after any Event of Default shall
be deemed a waiver of Its rights with regard to that Event of
Default, or any subsequent Event of Default. No express
failure to enforce any Event of Default shall be deemed a
waiver of the right of the State to enforce each and all of the
provisions hereof upon any further or other Event of Default
on the part of the Contractor..

17. NOTICE. Any notice by a party hereto to the other party
shall be deemed to have been duly delivered or. given at the
time of mailing by certified mail, postage prepaid, in a United
States Post Office addressed to the parties at the addresses
given in blocks 1.2 and 1.4, herein.

18. AMENDMENT. This Agreement may be amended,
waived or discharged only by an instrument in writing signed .
by the parties hereto and only after approval of such
amendment, waiver or discharge by the Governor and
Executive Council of the Stale ofNew Hampshire.

19. CONSTRUCTION OF AGREEMENT AND TERMS.

Thi.s Agreement shall be construed in accordance with the
laws of the State of New Hampshire, and is binding upon and
inures to the benefit of the parties and their respective

successors and assigns. The wording used in this Agreement
is the wording chosen by the parties to express their mutual
intent, and no rule of construction shall be applied against or
in favor of any party.

20. THIRD PARTIES. Tlie parties hereto do not intend to
benefit any third parlies and this Agreement shall not be
construed to confer any such benefit.

21. HEADINGS. Tlie headings tlu'ougliout the Agreement
arc for reference purposes only, and the words contained
tlierein shall iu no way be held to explain, modify, amplify or
aid in tlie interpretation, construction or meaning of the
provisions of this Agreement.

22. SPECIAL PROVISIONS. Additional provisions set
forth in Ihc aiiachcd EXHIBIT C arc incorporated herein by
reference.

23. SEVERABILITY. In the event any of the provisions of
this Agreement are held by a court of competent jurisdiction to
be contrary to any state or federal law, ^e remaining
provisions of this Agreement will remain in full force and
cfTccl.

24. ENTIRE AGREEMENT. This Agreement, which may
be executed In a number of counterpaits, each of which shall
be deemed an original, constitutes the entire Agreement and
understanding between the parlies, and supersedes all prior
Agreements and understandings relating hereto.
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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TREASURY

ABANDONED PROPERTY APPLICATION

CONTRACT 2014-135

CONTRACT AGREEMENT -PART 2

New Hampshire Department of Information Technology
Contract Cover Sheet

Name of Agency/DIvlslon:
New Hampshire Treasury — Abandoned Property Division
Contract Number/Name:
2014-135 / Abandoned Property Data System Replacement

Contract Purpose: Tlic New Hampshire Treasury — Abandoned Property Division
("Division") desires to contract with, Kelmai- Associates, LLC, of Wakefield, MA , for the
conversion to and technical administration of a hosted "software as a service" operating system
supporting abandoned property operations. An operating system for a state's abandoned property
program is a unique and highly specialized database structure. The database's functionality must
include state-of-the-art operational capacities for holder report processing, cash and securities
receipts processing, owner notification and verification, claims processing, claims payment, audit
business intelligence capability, website/Internet search capacity, and application security.
Services shall include, but not be limited to use of the software, hosting, technical support and
mamtenance, administrator help desk Services, and software training for tliis non-public facing
hosted software solution.

Name of Vendor:

Kelmar Associates, LLC

Amount of Contract: $550,000.00

Term of Contract:

Five (5) Years, with Renewal
Period not to Exceed Five (5)
Years

Who Negotiated the Contract:
William F. Dwyer
Funding Source: Agency Funds
01-38-38-380150-80210000-038-

500177

Is this an amendment?

No

Competitive Bid Process: (Explain If "No") No. Sole Source Contract Hosted
Environment Solution

Background Information: Pursuant to the provisions of NHRSA Chapter 471-C, the
Abandoned Propcity Division is charged with the task, of receiving and returning intangible
properties to the rightful owner or heir. Typically, such properties ai'e in the form of cash from
dormant accounts but may also include securities such as stock or mutual funds in share form. Tliese
properties are reported and remitted by tlie "holdei-s" of such propeity. By and large, holders are
entities such as banks, credit unions, corporations, utilities, insurance companies, retailers, as well as
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government agencies and municipalities.
Diligent efforts are made to ensure that the property owmers are notified that their property has been
reported and remitted to the Division. An annual advertisement listing all names reported and their
last known address is published in a newspaper with state-wide circulation. Additionally, a mailing in
the form of a postcard notification is sent to the last known address of the reported owner. Further,
the Division participates in MissingMoney.com, a multi-stale database of unclaimed property owner
information, and also maintains a page on the State Treasury website, affording ready access to any
citizen inquiring about a lost or abandoned account.

In fiscal year 2013, nearly 3,500 holders of property reported and remitted cash in excess of $17.6
million and delivered roughly 594,761 shares of stock and/or mutual funds to the state's
custodial account. Over the past ten (10) fiscal years, tlie Division has taken in $137.7 million from
holders of abandoned property, averaging approximately $13.7 million annually.

Also in fiscal year 2013 , the Division returned nearly $7 million dollars to citizens representing
13,015 claims paid. The average claim paid was $538 and the largest individual claim was
$586,491. In the past ten (10) fiscal years, $54.8 million has been returned to owners with an
average of nearly $5.5 million returned each year.

The Division's operations also have a direct impact on the state's General Fund. Specifically, the
Division delivered $8.5 million to the General Fund during fiscal year 2013. Over the past ten
(10) fiscal years, just over $61 million has been escheated to the General Fund.

In summary, the Division's statutory obligation and annual production cycle requires receipt and
deposit of unclaimed funds and shares; maintenance of a database of the properties; sending
notice to, and advertisement of, the name and last known address of the reported owner;
processing claims; identifying and auditing non-compliant holders and escheating unclaimed
funds to the state's General Fund.

This state of the art software as a service hosted environment solution will enable the Division to

move forward with expanded capacity and functionality to perform the vital processes delineated
to enable both the payment of millions in unclaimed property to the citizenry of New Hampshire
while also providing a consistent flow of funds to the General Fund, which allows all citizens to
benefit from unclaimed propeity.

The Division has gi-ave concerns that the continued operation of this program on an outdated ,
archaic, and unsupported unclaimed property database management system will eventually
negatively impact the right of citizens to collect their unclaimed financial assets and result in a
loss of anticipated revenues escheating to tlie state's General Fund.

Special Concerns:
None
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Amendrrien! History (If applicable):

Submitted By: William F. Dwyer Current Date: April 8,2014

Ptione: (603) 271 2628 Email:bdwyer(^treasury.state.nh.us
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PART 2 - ATTACHMENT 1

TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

The following general contracting tenns and definitions apply except as speciftcally noted elsewhere
in this document.

Acceptance Notice fiom the State that a Deliverable has satisfied Acceptance
Test or Review.

Acceptance Lclter An Acceptance Letter provides notice from the Slate that a
Deliverable has satisfied Acceptance Tests or Review.

Acceptance Period The timeframe during which the Acceptance Test is performed

Acceptance Test Plan Tiie Acceptance Test Plan provided by the Vendor and agreed to by
the State that describes at a minimum, the s)>ecific Acceptance

. process, criteria, and Schedule for Deliverables.

AcccplaDcc Test and Review Tests perfomied to determine tliat no Defects exist in the

application Software or the System
Access Control Supports the management of permissions for logging onto a

. computerornetwork

Agreement ■ A contract duly executed and legally binding.

Appendix Supplementary material that is collected and append^ at the back
of a document

Audit Trail Capture and
Analysis

Supports the identification and monitoring of activities within an
application or system

Best and Final Offer (BAFO) For negotiated procurements, a Vendor's final offer following the
conclusion of discussions.

CCP Change Control Procedures

CR Change Request

COTS Commercial Off-The-Shelf Software

CM Configuration Management

Ccrtilication The Vendor's written declaration with full supporting and written
Documentation (including without, limitation test results as
applicable) that tlie Vendor has completed development of the
Deliverable and certified its readiness for applicable Acceptance
Testing or Review.

Change A modification to the Services in the form of "New Work" or a

change that would affect the Contract completion schedule set
forth in the Work Plan or the amount of compensation due
Kelmar.

Change Control Fonnal process for initiating changes to the proposed solution or
process once development has begun.
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Change Notice A written finalized statement approved by both Parties which
describes a Change and its effects on tlie Services and/or any
affected components of the Contract.

Change Order Formal documentation prepared for a proposed change in the
Specifications.

Change Request A written request for Kelmar to furnish a proposal for
carrying out a requested Change.

Completion Date End date for the Contract

Confidential Information Information required to be kept Confidential from unauthorized
disclosure under the Contract

Contract This Agi'eement between the Stale of New Hampshire and a Vendor,
which creates binding obligations for each party to perform as
specified in the Contract Documents.

Contract Conclusion Refers to tlie conclusion of the Contract, for any reason, including
but not limited to, the successful Contract completion, termination
for convenience, or termination for default.

Contract Documents Documents tliat comprise this Contract (See Contract Agreement,
Section l.I)

Contract Managers The persons identified by the State and the Vendor who shall be
responsible for all contractual authorization and administration of
the Contract. These responsibilities shall include but not be limited
to processing Contract Documentation, obtaining executive
approvals, tracking costs and payments, and representing the paities
in all Contract administrative activities. (See Section 4; Contract
Management)

Contracted Vendor/Vendor The Vendor whose proposal or quote was awarded the Contract with
the State and who is responsible for tlie Sei-vices and Deliverables of
the Contract.

Conversion Test A test to ensure that a Data conversion process correctly takes Data
from a legacy system and successfully conveils it to a form that can
be used by tlie new System.

COTS Commercial off the Shelf

Cure Period The thiity (30) day period following written notification of a default
within which a contracted vendor must cure the default identified.

Custom Code Code developed by the Vendor specifically for this project for the
State of New Hampshire

Custom Software Software developed by the Vendor specifically for tliis project for
the State of New Hampshire

Data State's records, files, foans, Data and other documents or
infonnation, in either electronic or paper form, that will be used
/conveited by the Vendor during the Contract Teim

DBA Database Administrator

Deficiencies/Defects A failure, deficiency or defect in a Deliverable resulting in a
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Deliverable, tlie Software, or the System, not conforming to its
Specifications.

Class A Deficiency - Software - Critical, does not allow System to
operate, no work around, demands immediate action; Written
Documentation - missing significant portions of information or
unintelligible to State; Non Software - Services were inadequate and
require re-perfonnance of the Service.

Class B Deficiency — Software - important, does not stop operation
and/or there i.s a work around and user can perfonn tasks; Written
Documentation - portions of information are missing but not enougli
to make the document unintelligible; Non Software - Services were
deficient, require reworking, but do not require re-perfonnance of
the Service.

Class C Deficiency - Software - minimal, cosmetic in nature,
minimal effect on System, low priority and/or user can use System;
Written Documentation - minimal changes required and of minor
editing nature; Non Software • Services require only minor
reworking and do not require re-performance of the Service.

Deliverable A Deliverable is any Written, Software, or Non-Software
Deliverable (letter, report, manual, book, other), provided by the
Vendor to the State or under the terms of a Contract requirement.

Department An agency of the State

Department of Information
Technology CDoIT)

The Dcpailment of Information Technology established under RSA
21-R by the Legislature effective September 5,2008.

Documentation All information that describes the installation, operation, and use of
the Software, either in printed or electronic format.

Digital Signature Guarantees tlie unaltered state of a file

Effective Date The Contract and all obligations of tlic parties hcreunder shall
become effective on the date the Governor and the Executive

Council of the Slate of New Hampshire approves the Contract

Encryption Supports the encoding of data for securily purposes
Enhancements Updates, additions, modifications to, and new releases for the

Spflwai*e, and all changes to the Documentation as a result of
Enhancements, including, but not limited to, Enhancements
produced by Change Orders -

Firm Fixed Price Contract A Firm-Fixed-Price Contract provides a price that is not subject to
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incite, i.e., adjustment on the basis of, the Vendor's cost
experience in perfonning the Contract

Fully Loaded Rates are inclusive of all allowable expenses, including, but not
limited to: meals, hotel/housing, airfare, car rentals, car mileage, and
out of pocket expenses

GAAP Generallv Accepted Accounting Principles
Governor and Executive Council The New Hampshire Governor and Executive Council.
Harvest Software to archive and/or control vereions of software

Identification and

Authentication

Supports obtaining infonnation about those parties attempting to log
on to a system or application for security purposes and tlie validation
of those users

Implementation The process for making the System fully operational for processing
the Data.

Implementation Plan Sets forth tlie transition from development of the System to full
operation, and includes without limitation, training, business and
technical procedures.

Information Technology (IT) Refers to the tools and processes used for the gathering, storing,
manipulating, transmitting, sliaring, and sensing of information
including, but not limited to, Data processing, computing,
information systems, telecommunications, and various audio and
video technologies.

Input Validation Ensure the application is protected from buffer overflow, cross-site
scripting, SQL injection, and canonicalization

Intrusion Detection Supports the detection of illegal entrance into a computer system

Invoking Party In a dispute, the party believing itself aggrieved

Key Project Staff Personnel identified by the State and by the contracted Vendor as
essential to work on the Project. i

Licensee Tlie State of New Hampshire

Licensee Work Any customized work performed for the State by Kelmar which
may include programming or software development in respect of
the Software Deliverables. All copyrights, patents and trade secrets
incorporated in the Licensee Work shall remain the property of
Kelmar

Misuse Misuse of the system including activities such as hacking,
purposefully damaging the Software, and/or the unautliorized
modification and/or alteration of the KAPS System and data
inclusive of altering software and data, changing passwords and
settings to prevent others from accessing the system, or
interfering with the normal operation of the system.

New Work Work requested beyond the scope of the Services set forth in
the Work Plan

Non Exclusive Contract A conti*act executed by the State that does not restrict the State
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from seeking alteniative sources for the Deliverables or Services
provided under the Contract. '

Non-Software Deliverables Deliverables that are not Software Deliverables or Written

Deliverables, e.g., meetings, help support, services, other

Normal Business Hours Normal Business Hours - 6:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. EST, Monday
thi-Qugh Friday excluding State of New Hampshire holidays. State
holidays are: New Year's Day, Martin Luther King Day,
President's Day, Memorial Day, July 4"', Labor Day, Veterans Day,
Tlianksgivihg Day, the day after Thanksgiving Day, and Christmas
Day; and 8:00 AM to 4:00 PM EST on Saturdays.

Notice to Proceed (NTP) . The State Contract Manager's written direction to the Vendor to
begin work on the Contract on a given date and time

Operating System System is fully functional, all Data has been loaded into tlie
System, is available for use by the State in its daily operations.

Operational Operational means tliat the System is operating and fully
functional, all Data has been loaded; the System is available for use
by tlie State in its daily operations, and the State has issued an
Acceptance Letter.

Order of Precedence The order in which Contract/Documents control in the event of a

conflict or ambiguity. A term or condition in a document controls
over a conflicting or ambiguous term or condition in a docmnent
that is lower in the Order of Precedence

Project The planned undertaking regarding the entire subject matter of
aContract and the activities of the parties related hereto.

Project Team The gi'oup of State employees and contracted Vendor's personnel
responsible for managing the processes and mechanisms required
such that the Services ai-e procured in accordance with the Work
Plan on lime, on budget and to the required specifications and
quality ,

Project Management Plan A document that describes the processes and methodology to be
employed by the Vendor to ensure a successful Proiect.

Project Managers The persons identified who shall function as the State's and the
Vendor's representative witli regard to Review and Acceptance of
Contract Deliverables, invoice sign off, and review and approval of
Change Requests (CR) utilizing tlie Change Control Procedures
CCCP)

Project Staff State personnel assigned to work with the Vendor on the Project
Proposal The submission from a Vendor in response to the Request for a

Proposal or Statement of Work

Regression Test Plan A plan integrated into the Work Plan used to ascertain whether
fixes to Defects have caused errors elsewhere in the

application/process.

Review The process of reviewing Deliverables for Acceptance

Review Period The period set for review of a Deliverable. If none is specified then
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the Review Period is five (5) business days.

Role/Privilege Management Supports the granting of abilities to users or groups of users of a
computer, application or network

SaaS-Software as a Service Occurs where the COTS application is hosted but the State does not
own tlie license or the code. The vendor allows the use of the
software as a part of their service.

Schedule The dates described in the Work Plan for deadlines for peiformance
of Services and other Project events and activities under tJie Contract

Service Level Agreement (SLA) A signed agreement between the Vendor and the State specifying the
level of Service tliat is expected of, and provided by, the Vendor
during the term of the Contract.

Services The work or labor to be performed by the Vendor on the Project as
described in the Contract.

Software All custom Software and COTS Software provided by the Vendor
under tlie Contract

Software Deliverables COTS Software and Enhancements

Software License Licenses provided to the State under this Contract

Solution The Solution consists of the total Solution, which includes, witliout
limitation, Software and Services, addressing the requirements and
terms of the Specifications. The off-tlie-shelf Software and
configured Soft\^re customized for the State provided by the
Vendor pursuant to contract documents.

Specifications The written Specifications tliat set forth the requirements which
include, without limitation, tlie Proposal, the Contract, any
perfonnance standards, Documentation, applicable State and
federal policies, laws and regulations, State technical standai'ds,
subsequent State-approved Deliverables, and other Specifications
and requirements described in the Contiact Documents. The
Specifications are, by tliis reference, made a part of the Contract as
though completely set forth herein.

State STATE is defined as:

State of New Hampshire
Treasury Abandoned Property Division
25 Capitol Street, Rra 205
Concord, NH, 03301
And/Or DolT i

Reference to the term "State" shall include applicable agencies

Statement of Work (SOW) A Statement of Work clearly defines the basic requirements and
objectives of a Project. The Statement of Work also defines a high
level view of the architecture, performance and design
requirements, the roles and responsibilities'of tlie State and Uic
Vendor. The Contract Agreement SOW defines the results that the
Vendor remains responsible and accountable for achieving.
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State's Conridentinl Records State's information regardless of its form that is not subject to
public disclosure under applicable state and- federal laws and
regulations, including but not limited to jRSA Chanter 91-A

State Data Any information contained within State systems in electronic or
paper format.

State Fiscal Year (SFY) The New Hampshire State Fiscal Yeaj- extends from July 1"
through June 30 of the following calendar ycai-

Sute Project Leader State's i-cpresenlative with regard to Project oversight

State's Project Manager (PM) State's representative witli regard to Project majiagement and
technical matters. Agency P>x)ject Managers are responsible, for
review and Acceptance of specific Contract Deliverables, invoice
sign offj and Review and approval of a Chaiige Proposal (CP).

Subcontractor A person, partnership, or company not in tlie employment of, or
owned by, the Vendor, which is performing Services under this
Contract under a separate Contract witir or on behalf of the Vendor

System All Software, specified hardware, and interfaces and extensions,
integrated and functioning together in accordance with the
Specifications.

TBD To Be Determined

Technical Authorization Direction to a Vendor, which fills in details, clarifies, interprets, or
specifies technical requirements. It must be: (1) consistent with
Statement of Work witliin statement of Services; (2) not constitute a
new assignment; and (3) not change the terms, documents of
specifications of the Contract Agreement

Test Plan A plan, integrated in the Work Plan, to verify the code
(new or changed) works to fulfill the requirements of the Project. It
may consist of a timeline, a series of tests and test data, test scripts
and reports for the test results as well as a tracking mechanism.

Term Period of the Contract from the Effective Date throu^ termination.
Transition Services Services and support provided when the contracted vendor is

supporting System changes.

UAT User Acceptance Test

UPMS Unclaimed Property Management System (present STATE
unclaimed property database system.)

Unit Test Developers create tiieir own test data and test scenarios to verify tlie
code tliey have created or changed functions properly as defined.

User Acceptance Testing Tests done by knowledgeable business users who are familiar with
the scope of the Project. They create/develop test cases to confirm
the System was develpped according to specific user requirements.
The test cases and scripts/scenarios should bo mapped to business

, requirements outlined in the user requirements documents.
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User Management Supports the administration of computer, application and network
accounts within an organization

Vendor/ Contracted Vendor The Vendor whose proposal or quote was awarded the Contract with
the State and who is responsible for the Services and Deliverables of
the Contract.

Verification Supports the confinnatiou of authority to enter a computer system,
application or network

Walk Tlii'ough A step-by-step review of a Specification, usability features or
design before it is handed off to the technical team for development

Warranty Period A period of coverage during which the Contracted Vendor is
responsible for providing a guarantee for products and Services
delivered as defined in the Contract.

Wari-antv Releases Code releases that are done during the Warranty Period.

Warranty Services The Services to be provided by tlie Vendor during the Wairanty
Period.

Work Hours Vendor personnel shall work normal business hours between 8:00
am and 5:00 pm. eight (8) hour days, forty (40) .hour weeks,
excluding State of New Hampshire holidays. Changes to this
schedule may be made upon agreement with the State Project
Manager.

Work Plan The overall plan of activities for the Project created in accordance
with the Contract. The plan and delineation of tasks, activities and
events to be performed and Deliverables to be produced under the
Project as specified in Appendix C. The Work Plan shall include a
detailed description of the Schedule, tasks/activities. Deliverables,
critical events, task dependencies, and the resources that would lead
and/or participate on eacli task.

Written Deliverables Non-Soffware written deliverable Documentation (letter, report,
manual, book, other) provided by the Vendor either in paper or
electronic format.
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INTRODUCTION

This CONTRACT is by and between the State of New Hampshire, acting through the Treasury
("STATE"), and Kelmar Associates, LLC, a Delaware limited liability company, ("Kclmar"),
having its principal place of business at 500 Edgewater Drive, Suite 525, Wakefield, Massachusetts
01880.

RECITALS

WHEREAS, the STATE desires to have Kelmar provide a COMMERCIAL-OFF-THE-SHELF
SOFTWARE SYSTEM ("COTS"), and associated SERVICES for STATE;

WHEREAS. Kelmar wishes to provide a COMMERCIAL-OFF-THE-SHELF SOFTWARE
SYSTEM and associated SERVICES for the STATE.

Tlie pailies therefore agree as follows:

1. CONTRACT DOCUMENTS

1.1 Contract Documents

This CONTRACT is comprised of the following documents (CONTRACT
DOCUMENTS):

A. Part 1 - StateTerms and Conditions contained in the Form P-37

B. Part 2 - The Contract Agreement
Part 2 - Attachment 1 - Terms & Definitions

C. Part 3 - Consolidated Exhibits

Exhibit A- Contract Deliverables

Exhibit B- Price and Payment Schedule
Exhibit C-Special Provisions
Exhibit D- Administrative Services

Exhibit E-Implementation Services
Exliibil F- Testing Sei-vices
Exhibit G- Maintenance and Support Services
Exhibit H- Requirements- The Vendor's Responses
Exhibit I- Work Plan

Exhibit J- Software License and related Terms

Exhibit K- Warranty and Warranty Services
Exhibit L- Training Services
Exhibit M- btentionally Omitted
Exhibit N- The Vendor PROPOSAL, by reference
ExJiibit O- Certificates and Attachments
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1.2 Order of Precedence

In the event of conflict or ambiguity among any of the text of the CONTRACT
DOCUMENTS, the following ORDER OF PRECEDENCE shall govern:

a. The State of New Hampshire Terms and Conditions, Form P-37-Contract Agreement
Part 1

b. State of New Hampshire, Treasury Contract 2014-135
c. Special Provisions in Exhibit C Section 1
d. Att^hmeritS'to State of New Hampshire, Treasury Contract 2014-135.'

1.3 Contract Term.

ITie CONTRACT and all obligations of the parlies hereunder shall become effective after full
execution by the parties, and the receipt of required governmental approvals, including, but not
limited to, GOVERNOR AND EXECUTIVE COUNCIL of the State of New Hampshire
approval ("EFFECTIVE DATE").

The CONTRACT shall begin on the EFFECTIVE DATE and extend for a period of five (5)
years thereafter. Hie TERM may be extended up to five (5) years, ("Extended Term") at the
sole option of the STATE, subject to tlie parties prior written AGI^EMENT on applicable
fees for each extended TERM, up to but not beyond for a jjcriod ten (10) years from the
EFFECTIVE DATE of the CONTRACT.

Kclmar shall commence work upon issuance of a NOTICE TO PROCEED by the STATE. .

Time is of tlic essence in the Dcrformnncc of Kclmar^s obligations under the CONTRACT.

2. COMPENSATION

2.1 Contract Price

The CONTRACT price, method of payment, and terms of payment are identified and more
particularly described in Contract Exhibit B: Price and Payment Schedule.

2.2 Firm Fixed Price Contract

This is a FIRM FIXED PRICE (FFP) CONTRACT with price and term limitations as set foith in
Conti'act Exhibit B: Price and Payment Schedule.

3. CONTRACT MANAGEMENT

The PROJECT will require the coordinated effoits of a PROJECT TEAM consisting of both
Kclmar and STATE personnel. Kclmar shall provide all necessary resources to perform its
obligations under the CONTRACT. Kclmar shall be responsible for managing the PROJECT
to its successful completion.
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3.1 Kclmar's Contract Manager

Kelmar shall assign a CONTRACT MANAGER who shall be responsible for all
CONTRACT authorization and administration. Kelraar's CONTRACT MANAGER is:

David P. Kennedy, General Counsel & Member
Kelmar Associates, LLC
500 Edgewater Drive, Suite 525
,Wakefield,MA 01880

Tel: 781-928-9205

Fax: 781-928-9105

Email: David.Kennedy@kelmarassoc.com

3.2 Kclmar^s Project Manager

3.2.1 Contract Project Manager

Kelmar shall assign a PROJECT MANAGER who meets the requirements of the
CONTRACT, including but not limited to, tlie requirements set forth in ihQ Atiadvnent I
Requirements Document. Kelmar's selection of Kelronr's PROJECT MANAGER
shall be subject to tlie prior written approval of the STATE. The STATE'S approval
process may include, without limitation, at the STATE'S discretion, review of the
proposed PROJECT MANAGER'S resume, qualifications, references, and background
checks, and an interview. The STATE may require removal or reassignment of
Kclmar's PROJECT MANAGER who, in the sole judgment of the STATE, is found
unacceptable or is not performing to the state's satisfaction.

3.2.2 Kclmar's PROJECT MANAGER must be qualified to perform the obligations required
of the position under tlie CONTRACT, shall have full authority to make binding
decisions under tlie CONTRACT, and shall function as Kelmar's representative for all
administrative and management matteis. Kclmar's PROJECT MANAGER shall
perform the duties required under the CONTRACT, including, but not limited to, tliose
set forth in Contract Exhibit I, Section 2. Kelmar's PROJECT MANAGER must be

available to promptly respond during NORMAL BUSINESS HOURS witliin two (2)
hours to inquiries from the STATE, and be at the site as needed at mutually agreed upon
limes. Kclmar's PROJECT MANAGER must work diligently and use his best efforts
on the PROJECT.

<

3.2.3 Kelmar shall not change its assignment of its PROJECT MANAGER without
providing the STATE written justification and obtaining tlie prior written approval of the
STATE. STATE approvals for replacement of Kelmar's PROJECT MANAGER shall
not be unreasonably withheld. The replacement PROJECT MANAGER shall have
comparable or greater skills than Kclmar's PROJECT being replaced; meet the
requirements of the CONTRACT,; and be subject to reference and background checks
described above in Contract Agreement Part 2, Section 3,2.1: CONTJ^CT Project
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Manasrer. and in CONTRACT Agreement Part 2, Section 3.6: Reference and
Background Checks, below. Kclmar shall assign a replacement PROJECT
MANAGER within ten (10) business days of the departure of the prior Kclmar
PROJECT MANAGER, and Kelmar shall continue during the ten (10) business day
period to provide competent PROJECT management SERVICES through the
assignment of a qualified interim Kclmar PROJECT MANAGER.

3.2.4 Notwithstanding any other provision of the CONTRACT, the STATE shall have the
option, at its discretion, to terminate the CONTRACT, declare the CONTRACTED
VENDOR in default and pursue its remedies at law and in equity, if Kelmar fails to
assign a PROJECT MANAGER meeting the requirements and terms of the
CONTRACT.

3.2.5 Kelmar's PROJECT MANAGER is:

Kenneth Wagers, Managing Director
Kelmar Associates, LLC

3100 Arapahoe Ave, Suite 500
Boulder, CO 80303
Tel; 781-928-9221

Fax: 781-928-9121

Email: kenneth.wapers@kelmarassoc.com

3.3 Kelmar Key Project Staff

3.3.1 Kelmar shall assign KEY PROJECT STAFF who meet the requirements of Ute
CONTRACT, and can implement the SOFTWARE SOLUTION meeting the
requirements set forth in Appendix C: System Requirements and Deliverables, Table C.l:
System Requirements and Deliverables-Vendor Response Checklist. The STATE may
conduct reference and background checks on Kclmar*s KEY PROJECT STAFF. The
STATE reserves the right to require removal or reassignment of Kclmar's KEY
PROJECT STAFF who are found unacceptable to the STATE. Any background
checks shall be performed in accordance with the Contract Agreement — Part 2, Section
3.6 Reference and Background Checks.

3.3.2 Kclmar shall not change any its KEY PROJECI' STAFF commitments without
providing the STATE written Justification and obtaining the prior written approval of the
STATE. STATE approvals for replacement of Kelmar's IGEY PROJECT STAFF will
not be unreasonably witliheld. The replacement Kclmar KEY PROJECT STAFF shall
have comparable or greater skills than KEY PROJECT STAFF being replaced; meet the
requirements of the CONTRACT, and be subject to reference and background checks
described in Contract Agi eement-Part 2, Section 3.6: Reference and Background Checks,
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3.3.3 Notwithstanding any other provision of the CONTRACT to the contrary, the STATE
shall have the option to terminate the CONTRACT, declare Kelmar in default and to
pursue its remedies at law and in equity, if Kelmar fails to assign KEY PROJECT

staff'meeting the requirements and terms of the CONTRACT or if it is dissatisfied
with Kclmar's replacement PROJECT STAFF; provided, however, that tJie STATE
first affords Kelmar a right to cure this Event of Default as set forth in Section 13.1.

3.3.3.1 Kclmar*s KEY PROJECT STAFF shall consist of the following individuals in the
roles identified below;

Kelmar»s KEY PROJECT Sl'AFF:

Key Memberfs) Title

Thomas Umina Chief Information Officer

Kennetli Wagers Managing Director
John DeMarco Managing Director
Kate Stevens Senior Manager
Tanya Whitlow Senior Manager

3.4 State Contract Manager

The STATE shall assign a CONTRACT MANAGER who shaU function as the STATE'S
representative with regard to CONTRACT administration. The STATE CONTRACT
MANAGER is:

Thomas P. McAnespie, Abandoned Properly Director
State of New Hampshire
Abandoned Property Division
25 Capitol Street, Rm205
Concord. NH 03301
Tel:,(603) 271-1499
Fax:(603)271-2730
Email: tnicanospic@treasury.state.nh.us

3.5 State Project Manager
.  The STATE shall assign a PROJECT MANAGER. Tlic STATE PROJECT MANAGER'S

duties shall include the following:
a. Leading the PROJECT;
b. Engaging and managing all the CONTRACTED VENDORS;
c. Managing significant issues and risks.
d. Reviewing and accepting CONTRACT DELIVERABLES;
e. Invoice sign-offs;
f. REVIEW and approval of CHANGE PROPOSALS; and
g. Managing stakeholders' concerns.
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The STATE PROJECT MANAGER is;

Brian Deschenes

Treasury \ MIS
25 Capitol Street, Rm 121
CoacoKi,NH 03301
Tel: (603) 271-8413
Fax:(603)271-3922
Email: bdeschenes@tTeasuiy.state.nh.us

3.6 Reference and Background Checks

Kelmar shall perform reference and^ background checks on all of its personnel: (a)
working on the STATE'S premises in connection with the CONTRACT, (b) handling
tlie STATE'S CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION in connection with the
CONTRACT; or (c) having access to the STATE'S CONFIDENTIAL
INFORMATION in connection with the CONTRACT. These reference and
background checks shall include, without limitation, employment, education and
certification verification, a review of STATE, federal and county criminal records databases, a
search through the national prison registry, parole board and federal administrative agency
databases, as well as checks against the national sex offender data base. Upon reasonable
request, Kclmar shall provide satisfactory evidence of such reference and background
checks to the STATE.

Additionally, tlie STATE may, at its sole expense, conduct reference and background screening
of Kelmar's PROJECT MANAGER and Kelmar's KEY PROJECT STAFF. The STATE
shall maintain the confidentiality of background screening results in accordance with tlic Contract
Agi'cement, Part 2-Section 11: XJse ofState's Information, Confidentiality.

4. DELIVERABLES

4.1 Vendor Responsibilities

Kclmar shall be solely responsible for meeting all requirements, and terms and conditions
specified in this CONTRACT, regardless of whether or not a SUBCONTRACTOR is used.

Kclmar may subcontract SERVICES subject to the provisions of the CONTRACT,
including but not limited to, tire terms and conditions in Section 6: General Contract
Requirements herein and the Contract Agreement Part I: State of New Hampshire Terms and
Conditions-P-37. Kclmar must submit all information and DOCUMENTATION relating to
the SUBCONTRACTOR, including terms and conditions consistent with this CONTl^CT.
The STATE will consider Kclmar to be wholly responsible for the perfoimancc of the
CONTRACT and the sole point of contact with regard to all contractual matters, including
payment of any and all charges resulting from the CONTRACT.
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4.2 Deliverables and Services

Kelmar shall provide the STATE witli the DELIVERABLES and SERVICES in accordance
with the time frames in the WORK PLAN for this CONTRACT, and as more particularly
described in Contract Exliibit A: Contract Deliverables.

Upon its submission of a DELIVERABLE or SERVICE,.Kelmar represents that it has
performed its obligations under the CONTRACT associated with the DELIVERABLE or
SERVICE.

4.3 Non-Software and Written Deliverables Review and Acceptance

Aftei* receiving written CERTIFICATION from Kelmar that a NON SOFTWARE or
WRITTEN DELIVERABLE is final, complete, and ready for REVIEW, the STATE will
REVIEW the DELIVERABLE to determine whether it meets tlie Requirements outlined in
Contract Exhibit A: Contract Deliverables. The STATE will notify Kelmar in writing of its
ACCEPTANCE or rejection of the DELIVERABLE, within five (5) business days of the
STATE'S receipt of Kclmar's written CERTIFICATION. If the STATE rejects the
DELIVERABLE, the STATE shall notify Kelmar of the nature and class of tlie Deficiency
and Kelmar shall correct the Deficiency within the period identified in the WORK PLAN. If
no period for Kclmar's correction of the DELIVERABLE is identified, Kelmar shall correct
the Deficiency in the DELIVERABLE within five (5) business days. Upon receipt of the
corrected DELIVERABLE, the STATE shall have, five (5) business days to REVIEW the
DELIVERABLE and notify Kelmar of its ACCEPTANCE or rejection thereof, with the"
option to extend tlie REVIEW PERIOD up to five (5) additional business days. If Kelmar
fails to correct the Deficiency within the allotted period of time, the STATE may, at its option,
continue reviewing the DELIVERABLE and require Kelmar to continue until the Deficiency
is corrected, or immediately terminate the CONTRACT, declai'e Kelmar in default, and
-pursue its remedies at law and in equity.

4.4 System/Software Testing and Acceptance

SYSTEM/SOFTWARE Testing and ACCEPTANCE shall be performed as set forth in the
TEST PLAN and more particularly described in Exhibit F: Testing Services.

4.5 Security'

The STATE must ensure that appropriate levels of security are implemented and maintained
in order to pmtect the integrity and reliability of its INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
resources, information, and services. STATE resouj*ce$, information, and services must be
available on an ongoing basis, with the appropriate infrastructure and security controls to
ensure business continuity and safeguard STATE networks, Systems and Data.

IT Security involves all functions pertaining to the securing of STATE DATA and Systems
through the creation and definition of security policies, procedures and controls covering such
areas as identification, autlientication and non-repudiation.
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All components of the SOFTWARE shall be reviewed and tested to ensure they protect the
STATE'S hardware and sofhvare and its related Data assets. See Contract Agreement -Part 3
- Exhibit F: Testing for detailed infonnation on requirements for Security testing.

5. SOFTWARE

5.1 COTS Software and Documentation

Kelmar shall provide the STATE witli SOFTWARE LICENSES and DOCUMENTATION
set fortli in tlie CONTRACT, and particularly described in Exliibit J: Software License and
Related Terms.

5.2 COTS Software Support and Maintenance

Kelmar shall provide Uie STATE with SOFTWARE support and Maintenance SERVICES
set forth in llie CONTRACT, and particularly described in Exhibit J: Software License and
Related Terms.

5.3 Restrictions

Except as otherwise permitted under the CONTRACT, the STATE agrees not to:

a. Remove or modify any program markings or any notice of Kelmar's proprietary
rights;

b. Make the programs or materials available in any manner to any third party for use in
tlie third party's business operations, except as permitted herein; or

c. Cause or permit reverse engineering, disassembly or recompilation of the programs.

5.4 Title

Kelmar must hold the right to allow tlie STATE to use the SOFTWARE or hold all title,
right, and interest in the SOFTWARE and its associated DOCUMENTATION.
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6. WARRANTY

Kclmar shall provide the Warrajity and WARRANTY SERVICES set foith in tlie CONTRACT,
and particularly described in Exhibit K; Warranty and Warranty Services.

7. SERVICES

Kelmar shall provide the SERVICES required under the CONTRACT DOCUMENTS. All
SERVICES shall meet, and be perfonmed, in accordance with the SPECIFICATIONS.

7.1 Administrative Services

Kclmar shall provide the STATE witli tlie Administrative SERVICES set fortli in the
CONTRACT, and paiticularly described in Exhibit D: Administrative Services.

7.2 Implementation Services

Kelmar shall provide the STATE with the IMPLEMENTATION SERVICES set forth in the
CONTRACT, and particularly described in ExJiibit E: Implementation Services.

7.3 Testing Services

Kelmar shall perform testing SERVICES for the STATE set forth in the CONTRACT, and
particularly described in Exhibit F:

7.4 Training Sci-vices

Kelmar shall provide the STATE witli training SERVICES set forth in the CONTRACT, and
particularly described in Exhibit L: Training Services.

7.5 Maintenance and Support Services

Kclmar shall provide the STATE with Maintenance and support SERVICES for tlie
SOFTWARE set forth in the CONTRACT, and particularly described in Exhibit G: System
Maintenance and Support.

8. WORK PLAN DELIVERABLE

Kelmar shall provide tlie STATE witli a WORK PLAN that shall include, without limitation, a
detailed description of the SCHEDULE, tasks, DELIVERABLES, major milestones, task
dependencies, and payment SCHEDULE.

The initial WORK PLAN shall be a separate DELIVERABLE and is set forth in Contract
Exhibit I: Work Plan. Kelmar shall update the WORK PLAN as necessary, but no less than
every two weeks, to accurately reflect ̂ e status of the PROJECT, Including without limitation,
the SCHEDULE, tasks, DELIVERABLES, major milestones, task dependencies, and payment
SCHEDULE. Any such updates to the WORK PLAN must be approved by the STATE, in
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writing, prior to final incorporation into Contract Exhibit I: Work Plan. The updated Contract
Exhibit I: Work Plan, as approved by the STATE, is incorporated herein by refeience.

In the event of any delay in the SCHEDULE, Kelmar must immediately notify the STATE in
writing, identifying tiie nature of the delay, i.e., specific actions or inactions of Kelmar or tiie
STATE causing the problem; its estimated duration period to reconciliation; specific actions tliat
need to be taken to correct the problem; and the expected SCHEDULE impact on the
PROJECT.

In tlie event additional time is required by Kchiiar to correct DEFIClENCffiS, the SCHEDULE
shall not change unless previously agreed in writing by the STATE, except that the SCHEDULE
shall automatically extend on a day-to-day basis to the extent that the delay does not result from
Kcltnar's failure to fulfill its obligations under tlie CONTRACT. To the extent that the
STATE'S execution of its major tasks takes longer than described in the WORK PLAN, the
SCHEDULE shall automatically extend on a day-to-day basis.

Notwithstanding anything to the contraiy, the STATE shall liave the option to terminate the
CONTRACT for default, at its discretion, if it is dissatisfied witii Kclmar's WORK PLAN or
elements within the WORK PLAN.

9. CHANGE ORDERS

The STATE reserves the right to request from time to time any CHANGES to Uie
requirements aiid^SPECEFICATIONS of the SERVICES under the CONTRACT. If the
STATE requests'^or directs Kelmar to perform any Additional SERVICES beyond the
scope of the SERVICES set forth in the WORK PLAN (all such Additional SERVICES to
be hereinafter referred to as '*NEW WORK"), Kelmar shall, prior to performing any New
Work, provide a detailed outline of all work to be done including tasks necessary to
accomplish the New Work, timeframes, listing of key personnel assigned, the estimated
hours for each' individual per task, and the estimated overall cost of the NEW WORK.
Kelmar expressly agrees that it shall not perform any NEW WORK until such time as
approved in writing by the STATE.

The approval of NEW WORK shall be governed by the CHANGE REQUEST procedure
set forth below:

a. CHANGE REQUEST at STATE Request: If the STATE requires Kelmar to
perform NEW WORK or make CHANGES to the SERVICES that would affect
tlie CONTRACT completion SCHEDULE set foitli in the WORIC PLAN or
the amount of compensation due Kelmar (a "CHANGE"), the STATE shall
submit a written request for Kelmar to furnish a PROPOSAL for carrying out
the requested CHANGE (a "CHANGE REQUEST").

b. Kelmar Recommendation for CHANGE requests: Kelmar shall be entitled
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to propose a CHANGE to the STATE, on its own initiative, should Kelmar
believe the proposed CHANGE would benefit the STATE.

c. Upon receipt of a CHANGE REQUEST or on its own initiative, Kelmar shall
examine the implications of the requested CHANGE on the technical
SPECIFICATIONS and the CONTRACT SCHEDULE, and then price out the
NEW WORK. Kelmar shall then submit to the STATE, without undue delay, a
wiitten PROPOSAL for canying out the CHANGE. Kelmar's PROPOSAL
shall include any associated CHANGES in the technical SPECIFICATIONS,
WORK PLAN SCHEDULE and price and method of pricing' of the
SERVICES. If Kelmar provides a written PROPOSAL and should Kelmar be
of the opinion that a requested CHANGE is not to be recommended, it shall
communicate its opinion to the STATE but shall nevertheless carry out the
CHANGE as specified in the written PROPOSAL if the STATE directs it to do
so.

d. By giving Kelmar written notice within a reasonable time, the STATE shall be
entitled to accept a Kelmar PROPOSAL for CHANGE, to reject it, or to reach
another AGREEMENT with Kelmar. Should the Parties agree on cairying out
a CHANGE, a written CONTRACT CHANGE NOTICE must be prepared

. and issued under this CONTRACT, describing the CHANGE and its effects on
the SERVICES and any affect^ components of this CONTRACT (a
"CHANGE NOTICE").

e. If the STATE requests or directs Kelmar to perform any SERVICES or provide
DELIVERABLES that are consistent with and similar to the SERVICES being
provided by Kelmar under the CONTRACT, but which Kelmar reasonably and
in good faith believes are not included within the scope of the SERVICES, then
before performing the activities, Kelmar shall notiiy the STATE in writing that
it considers (he requested activities to constitute a CHANGE for which Kelmar
should receive additional compensation. Along with tlie notice, Kelmar shall
include a written PROPOSAL for carrying out the CHANGE that identifies any
associated CHANGEs in the technical Sl^ECIFICATIONS, the PROJECT
SCHEDULE and the price for the NEW WORK. If Kelmar fails to notify the
STATE before beginning the NEW WORK constituting a CHANGE, tlien
Kelmar shall waive any right to assert any claim for additional compensation or
time for performing the requested activities. Upon receipt of Kelmar's notice,
the STATE shall follow the procedure outlined in subsection (c) above.

f. No proposed CHANGE shall be performed until the proposed CHANGE has
been specified in a duly executed CHANGE NOTICE issued by the STATE
and signed by the Parties.
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10. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

The SOFTWARE is being licensed, not sold. Kclmar retains all ownership rights in and to all
DELIVERABLES and Components of the KAPS™ SYSTEM including the Source Code. All
United States and international copyrights, trade secrets, patentable inventions and trademarks
incorporated into, or used in respect of, the SOFTWARE DELIVERABLES shall be and remain
the sole property of Kelmar. If the STATE engages Kelmar to perform NEW WORK, which may
include programming or SOFTWARE development in respect of llie SOFTWARE
DELIVERABLES, then: (i) witli respect to all work performed for the STATE by Kelmar, Kclmar
shall be the author and owner of all copyrights, patents and ti^ade secrets incorporated in such work
(the "LICENSEE WORK"); and (ii) Kclmar Kclmar shall license back to the STATE the right to
produce, publish, or otherwise use such LICENSEE WORK developed under the CONTRACT.

In no event shall Kclmar be precluded from developing.for itself, or for otliers, materials tliat are
competitive with, or similar to the SOFTWARE, the LICENSEE WORK, or any modifications
developed in connection with performance of obligations under the CONTRACT. In addition,
Kelmar shall be free to use its general knowledge, skills, experience, and any other ideas, concepts,
know-how, and techniques tliat are acquired or used in the course of its performance under .this
CONTRACT.

10.1 State's Data

All rights, title and interest in STATE DATA shall remain with the STATE.

10.2 Kclmar's Materials

Subject to the provisions of this CONTRACT, Kelmar may develop for itself, or for otliefs,
materials that are competitive with, or similar to, the DELIVERABLES. In accordance with
the confidentiality provision of this CONTRACT, Kclmar shall not distribute any products
containing or disclose any STATE CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION. Kelmar shall be
free to use its general knowledge, skills and experience, and any ideas, concepts, know-how,
and techniques that are acquired or used in tlie course of its performance under this
CONTRACT, provided that such is not obtained as the result of the deliberate memorization of
the STATE CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION by Kcliuafs employees or third party
consultants engaged by Kclmar.

Without limiting the foregoing, tlic parlies agi"ee that the general knowledge referred to herein
cannot include information or records not subject to public disclosure undei' New Hampshire
RSA Chapter 9I-A, which includes but is not limited to the following: records of grand juries
and petit juries; rccoMs of parole and pardon boards; personal school records of pupils; records
pertaining to internal personnel practices, financial information, test questions, scoring keys and
other examination data use to administer a licensing examination, examination for employment,
or academic examination and personnel, medical, welfare, libraiy use, video tape sale or rental,
and other files containing personally identifiable information that is private in nature.
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10.3 Survival

This Contract Agreement Section 10: Intellectual Property shall survive the termination of the
CONTRACT.

11. USE OF STATE'S INFORMATION, CONFIDENTIALITY

11.1 Use of State's Information

Li perfonning its obligations under the CONTRACT, Kcimar may gain access to information
of the STATE, including STATE CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION. "STATE
CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION" shall include, but not be limited to, information
exempted from public disclosure under New Hampshire RSA Chapter 91-A: Access to Public
Records and Meetings fsee e.g. RSA Chapter 91-A: 5 Exemptions). shall not use the
STATE CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION developed or obtained during the performance
of, or acquired, or developed by reason of the CONTRACT, except as directly connected to
and necessary for Kclmar's performance under tlie CONTRACT.

.  11.2 State ConndcntiallDformation

Kelmar shall maintain the confidentiality of and protect from unauthorized use, disclosure,
publication, and reproduction (collectively "release"), all STATE CONFIDENTIAL
INFORMATION that becomes available to Kelmar in connection with its performance under
the CONTRACT, regardless of its form.

Subject to applicable federal or State laws and regulations, CONFIDENTIAL
INFORMATION shall not include information which: (i) shall have othei*wise become
publicly available other than as a result of disclosure by the receiving party in breach hereof;
(ii) was disclosed to tlie receiving parly on a non-confidential basis from a source other tlian
tlie disclosing party, which the receiving party believes is not prohibited from disclosing such
information as a result of an obligation in favor of the disclosing party; (ili) is developed by
the receiving party independently of, or was known by tlie receiving party prior to, any
disclosure of such information made by the disclosing paity; or (iv) is disclosed with the
written consent of the disclosing party. A receiving party also may disclose
CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION to the extent required by an order of a court of
competent jurisdiction.

Any disclosure of the STATE CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION shall require the prior
written approval of the STATE. Kelmar shall immediately notify tlie STATE if any request,
subpoena or other legal process is served upon Kelmar regarding tlic STATE
CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION, and Kcimar shall cooperate with the STATE in any
effort tlie STATE undertakes to contest the request, subpoena or other legal process, at no
additional cost to the STATE.
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In the event of the unauthorized release of STATE CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION,
Kelmar shall immediately notify tlie STATE, and the STATE may immediately be entitled to
pursue any remedy at law and in equity, including, but not limited to, injunctive relief.

Consistent with its obligations hereunder, Kelmar warrants and represents to the
STATE that each of its Personnel: (a) working on the STATE'S premises in connection
with the CONTRACT, (b) handling the STATE'S CONFIDENTIAL
INFORMATION in connection with the CONTRACT; or (c) having access to the
STATE'S CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION in comiection with the CONTRACT
is, and shall continue to be, by virtue of a written confidentiality AGREEMENT with
Kelmar, under a duty of confidentiality with respect to the STATE'S CONFIDENTIAL
INFORMATION. Kelmar fiullier warrants and represents that said individuals are
reminded annually of their confidentiality obligations under the aforementioned
AGREEMENTS and are required to attend annual training concerning Kelmar's policies
and procedures governing the treatment of CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION as well
as data security and privacy obligations under applicable state, federal and local laws.

11.3 Vendor Confidential Information

Insofar as Kelmar seeks to maintain the confidentiality of its confidential or proprietary
information, Kelmar must clearly identify in writing all information it claims to be confidential
or proprietary. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the STATE acknowledges tliat Kelmar
considers the SOFTWARE and DOCUMENTATION to be CONFIDENTIAL
INFORMATION. Kelmar acknowledges that the STATE is subject to State and federal laws
governing disclosure of inforaiation including, but not limited to, RSA Chapter 91-A. The
STATE shall inaintaiii the confidentiality of the identified CONFIDENTIAL
INFORMATION insofar as it is consistent with applicable State and federal laws or
regulations, including but not limited to, RSA Chapter 91-A. In the event the STATE receives
a request for the information identified by Kelmar as confidential, the STATE shall, within
two business days of receipt of the request, notify Kelmar and specify the date the STATE will
be releasing the requested infomiation. At the request of the STATE, Kelmar shall cooperate
and assist the STATE with the collection and review of Kelmar's information, at no additional
expense to the STATE. Any effort to prohibit or enjoin the release of the information shall be
Kelmar's sole responsibility and at Kelmar's sole ex[3ense. If Kelmar fails to obtain a court
order enjoining the disclosure, the STATE shall release llie information on the date specified in
the STATE'S notice to Kelmar, witliout any liability to Kelmar.

11.4 Survival

Tliis Contract Agreement Section 11, Use of Stale's Information, Confidentiality, shall survive
termination or conclusion of the CONTRACT.
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12. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY

12.1 State

Subject to applicable laws and regulations, in no event shall the STATE be liable for any
consequential, special, indirect, incidental, punitive, or cxcmplai^ damages. Subject to
applicable laws and regulations, the STATE'S liability to Kelniar shall not exceed the total

• CONTRACT price set forth in Contract Agreement, Section 1.8 of the CONTRACT
Agreement -Part 1-General Provisions.

Notwithstanding tlic foregoing and any provision of this CONTRACT to tlio contrary, in no
event docs the STATE waive its sovereign immunity or any applicable defenses or immunities.

12.2 Kclmar

Subject to applicable laws and regulations, in no event shall Kclmar be liable for any
consequential, special, indirect, incidental, punitive or exemplary damages and Kclmnr's
liability to the STATE shall not exceed two times (2X) the totd CONTRACT price set forth
in Contract Agreement, Section 1.8 of the Contract Agreement -Part 1-General Provisions.

Notwitlistanding the foregoing, the limitation of liability in this SOW Section 12.2 shall not
apply to KeJraar's indeirihification obligations set forth in the Contract Agreement Part 1-
Section 13; Indemnijicaiion and confidentiality obligations in Contract Agreement-Part 2-
Section 11: Use ofState's Information, Confidentiality, which shall be unlimited.

12.3 State's Immunity
Notwithstanding the foregoing, nothing herein contained shall be deemed to constitute a waiver
of the sovereign immunity of the STATE, which immunity is hereby reserved to the STATE.
This covenant shall survive termination or CONTRACT CONCLUSION.

12.4 Survival

This Contract Agreement- Part 2-Section 12: Limitation of Liability shall survive termination or
CONTRACr CONCLUSION.

13. TERMINATION

This Section 13 shall survive the termination or CONTRACT CONCLUSION.

13.1 Termination for Default

Any one or more of the following acts or omissions of Kclmar sliall constitute an event of
default hereunder ("Event of Default")

a. Failure to perform the SERVICES satisfactorily or on SCHEDULE;
and/or
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b. Failure to peiform any other covenant, term or condition of the CONTRACT.

13.1.1 Upon the occurrence of any Event of Default, the STATE shall provide Kelmar
written notice of default and require it to be remedied within thirty (30) days from the
date of notice ("CURE PERIOD"). If Kelmar fails to euro the default witliin the
CURE PERIOD, the STATE may tenninate the CONTRACT effective two (2) days
after giving the CONTRACTED VENDOR notice of termination, at its' sole
discretion, treat the CONTRACT as breached and pursue its remedies at law or in
equity or botli.

In the event Kclmar's fails and/or refuses to cure the default within the CURE
PERIOD, the STATE may also Procure SERVICES tliat are the subject of the
CONTRACT from another source and Kelmar shall be liable for reimbursing the
STATE for the replacement SERVICES, and all administrative costs directly related
to the replacement of the CONTRACT and procuring the SERVICES from another
source, such as costs of competitive bidding, mailing, advertising, applicable fees,
charges or penalties, and staff time costs; all of which shall be subject to tlic
limitations of liability set forth in the CONTRACT.

13.1.2 Kelmar shall pnavide the STATE with written notice of default, and tlie STATE shall
cure the default within tliirty (30) days.

13.1.3 Notwithstanding tlie foregoing, nothing herein contained shall be deemed to constitute a
waiver of the sovereign immunity of the STATE, which immunity is herby reserved to
the STATE. This covenant shall survive termination or CONTRACT
CONCLUSION.

13.2 Termination for Conflict of Interest

13.2.1 Tlie STATE may terminate the CONTRACT by written notice if it determines that a
conflict of interest exists, including but not limited to, a violation by any of the
pai-ties' hereto of applicable laws regarding ethics in public acquisitions and
procurement and performance of CONTRACTS.

In such case, the STATE shall be entitled to a pro-rated refund of any current
development, support, and maintenance costs. The STATE shall pay all other
contracted payments that would have become due and payable if Kelmar did not
know, or reasonably did not know, of the conflict of interest.

13.2.2 In tlte event the CONTRACT is terminated as provided above pursuant to a violation
by Kelmar, the STATE shall be entitled to pursue the same remedies against
Kelmar as it could pursue in the event of a default of the CONTRACT by Kelmar.
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13.3 Termination Procedure

13.3.1 After receipt of a notice of termination, and except as otherwise directed by tlie
STATE, Kelmar shall:

a. Stop work under the CONTRACT on the date, and to the extent specified, in the
notice;

b. Promptly, but in no event longer tlian thirty (30) days after termination, terminate
its orders and subcontracts related to the work which has been tenninated and settle

all outstanding liabilities and all claims arising out of such termination of orders
and subcontracts, witli the approval or ratification of .the STATE to the extent
required, which approval or ratification shall be fmal for the purpose of this
Section;

c. Take such action as the STATE directs, or as necessary to preserve and protect the
property related to the CONTRACT which is in the possession of Kclmar and in
which the STATE has an interest;

d. Within tliirty days of the notice to terminate, confer with the STATE to arrange for
the transfer of any property with Kelmar's possession. Such properly shall be
transferred to the STATE by Kelmar in a mutually agreed upon format and at a
mutually agreed upon time; provide a Microsoft SQL Server database backup of all
STATE DATA managed by KAPS; and

e. Upon completion of the transfer, provide written CERTIFICATION to the
STATE that Kclmar has surrendered to the STATE all said property.

f. Assist in TRANSITION SERVICES, as reasonably requested by the STATE at
no additional cost.

14. CHANGE OF OWNERSHIP

In the event that Kelmar is sold, undergoes a merger or otlier such similar material change in
ownership for any rea.son whatsoever, the STATE shall have the option of continuing under the
CONTRACT witli Kelmar , its successors or assigns for the full remaining TERM of the
CONTRACT; continuing under the CONTRACT with Kelmar, its successors or assigns for such
period of time as determined necessary by the STATE; or immediately terminate the CONTRACT
without liability to Kclmnr, its successors or assigns.

15. ASSIGNMENT, DELEGATION AND SUBCONTRACTS
15.1 Kclmar shall not assign, delegate, subcontract, or otherwise transfer any of its interest, rights,

, or duties under the CONTRACT without tlie prior written consent of the STATE. Such
consent shall not be uni*easonably withheld or conditioned. Any attempted tiansfer, assignment.
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delegation, or other transfer made without the STATE'S prior written consent shall be null and
void, and may constitute an event of default at the sole discretion of the STATE.

15.2 Kclniar shall remain wholly responsible for performance of the entire CONTRACT even if
assignees, delegates, SUBCONTRACTORS, or otlier transferees ("Assigns") are used, unless
otherwise agreed to in writing by the STATE, and the Assigns fully assumes in writing any and
all obligations and liabilities under the CON'IRACT from the EFFECTIVE DATE. In the
absence of a written assumption of full obligations and liabilities of the CONTRACT, any
permitted assignment, delegation, subcontract, or other transfer shall neither relieve the
CONTRACTED VENDOR of any of its obligations under the CONTRACT nor affect any
remedies available to the STATE against Kclmar that may arise from any event of default of
the provisions of the CONTRACT. The STATE shall consider Kclmar to be the sole point of
contact witli regard to all contractual matters, including payment of any and all charges
resulting from the CONTRACT.

15.3 Notwithstanding the foregoing, notliing herein shall prohibit Kelmar from assigning the
CONTRACT to the successor of all or substantially all of the assets or business of Kclmar
provided that the successor fully assuihcs in writing all obligations and responsibilities under
the CONTRACT. In the event that Kclmar should change ownership, as permitted uiider tliis
Contract Agreement Part 2, Section 14: Change of Ownership, the STATE shall have the
option to continue under the CONTRACT with Kclmar, its successors or assigns for the full
remaining TERM of the CONTRACT; continue under the CONTRACT with Kelmar, its
successors or assigns for such pwriod of time as determined necessary by the STATE; or
inunediately terminating tlie CONTRACT without liability to Kclmar, its successors or
assigns.

16. DISPUTE RESOLUTION

16.1 Informal Resolution. The Parties shall endeavor to amicably resolve any dispute, claim,
question, or disagreement arising from or relating to this CONTRACT or the breach
thereof, ui accordance with the provisions of this Section 16. To this effect, they shall meet
as often as the Parties reasonably deem necessary to gather and furnish to each other all
information with respect to tlie matter at issue which the Parties believe to be appropriate
and germane in connection witli its resoUition. The Parties shall consult and negotiate with
each other in good faith and, recognizing their mutual interests, attempt to reach a just and
equitable solution satisfactory to both Parties. If tlie Parties are unable to reach a solution
witliin a period of sixty (60) calendar days, then, upon notice by either Party to the other,
the dispute, claim, question, or difference shall be escalated to Abandoned Propeity
Director, or his designce, and the matter shall be resolved without the need for formal
legal proceedings as follows:

16.1.1 Within thirty (30) days of receipt of written notification of a dispute, tlie Deputy
Treasurer shall meet with the Parlies to negotiate and work out a settlement.
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During the course of negotiations, all reasonable requests made by one Party to
another for non-privileged information reasonably related to tlie AGREEMENT
shall be honored in order that each of the Parties may be fully advised of the
other's position. The specific format for tlie discussions shall be left to the
disci-etion of the designated STATE aiid Kelmar representatives, but may include
the preparation of agreed upon statements of fact or written statements of position.

16.1.2. Following the completion of the process outlined in Section 17.1.1 above (which
shall not exceed ninety (90) days unless mutually agreed upon by the Parties), the
State Treasurer, or his designce, shall, within tliirty (30) calendar days, issue a

written opinion regarding die issue(s) in dispute. The opinion regarding the dispute
shall be considered the STATE'S final action and the exliaustion of administrative

remedies.

16.2 Continued Performance. Each Party agrees to continue performing its obligations under
the CONTRACT while a dispute is being resolved pursuant to diis Section 16 except to
the extent the issue in dispute precludes performance (dispute over payment must not be
deemed to preclude performance) and widiout limiting either Party's right to terminate the
CONTRACT as provided in Section 13, as the case may be.

17 GENERAL PROVISIONS

17.1 Travel Expenses

The STATE will not be responsible for any travel or out of pocket expenses incurred in the
performance of the SERVICES.

Kelmar shall assume all travel and related expenses by "fully loading" the proposed labor
rates to include, but not limited to: meals, hotel/housing, airfare, car rentals, car mileage, and
out of pocket expenses.

17.2 Shipping and Delivery Fee Exemption

The STATE will not.pay for any shipping or deliveiy fees unless specifically itemized in the
CONTRACT.

17.3 Project Workspace and Office Equipment

The STATE agency will work with Kelmar to determine the requirements for providing all
necessary workspace and olJice equipment, including desktop computers for Kclmar's staff.

17.4 Access/Cooperation

As applicable, and reasonably necessaiy, and subject to the applicable State and federal laws
and regulations and restrictions imposed by third parties upon the STATE, the STATE shall
provide Kelmar with access to all program files, libraries, personal computer-based
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SYSTEMS, SOFTWARE packages, network SYSTEMs, security SYSTEMs, and liardwai-e
as required to complete contracted SERVICES.

The STATE shall use reasonable efforts to provide approvals, authorizations, and decisions
reasonably necessary to allow Kclmar to perform its obligations under the CONTRACT.

17.5 Required Work Procedures

All work done must conform to standards and procedures established by llie DEPARTMENT
OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY and the STATE.

17.6 Regulatory Government Approvals

Kclmar slrnll obtain all necessary and applicable regulatory or other governmental approvals
necessary to perform its obligations under the CONTRACT.

17.7 Force Majcurc

Neither Kelmar nor the STATE shall be responsible for delays or failures in perfonnance
resulting from events beyond die control of such paiiy and without fault or negligence of such
party. Such events shall include, but not be limited to, acts of God, strikes, lock outs, riots, and
acts of War, epidemics, acts of Government, fire, power failures, nuclear accidents,
eartliquakes, and unusually severe weather.

Except in the event of the foregoing, Force Majeure events shall not include Kclmar's inability
to hire or provide personnel needed for Kclmar's performance under the CONTRACT.

17.8 Insurance

17.5.1 The Contracted Vendor Insurance Requirement

See Contract Agreement Part l-Form P-37 Section 14; See Special Terms and
Conditions at Exhibit C.

17.8.2 The ACORD Insurance Certificate should note the Certificate Holder in the lower
left hand block including State of New Hampshire, Department of Treasury,
Thomas P. McAnespie, Abandoned Property Director, State of New Hampshire
Abandoned Property Division, 25 Capitol Street, Rm205, Concord, NH 03301.

17.9 Exhibits

The Exhibits referred to, in and attached to the CONTRACT are incorporated by reference as
if fully included in the text.

17.10 Venue and Jurisdiction

Any action on the CONTRACT may only be brought in the State of New Hampshire
Merrimack County Superior Court.
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17.11 Sui-vival

The terms, conditions and warranties contained in the CONTRACT that by their context are
intended to survive the completion of the pcrfomiaace, cancellation or termination of the
CONTRACT shall so survive, including, but not limited to, the terms of the Contract
Agreement Exhibit D Section 3\ Records Retention and Access Requirements, Contract
Agreement Exhibit D Section 4: Accounting Requirements, and Contract Agreement Part 2-
Section 11: Use of State's Information, Confidentiality and Contract Agreement Part 1-
Scction 13: Indemnification which shall all survive the termination of tlic CONTRACT.
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1. DELIVERABLES, MILESTONES AND ACTIVITIES

Kelmar shall provide the STATE witli which will meet and perform in accordance with the
SPECIFICATIONS and DELIVERABLES that are in accordance with the time frames in the WORK
PLAN.

Prior to the commencement of work on NON-SOFTWARE and WRITTEN DELIVERABLESs,
Kelmar shall provide to the STATE a template, table of contents, or agenda, for REVIEW and prior
approval by the STATE.

Tiie DELIVERABLES arc set forth in the SCHEDULE described below in Section 2. By
unconditionally accepting a DELIVERABLE, the STATE reserves the right to reject any and all
DELIVERABLES in the event the STATE detects any Deficiency in the SYSTEM, in whole or in part,
through completion of all ACCEPTANCE Testing, including but not limited to,
SOFTWARE/SYSnEM ACCEPTANCE Testing, and any extensions thereof.

Pricing for DELIVERABLES set forth in Exhibit B: Price and Payment Schedule. Pricing will be
effective for tlie Term of this CONTRACT, and any extensions thereof.

2. DELIVERABLES, MILESTONES, AND ACTIVITIES SCHEDULE

2.1 Implementation Schedule - Activities / Deliverables / Milestones

Reference

Number

Activity, Deliverable, or Milestone Deliverable

Type

Expected
Delivery Date*

1 ■

Work Plan Written 14 days

2 Communications and Change
Management Plan

Written 14 days

3 Conduct Project Kickoff Meeting

Non-Software 30 days

4 Software Configuration Plan

Written 30 Days

5

Systems Interface Plan and
Design/Capability

Written 60 Days

6

Detailed Testing Plan and Testing
Results

Written ,60 Days

7 Data Conversion Plan and Design as
specified in Exhibit E: Implementation
Services.

Listing of ail tables in the UPMS
database, with a • description and
indication if the data is to be converted,
archived, or abandoned

Written 90 days

2014-135 Exliibit A Contract Deliverables
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,

Table coliunn listing for all data to be
converted, with mapping information to
the KAPS™ table and column, or
indication that the data element is to be

abandoned

Record counts for all UPMS tables to be

converted and final record counts in

KAPS""^ tables post conversion

Numerical totals for all dollar and share

columns for all UPMS tables, and final
numerical totals in KAPS™ tables post
conversion

8 Deployinent Plan Written 60 days

9 Comprehensive Training Plan and
Curriculum

Written 60 days

!0 End User Support Plan Written 60 days

11 Fully Tested Data Conversion Software Software 120 days

12 Software Installed, Configured, and
Operational to satisfy State requirements

Software 120 days

13 Conduct Unit and System Testing Non-Software 120 days

14 Conduct Integration Testing Non-Software 120 days

15 Conduct User Acceptance Testing Non-Software 120 days

16 Perform Production Tests Non-Software 120 days

17 Share all Penetration test results with the

STATE

Non-Software 120 days

18 Converted Data Loaded into Production

Environment

Software 120 days

19 Conduct Trainins/1.43 Non-Software 120 days

20 Cutover to New Software Non-Software 120 days

21 All Operating System Software Software 120 days

22 Project Status Reports Written Every two weeks

23 Conduct Project Exit Meeting Non-Software 150 days

24 ' Electronic Documentation including but
not limited to:

System functional documentation
System workflow documentation
Documented support process
Online issue tracking and management
system

90 days

♦ Days elapsed from stalling date of contract award.
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3. TRAINING DELIVERABLES

Training will be in accordance with the requirements set forth in Contract Exhibit L: Training
Services and the SCHEDULE established by the Work Plan, Contract Exliibit L Ail pricing has been
established in Contract Exhibit B: Price and Payment Schedule.

4. SOFTWARE LICENSES

SOFTWARE LICENSES for are set fortli in Contract Exhibit J: Software License and associated
pricing is established in Contract Exhibit B: Price and Payment Schedule.
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1. DELIVERABLE PAYMENT SCHEDULE

LI Firm Fixed PHcc

. This is a FIRM FIXED PRICE (FFP) CONTRACT totaling $550,000.00 for the period between
the EFFECTIVE DATE througli the EFFECTIVE DATE plus five (5) years. Kclmar shall be
responsible for performing its obligations in accordance with the CONTRACT. This
CONTRACT will allow Kclmar to invoice the STATE on an equal monthly basis of $9,166.67
per month, beginning on date the KAPS SYSTEM is placed into pi-oduclion.

2. TOTAL CONTRACT PRICE

Notwithstanding any provision in the CONTRACT to the contrary, and notwithstanding unexpected
circumstances, in no event shall the total of all payments made by the STATE exceed $550,000.00
('Total Contiact Price"). The payment by the STATE of tlie total Coniract price shall be the only, and
the complete reimbursement to Kclmar for all fees and expenses, of whatever nature, incurred by
Kclmar in the performance hereof.

The STATE will not be responsible for any travel or out of pocket expenses incurred in the performance
of tlie SERVICES performed under this CONTRACT.

3. INVOICING

Kelma'r shall submit correct invoices to the STATE for all amounts to be paid by the STATE. All
invoices submitted shall be subject to tire STATE'S prior written approval, which shall not be
unreasonably withheld. Kclmar shall only submit invoices for SERVICES or DELIVERABLES as

. permitted by the CONTjRACT. Invoices must be in a format as determined by the STATE and contain
detailed ii]fonnation, including without limitation: itemization of each DELIVERABLE and
identification of the DELIVERABLE for which payment is sought, and the ACCEPTANCE date
triggering such payment; date of delivery and/or installation; monthly maintenance charges; any otlier
PROJECT costs or retention amounts if applicable.

Upon ACCEPTANCE of a DELIVERABLE, and a properly documented and undisputed invoice, the
STATE will pay the correct and undisputed invoice witliin thirty (30) days of invoice receipt. Invoices
will not be backdated and shall be promptly dispatched.

Invoices shall be sent to:

State of New Hampshire Treasui-y
Abandoned Property Division
25 Capitol Street, Rm 205
Concord, NH 03301

4, PAYMENT ADDRESS

All payments shall be sent to the following address:

2014-135 Exiiibit B-Price and Payment Schedule
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Kelmar Associates, LLC
Attn: Michael J. LeBlanc, Chief Financial Officer
500 Edgewater Drive, Suite 525
Wakefield,MA 01880-

5. OVERPAYMENTS TO Kclmar

Kelmar shall promptly, but no later than fifteen (15) business days, return to tlie STATE the full amount
of any overpayment or erroneous payment upon discoveiy or notice fi'oin the STATE.

6. CREDITS

The STATE may apply credits due to the STATE arising out of tliis CONTRACT, against Kclmar's
invoices with appropriate information attached.

7. PROJECT HOLDBACK

The STATE shall withhold Ten percent (10%) of tlie price for each payment, until successful conclusion
of the WARRANTY PERIOD.
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1. SPECIAL PROVISIONS

1.1 Insurance. Amend Contract Agreement Part 1 - Section 14: Insurance to include Section
14.1.3 cyber insurance against all claims for cyber crimes inclusive of hacking, data security &
privacy losses, in amounts of not less than $3,000,000, at no additional cost to the State.

1.2 Change Order Pricing. In the event the STATE elects, in its sole discretion, to approve a
CHANGE ORDER or other LICENSEE WORK, the foUowing hourly fee structure shall
apply. This fee structure shall remain applicable throughout the Contract Agreement Term.

Project Manager $300.00
Software Developer $175.00
Software Test Engineer $150.00
Documentation Specialist $150.00
Support Specialist $150.00

2. NOTICE- Replace notification to the addressed parties on Contract Agreemeul Part I- Section 17 at the
addresses given in blocks 1.2 and 1.4 of the Form P-37, to notify the parties below:

Notice

Any notice by a party hereto to the other party shall be deemed to have been duly delivered or
given at the time of mailing by certified mail, postage prepaid, in a United States Post Office
addressed to the parties at the followmg addresses.

TOKclmar: TO STATE:

David Kennedy State ofNewHmnpshire Treasury
500 Edgewater Drive Thomas P; McAnespie, Director
Suite 525 25 Capitol Street, Rm 205
Wakefield.MA 01880 Concord, NH 03301

Tel: (781) 928-9205 Tel: (603) 271-1499

2014-1352plx Exhibit C - Special Provisions
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1. STATE MEETINGS AND REPORTS

The STATE believes that effective communication and reporting are essential to PROJECT success.

Kelmar KEY PROJECT" STAFF shall participate in meetings as requested by tlie STATE, in
accordance with the requirements and terms of this CONTRACT.

a. Introductory Meeting: Participants will include Kclmar KEY PROJECT STAFF and STATE
PROJECT LEADERS from botli Department of Treasury and the DEPARTMENT OF
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY. This meeting will enable leaders to become acquainted and
establish any preliminary PROJECT procedures.

b. KickofT Meeting: Participants will include the STATE and Kclmar PROJECT TEAMs and major
stakeholders. ITiis meeting is to establish a sound foundation for activities that will follow.

c. Status Meetings: Participants will include, at the minimum, the Kclmar PROJECT MANAGER
and the STATE PROJECT MANAGER. These meetings will be conducted af least TWO WEEKS
and address overall PROJECT status and any additional topics needed to remain on SCHEDULE
and within budget. A status and error report from Kclmar shall serve as the basis for discussion.
Status meetings will be held via conference call.

d. The WORK PLAN: must be reviewed at each Status Meeting and updated, at minimum, on a BI
WEEKLY basis, in accordance with the CONTRACl'-

c. Special Meetings: Need may aiise for a special meeting with STATE leaders or PROJECT
stakeholders to address specific issues.

f. Exit Meeting: Participants will include PROJECT leaders from Kelmar and the STATE.
Discussion will focus on lessons learned from the PROJECT and on follow up options that the
STATE may wish to consider.

The STATE expects Kelmar to prepare agendas and background for and minutes of meetings.
Background for each status meeting must include an updated WORK PLAN. Drafting of formal
presentations, such as a presentation for the kickoff meeting, will also be Kelmar's responsibility.

The Kelmar PROJECT MANAGER or Kelmar KEY PROJECT STAFF shall submit EVERY TWO

WEEKS status reports in accordance witli the SCHEDULE and teims of this CONTRACT. All status
reports shall be prepared in fomiats approved by the STATE. Kelmar's PROJECT MANAGER shall
assist the STATE'S PROJECT MANAGER, or itself produce reports related to PROJECT
Management as reasonably requested by the STATE', all at no additional cost to the STATE. Kelmar
shall produce PROJECT status reports, which shall contain, at a minimum, the following:

1. PROJECT status related to the WORK PLAN;

2. DELIVERABLE status;

3. Accomplishments during weeks being reported;
4. Planned activities for the upcoming two (2) week period;
5. Future activities; and

2014-135201X Exhibit D - Administrative Services
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C. Issues and concerns requiring resolution.
7. Report and remedies in case of falling behind SCHEDULE

As reasonably requested by tlie STATE, Kclniar shall provide the STATE with information or reports
regarding the PROJECf. Kclmar shall prepare special reports and presentations relating to PROJECT
Management, and shall assist the STATE in preparing reports and presentations, as reasonably requested
by the STATE, all at no additional cost to the STATE.

2. STATE-OWNED DOCUMENTS AND DATA

Kelmar sliall provide the STATE access to ail documents, STATE DATA, materials, reports, and other
work in progress relating to the CONTRACT ("STATE Owned Documents")- Upon expiration or
termination of the CONTRACT witli the STATE, Kelmar shall turn over all STATE-owncd
documents, material, reports, and work in progress relating to the CONTRACT to the STATE at no
additional cost to the STATE. STATE-owncd Documents shall be provided in electronic fonnat.

3. RECORDS RETENTION AND ACCESS REQUIREMENTS

Kelmar shall agree to die conditions of all applicable STATE and federal laws and regulations, which are
incorporated herein by reference, regarding retention and access requirements, including without
limitation, retention policies consistent with the Federal Acquisition Regulations (FAR) Subpait 4.7
Contractor Records Retention.

Kelmar and its SUBCONTRACTORS shall maintain books, records, documents, and other evidence of
accounting procedures and practices, which properly and sufficiently reflect all direct and indirect costs
.invoiced in the performance of their respective obligations under the CONTRACT. Kelmar and its
SUBCONTRACTORS shall retain all such records for three (3) years following termination of the
CONTRACT, including any extensions. Records relating to any litigation matters regarding the
CONTIU^CT shall be kept for one (1) year following tlie termination of all litigation, including the
termination of all appeals or tlie expiration of the appeal period.

Upon prior notice and subj^t to reasonable time frames, all such records shall be subject to inspection,
examination, audit and copying by personnel so authorized by the STATE ajid federal officials so
authorized by law, rule, regulation or CONTRACT, as applicable. Access to these items shall be
provided within Merrimack County of the Slate of New Hampsiiire, unless otherwise agreed by the
STATE. Deliveiy of and access to such records shall be at no cost to the STATE during tlic three (3)
year period following termination of the CONTRACT and one (1) year term following litigation relating
to tlie CONTRACT, including all appeals or the exphation of the appeal period. Kelmar shall include
the record retention and review requirements of tliis section in any of its subconti"act8.

The STATE agrees that books, records, documents, and other evidence of accounting procedures and
practices related to Kclmar's cost structure and profit factors shall be excluded from the STATE'S
review unless the cost of any other SERVICES or DELIVERABLES provided under the CONTRACT
is calculated or derived fi"om the cost structure or profit factors.

4. ACCOUNTING REQUIREMENTS

2014-13520ix Exhibit D - Administrative Services
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Kelraar shall maintain an accounting system in accord^ce with generally accepted accounting
principles. The costs applicable to the CONTRACT shall be ascertainable from the accounting system
and Kelmar shall maintain records pertaining to the SERVICES and.all otlier costs and expenditures.
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Kelmar shall provide the STATE with the following SERVICES set forth in Contract Exhibit A.

1. IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY

1.1 Key Components

A. Kclmar shall employ an IMPLEMENTATION sti-ategy with a timeline set fortli in
accordance with the WORK PLAN noted below.

B. Kelmar and the STATE shall adopt a CHANGE management approach to identify and plan
key shategies and communication initiatives.

C. Kelmar shall utilize an approach that fosters and requires the participation of STATE
resources, uses their business expeitise to assist with the configuration of the applications, and
prepares the STATE to assume responsibility for and owner-ship of the new SYSTEM. A
focus on technology transition shall be deemed a priority.

D. Kelmar shall manage PROJECT execution and provide the tools needed to create and
manage the PROJECT'S WOIUC PLAN and tasks, manage and schedule PROJECT
STAFF, track and manage issues, manage changing requirements, maintain communication
within the PROJECT TEAM, and report status.

E. Kelmar shall adopt an IMPLEMENTATION time-line aligned with the STATE'S required
time-line.

1.2 Timeline

The timeline is set forth in the WORK PLAN. During the initial planning period PROJECT
task and resource plans will be established for: the preliminary training plan, the CHANGE
management plan, communication approaches, PROJECT standards and procedures finalized,
and team training initiated.

L2.1 Implementation

Timing will be structured to recognize jnterdependencies between applications and structure a
cost effective and timely execution.

Processes will be documented, training established, and the application will be' ready for
IMPLEMENTATION in accordance with the STATE'S SCHEDULE.

1.2.2 Change Management and Training
Kelmar's CHANGE management and training SERVICES shall be focused on developing
CHANGE management and training strategies and plans. Its approach. relies on STATE
resources for the execution of the CHANGE management and end user training.

2. IMPLEMENTATION METHODOLOGY

Kelmar will provide the following SERVICES for the CONTRACT:

2014-135201xExhibitE - Implementation Services
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2.1 Data Conversion.

DATA conversion will occur over a weekend mutually agreed upon between Kelmar and the
STATE.

Kelmar will require the STATE to deliver a full export of the UPMS Foxpro database on the
Thursday night before final conversion. The UPMS system will be available for inquiry only on

>  the Friday of the DATA conversion weekend.

Once the initial DATA conversion is coinpletei the STATE shall have the ability to export
DATA in piecemeal or in entirety at its discretion without inteifcrence from Kelmar. This
includes the ability for tlie STATE to export DATA to other service providers.

When developing file imports and exports between KAPS and other STATE systems, Kelmar
shall utilize the STATE'S preferred system web service APIs where applicable and possible as
determined by Kelmar and the STATE.

deliverables:

•  Listing of all tables in the UPMS database, with a description and indication if the DATA is to
be converted, archived, or abandoned

•  Table column listing for all DATA to be converted, with mapping information to the KAPS"^
table and column, or indication that the DATA element is to be abandoned

•  Record counts for all UPMS tables to be converted and final record counts in KAPS'^'^ tables
post conversion

•  Numerical totals for all dollar and shai'e columns for all UPMS tables, and final numerical
totals in KAPS'*"" tables post conversion

2.2 Installation & Training.

Kelmar shall provide the STATE with SYSTEM installation and IMPLEMENTATION
assistance in the form of on-site training, telephone support during Normal Working Hours, and
issue resolution via the on-line KAPS''''^ issue management system.

Below are details of the Initial Training ajid Support Plan:

•  60 Kelmar staff hours of onsite staff training before the SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
date

■  Training delivered over two sepai'ate weeks, in die 30 days before
IMPLEMENTATION

•  120 Kelmar staffhoursofonsite post-implementation support
■  Training delivered 60 hours in the week immediately following

IMPLEMENTATION, with tlie remainder of the hours delivered within the fimt 45
days of SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

•  Access to Kelmar support staff in accordance with the provisions of Section 2.3 below.

2014-I35201x Exhibit E - Implementation Services
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Support and DOCUMENTATION DELIVERABLES:

•  Electi-onic DOCUMENTATION that includes:

■  SYSTEM functional DOCUMENTATION

•  SYSTEM workflow DOCUMENTATION

•  Documented support process
•  Online issue ti'acking and management system

2.3. Post Iroplcmcntation Support Services.

Post Implementation, KAPS™ support will include:

Access to the Kelmar help desk fiom 8:00 am ET to 6:00 pm ET
Weekly conference calls to report on SYSTEM issues and KAPS'"'" IMPLEMENTATION
issues

Quarterly onsite support visits of three days per quarter for training, support and KAPS""^
PROJECT assistance.

WebEx or similar training as needed
Online issue tracking and management system

2.4 Help Desk and Technical Support.

Kelmar will provide a dedicated help desk and teclinical support team to assist authorized staff
from the STATE with matters involving tlie KAPS™ SYSTEM during Normal Working Hours
(8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. Eastern Standard Time excluding STATE and Kelmar holidays). The
help desk can be accessed by, calling 1-888-953-5627, emailing kapshelp@kelmarassoc.com or
accessing Kclinar's online issue management system. Messages received after Nonnal
Working Hours will be returned on the following business day.

2.5 Hosted Server Access

a. Definition of "Hosted Server Access" - Kelmar will:

1) Provide production and UAT access to a computer server or servers. ("Hosted Server") with the
OPERATING SYSTEM configuration specific in the Ordering document and Exhibit N.

2) Make available tlie Hosted Server for STATE access between the houi'S of 6:00 a.m. and 6:00
p.m. Eastern Standard Time, Monday through Friday and 8:00AM to 4:00 PM on Saturdays,
with the following exclusions (KAPS can be available at other times with at least 24 hours
notice):
a) Scheduled maintenance (at least once weekly - timing to be coordinated with the STATE

generally, Kelmar reserves a daily maintenance window between tlie houi-s of 9:00 p.m.
and 1:00 a.m. EST, Monday through Friday, and all day on Sunday);

b) Scheduled periods when backup of Hosted Server takes place - timing to be cooidinated
with the STATE;

c) Emergency (non-scheduled) outages,

2014-l35201xExJilbitE - Implementation Services
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d) Scheduled outages for application of patches or other modifications requested by the
STATE;

e) Perform one (1) daily backup of production and test instances of Kclinai* programs and
STATE test DATA present on the Hosted Server, and

f) Upon completion or tennination of the Hosted Server Access, create a copy of STATE
development and test instances, using a medium agreed upon in advance, to facilitate
transition of such information to other computer hardware ("Decommission Backup").
Transition and migration services are not provided as part of the SERVICES but may be
acquired separately from Kelmar.

b. Conditions and assumptions related to Hosted Server Access:
1) Multiple customers may share the same computer server; the STATE instances shall be

separated from other instances located on the same server using password protection.
2) The STATE acknowledges tliat Kclmar may use server and network equipment owned by

Kclraar or third-party hosting provider.
3) Kelmar will provide sufficient servers, disk space and other hardware to support the STATE'S

current departmental size and processing levels as pail of this CONTRACT AGREEMENT
inclusive of accommodating the need for additional capacity during cyclical peaks. Requests
for dedicated or additional servers, additional disk space, or other edditional hardware will
require contractual amendment.

4) The equipment and network connections provided for the SERVICES' are designed to
accommodate all STATE employees tliat perform abandoned property functions. Altliough use
by more than fourteen (14) at one time may affect the performance of the Hosted Server.
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1. SECURITY

Kclmar shall ensure that appropriate levels of secui-ity are implemented and maintained in order to
protect the integrity and reliability of the STATE'S INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY resources,
information, and services. Security requirements are defined in Attachment 1. Kelraar shall provide the
STATE resources, information, and Services on an ongoing basis, with the appropriate infrastructure and
security controls to ensure business continuity and to safeguard the confidentiality and integrity of
STATE networks. Systems and DATA.

20I4-135201X Exhibit E-1 Security and Infrastructure
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Kelmar shall provide the following Products and SERVICES described in this Exhibit F, including but not
limited to:

1. TESTING AND ACCEPTANCE

Kelmar shall bear all responsibilities for tlie full suite of Test Planning and preparation throughout the
PRO,TECT. Kelmar will also provide training as necessary to the STATE staff responsible for test
activities. Kelmar shall be responsible for ail aspects of testing contained in the ACCEPTANCE TEST
PLAN including support, at no additional cost, during USER ACCEPTANCE TEST conducted by the
STATE and the testing of the training materials.

The TEST PLAN methodology shall reflect the needs of the PROJECT and be included in tlie finalized
WORK PLAN. A separate TEST PLAN and set of test materials will be prepared for each SOFTWARE
function or module.

All Testing and ACCEPTANCE (bptli business and technically oriented testing) shall apply to testing
the SYSTEM as a whole, (e.g., SOFTWARE modules or functions, a^ld IMPLEMENTATION(s)).
This shall include planning, test sceuario and script development, DATA and SYSTEM preparation for
testing, and execution of UNIT TESTs, SYSTEM Integration Tests, CONVERSION TESTs,
Installation tests, Regression tests, Performance Tuning and Stress tests. Security Review and tests, and
support of the STATE during USER ACCEPTANCE TEST and IMPLEMENTATION.

In addition, Kelmar shall provide a mechanism for reporting actual test results vs. expected results and for
the resolution and tracking of all errors and problems identified during test execution. Kelmar shall also
correct DEFICIENCIES and support requir^ re-testlng.

1.1 Test Planning and Preparation

Kelmar shall provide the STATE with an overall TEST PLAN that will guide all testiiig. The
Kelmar provided, STATE approved, TEST,PLAN will include, at a minimum, identification,
preparation, and Documentation of planned testing, a requirements traceability matrix, test variants,
test scenarios, test cases, test scripts, test DATA, test phases, UNIT TESTs, expected results, and a
tracking method for reporting actual versus expected results as well as all errors and problejns
identified during test execution.

As identified in the ACCEPTANCE TEST PLAN, and documented in accordance with the WORK
PLAN and the CONTRACT, STATE testing will commence upon Kclraar's PROJECT
MANAGER'S CERTIFICATION, in writing, tliat Kelmar's own staff has successfully executed all
prerequisite Kelmar testing, along with reporting the actual testing results, prior to the start of any
testing executed by STATE staff. The STATE will be presented with a STATE approved
ACCEPTANCE TEST PLAN, test scenarios, test cases, test scripts, test DATA, and expected
results.

The STATE will commence its testing within five (5) business days of receiving CERTIFICATION
from Kelmar that the STATE'S personnel have been trained and tlie SYSTEM is installed,
configured, complete, and ready for STATE testing. The testing will be conducted by the STATE in
an enviromnent independent from Kelmar's development environment. Kelmar must assist the
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STATE with testing in accordance with the TEST PLAN and the WORK PLAN, utilizing test and
live DATA to validate reports, and conduct stress and performance testing, at no additional cost.

Testing begins upon completion of the SOFTWARE configuration as required and user training
according to the WORK PLAN. Testing ends upon issuance of a letter of UAT ACCEPTANCE by
the STATE.

VENDOR must demonstrate that their testing methodology can be integrated witli the STATE
standard methodology.

1.2 Unit Testing

In Unit Testing, Kclmar shall test the application components on an individual basis to verify that tlie
inputs, outputs, and processing logic of each application component functions without errors. Unit
testing is performed in eidier the development environment or a testing environment

The goal is to find errors in the smallest unit of SOFTWARE before logically linking it into larger
units. If successful, subsequent testing sliould only reveal errors related to the integration between
application modules.

1.3 System Integration Testing

The new SYSTEM is tested in integi-ation with other application systems'(legacy and service
providers) in a production-like environment. SYSTEM Litegration Testing validates the integration
between the individual unit application modules and verifies that the new SYSTEM meets defined
requirements and supports execution of interfaces and business processes. The SYSTEM Integration
Test is perfonned in a test environment.

Thorough end-to-end testing shall be performed by the Kelmar team to confirm that the Application
integrates with any interfaces. The test emphasizes end-to-end business processes, and the flow of
information across applications. It includes all key business processes and interfaces being
implemented, confiims DATA transfers witli external parties, and includes the transmission or

• printing of all electronic and paper documents.

'■

•v->i

.ouy.

 '■ V:M

SYSTEMS Integration Testing validates the integration between the target
application modules and other systems, and verifies thai the new SYSTEM meets
defined interface requirements and supports execution of business processe.s. Uiis
test emphasizes end-to-end business processes and the flow of information across
the application. It includes all key business processes and interfaces bemg
implemented, confirms DATA transfers with external parties, and includes the
transmission or printing of all electronic and paper documents.

. . •. 1 w

•  Take the lead In developing the SYSTEMS Integration Test
SPECIFICATIONS. I
• Work jointly with the STATE to develop and load the DATA profiles to

support the test SPECIFICATIONS.
• Work jointly with the STATE to validate components of tlie test scripts.

t V S' VVv A V , ^ .• Woik jointly with Kelmar to develop the SYSTEMS Integration Test
SPECTFICATIONS. i
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,, . 'v.

• Work jointly with Kclmar to develop and load the DATA profiles to support
the test SPECIFICATIONS.

• Work Jointly with Kclmar to validate components of the test scripts,
modifications, fixes and other System interactions with the Kclmar supplied
SOFTWARE SOLUTION.

•  The Integration-Tested SYSTEM indicates that all interfaces between the
application and the legacy and third-party systems, interfaces, and applications
are functioning properiv.

1.4 Conversion Validation Testing

In Conversion Validatiou Testing, target application functions are validated.

•  *.)UM

The conversion validation test should replicate the entire flow of the
converted DATA through the SOFTWARE SOLUTION. As the
SOFTWARE SOLUTION is interfaced to legacy or third-party
applications/interfeces, testing verifies tliat the resulting flow of the converted
DATA through these interface points perfomis correctly.

For conversions and interfeces, Ihe Kelmar team will execute the applicable
validation tests and compare execution results with the documented expected
results.

Extract and cleanse, if necessary, ttie legacy DATA to be converted in the DATA
conversions.

Validation-Tested Conversion Programs. These programs include conversion
programs that have been tested to verify that the resulting converted legacy DATA
performs con-ecily in the entire siiite of the Application.

1.5 Installation Testing

111 Installation Testing the application components are,installed in the SYSTEM Test environment to
test the installation routines and are refined for the eventual production environment. This activity
serves as a dry mn of the installation steps in prepaiation for configuring tlie production SYSTEM.

1.6 User Acceptance Testing (UAT)

UAT begins upon completion of the SOFTWARE configuration as i-cquired and user training
according to the WORK PLAN. Testing ends upon issuance of a letter of UAT ACCEPTANCE by
the STATE.

Kclmar's PROJECT MANAGER must certify in writing, that the VENDOR'S own staff has
successfully executed all prerequisite VENDOR testing, along with reporting the actual testing
results prior to the start of any testing executed by STATE staff.

The STATE shall be presented with all testing results, as well as written CERTIFICATION that
Kelraar has, successfully completed the prerequisite tests, meeting the defmed ACCEPTANCE
Criteria, and performance standards. The STATE shall commence testing within five (5) business days
of receiving CERTIFICATION, in writing, from Kclmar that the SYSTEM is installed, configured.
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complete and ready for STATE testing. The STATE shall conduct the UAT utilizing scripts developed
as identified in the ACCEPTANCE TEST PLAN to validate the functionality of the SYSTEM and
the interfaces, and verify IMPLEMENTATION readiness. CAT is performed, in a copy of the
production environment and can serve as a performance and stress test of the SYSTEM. The USER.
ACCEPTANCE TEST may cover any aspect of the new SYSTEM, including administrative
procedures (such as backup and recovery).

The .USER ACCEPTANCE TEST (UAT) is a verification process performed in a copy of the
production environment. The USER ACCEPTANCE TEST verifies SYSTEM fiinctionality against
predefined ACCEPTANCE criteria that support the successful execution of approved business
processes.

UAT will also serve as a performance and stress test of tlie SYSTEM. It may cover any aspect of the
new SYSTEM, including administrative procedures such as backup and recovery. The results of the
UAT provide evidence tliat the new SYSTEM meets the USER ACCEPTANCE criteria as defined
in the WORK PLAN.

The results of the USER ACCEPTANCE TEST provide evidence that the new SYSTEM meets tlie
USER ACCEPTANCE criteria as defined in Uie WORK PLAN.

Upon successful conclusion of UAT and successfiil SYSTEM deployment, the STATE will issue a
letter of UAT ACCEPTANCE and the respective WARRANTY PERIOD shall commence

•  *

"The "system UsM"'ACCEPTANCE"" Tests ■vcrify"SYSfE'M' fonctio'nalTty
against predefined ACCEPTANCE criteria that support the successful execution
of approved processes.

.  ,- iNi
T'''provide the Sate'air'ACCE^^^^ and selection oTtest"

scripts for the ACCEPTANCE Test.
•  .Monitor the execution of the lest scripts and assist as needed during the USER

ACCEPTANCE TEST activities.
• Work jointly with-the STATE in detcnnining the required actions for problem

resolution.

'V ■

- '' ''y \
■  > ; ■■V •: v ,1

'  " -■ •" ' / ' .'i-

•  Approve the development of the USER ACCEPTANCE TEST PLAN and the
set of DATA for use during the USER ACCEPTANCE Test.

•  Validate the ACCEPTANCE TEST environment.
•  Execute the test scripts and conduct USER ACCEPTANCE TEST activities.
• Document and summarize ACCEPTANCE TEST results.
• Work jointly with Kclniar in determining the required actions for problem

resolution.
•  Provide ACCEPTANCE of the validated SYSTEMS.

*** t. ^ '

"fhe DEUVERABLE for USER ACCEPTANCE Tests is the USER
ACCEPTANCE TEST Results. These results provide evidence that the new
SYSTEM meets the USER ACCEPTANCE criteria defined in the WORK
PLAN.
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1.7 Performance Tuning and Stress Testing

Kclmar shall develop and document hardware and SOFTWARE configuration and tuning of
Kelmar's infiastructure as well as assist and direct the STATE'S System Administrators and
Database Administrators in configuring and tuning the infiastiiicturc to support the SOFTWARE
throughout the PROJECT.

1.7.1 Sconc

The scope of PciTormancc Testing shall be to measure tlie SYSTEM level metrics critical for the
development of the applications infmstructure and operation of tlie applications in the production
environment. It will include the measurement of response rates of the application for end-user
transactions and resource utilization (of various servers and nelworic) under various load conditions.
These response rates shall become the basis for CHANGES and retesting until optimum SYSTEM
performance is achieved. . Performance testing and tuning shall occur in the final production
environment and shall use a copy of the final production database to provide the best results.

1.7.2 TestTvncs

Performance testing shall use two different types of testing to determine the stability of the
application. Tliey are baseline tests and load tests.

a) Baseline Tests; Baseline tests shall collect performance DATA and load analysis by running
scripts where the output is broken down into business transactions or functions. The test is
like a single user executing a defined business transaction. During baseline testing, each
individual script is run to establish a baseline for transaction response time, tliroughput and
otlier user-based metrics.

b) Load Tests; Load testing will determine if the behavior of tlie SYSTEM caji be sustained
over a long period of time while mnning under expected conditions. Load test helps to verify
the ability of tlie application environment under different load conditions based on workload
distribution. SYSTEM response time and utilization is measured and recorded.

1.7.3 Tuning

Tuning will be Kclmar led and occur during botli the development of the application and load
testing. Tuning is the process whereby tlie ̂ plication performance is maximized. This can be the
result of making code more efficient during development as well as making tuning parameter
changes to the environment.

1.7.4 Regression Testing

As a result, of the user testing activities, problems will be identified that require correction. The
STATE will notify Kelmar of the nature of the testing failures in writing. Kelmar will be required
to perform additional testing activities in response to STATE and/or user problems identified from
the testing results. Regression testing means selective re-testing to detect faults introduced during
the modification effort, both to verify that the modifications have not caused unintended adverse
effects, and to verify that the modified and related (possibly affected) SYSTEM components, still
meet their specified requirements:
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a) For each minor failure of an ACCEPTANCE Test, (lie ACCEPTANCE PERIOD shall be
extended by corresponding time defined in the TEST PLAN.

b) Kclmar shall notify the STATE no later than five (5) business days from Kclmar's receipt
of written notice of tlie test failure when Kclmar expects the corrections to be completed and
ready for retesting by the STATE. Kelmar will have up to ten (10) business days to make
corrections to the problem unless specifically extended in writing by the STATE.

c) When a programming CHANGE is made in response to a problem identified during user
testing, a REGRESSION TEST PLAN should be developed by Kelmar based on tlie
understanding of the program and the CHANGE being made to tlie program. The TEST
PLAN has two objectives:

1. validate that the CHANGE/update has been properly incorporated into the program; and
2. validate that there has been no unintended CHANGE to the other portions' of the
program.

d) Kdmar will be expected to:
1. Create a set. of test conditions, test cases, and test DATA that will validate tliat the

CHANGE has been incorporated coiTCCtJy;
2. Create a set of test conditions, test cases, and test DATA that will validate (hat the

unchanged portions of the program still operate correctly; and
3. Manage the entire cyclic process.

e) Kelmar will be expected to execute the regression test, provide actual testing results, and certify
its completion in writing to (he STATE prior to passing the modified SOFTWARE application
to the users for retesting.

In designing and conducting such regression testing, Kelmar will be required to assess tlie risks
inherent to the modification being implemented and weigh those risks against the lime and effort
required for conducting tlie regression tests. In otlier words, Kelmar will be expected to design and
conduct regression tests that will identify any unintended consequences of the modification while
taking into account SCHEDULE and economic considerations.

1.8 Security Review and Testing

IT Security involves all functions pertaining to the securing of STATE DATA and Systems through
the creation and definition of security policies, procedures and controls covering such areas as
IDENTIFICATION, AUTHENTICATION and non-repudiation.

All components of the SOFTWARE shall be reviewed and tested to ensure they protect the
STATE'S hardware and SOFTWARE and its related DATA assets.

Tests shall focus on the technical, administrative and physical sccurify controls that have been
designed into the SYSTEM architecture in order to provide the necessaiy confidentiality, integrity
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and availability. Tests shall, at a minimum, cover each of the .service components. Tost procedures
shall include Penetiation Tests (pen test) or code analysis and Review.

Service Component Defines the set of capabilities that:

Identification and

Authentication

Supports obtaining infomiation about those parties
attempting to log onto a system or application for
security purposes and the validation of users

Access Control Supports the management of permissions for logging
onto a computer or network

Encivption Supports the encoding of DATA for security purposes
Intrusion DetectioD Supports the detection of illegal entrance into a

computer system

Verification Supports the confirmation of authority to enter a
computer system, application or network

Digital Signature Guarantees the unaltered STATE of a file

User Management Supports liie administration of computer, application and
network accounts within an organization.

Role/Privilege
Management

Supports tlie granting of abilities to users or gioups of
users of a computer, application or network

Audit Trail Capture and
Analvsis

Supports the identification and monitoring of activities
within an application or system

Input Validation Ensures the application is protected from buffer
overflow, cross-site scripting, SQL injection, and
unauthorized access of files and/or directories on tlie

server.

In their PROPOSAL, the VENDOR must acknowledge their responsibilities for security testing.
Tests shall focus on the technical, administrative and physical security controls that have been
designed into the SYSTEM architecture in order to provide the necessary confidentiality, integrity
and availability. Tests shall, at a minimum, cover each of the service components. Test procedures
shall include 3"" paity Penetration Tests (pen test) or code analysis and review.

Kclmar May be required to provide 3"* parly testing. Prior to the SYSTEM being moved into
production Kclmar shall provide results of all security testing to tlie DEPARTMENT OF
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY for REVIEW and ACCEPTANCE. All SOFTWARE and

hardware shall be free of malicious code (malwai-e).

Successful UAT Completion

Upon successful completion of UAT, the STATE will issue a Letter of UAT ACCEPTANCE.
Upon issuance of the Letter of UAT ACCEPTANCE by the STATE, the respective WARRANTY
PERIOD shall commence as set forth in Contract Exhibit K: Warranty and Warranty Services.

System Acceptance

Upon completion of the WARRANTY PERIOD, the STATE shall issue a Letter of Final SYSTEM
ACCEPTANCE.
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1. SYSTEM MAINTENANCE

Kclmar shall maintain and support the KAPS''*'^ SYSTEM in all material respects as described in
the applicable program DOCUMENTATION. .

1.1 Kclmar's Responsibility

Kclmai- shall maintain tlie KAPS'''" SYSTEM in accordance with the CONTRACT. Kclmar will

not be responsible for maintenance or support for SOFTWARE developed or modified by the
STATE.

1.1.1 Adaptive and Preventive Maintenance Activities.

a. Kehnar shall perform adaptive and preventative maintenance activities as set forth below.
Adaptive and preventive maintenance addresses upgrades to the KAPS'"'^ System due to
technical CHANGES to SYSTEM components to keep the SYSTEM maintainable, including
the following SERVICES:

i. Upgrades or patches of the application servers, OPERATING SYSTEM
components, OPERATING SYSTEMs,, or other SYSTEM and application
SOFTWARE. Kelmar will test and install upgrades and patches of the server
OPERATING SYSTEM and the database SYSTEM. Testing will occur on
Kclmar's non-production systems.

ii. SOFTWARE modifications and upgiades necessary because of expiring VENDOR
support.

iii. Kelmar will test and recommend up^ades to third paily SOFTWARE used by the
KAPS""^ SYSTEM. Testing will occur on Kelniar's non-production systems.

iv. Hardware, database, or application conversions that do not modify user functionality.
V. Kelmar is not responsible for hardware related upgrades on STATE equipment but

will assist with testing and identifying potential issues.

b. • Kelmar will coordinate with the STATE in performing the above activities at a time that will
provide for the least disruption for the SYSTEM users.

c. Kelmar will bundle tlie above updates and releases on a regular SCHEDULE as mutually
agreed with the STATE.

d. For major upgrades requiring a more significant amount of time to develop, test, and
implement, Kclmar will bundle the above updates and releases on a quarterly or other major
release cycle;

e. With the STATE's consent, Kclmar will release patches and fixes on an,*as requested'
release SCHEDULE.
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1.1.2. Performance of Maintenance Activities.

Kelmar will assist the STATE'S staff in undertaking maintenance activities to improve
the performance of the SOFTWARE. Kelmar will provide database monitoring upon
request to help identify any potential performance problems.

Activities that typically can be completed independent of a production release (e.g.,
DATA changes, DATA purges) may be completed on a more frequent basis (e.g., daily
or weekly).

1.1.3 Approval of Updates / Deliverables, in General.

Tlie STATE shall approve in writing a DELIVERABLE upon confirming that it conforms to
and, in the case of a SOFTWARE DELIVERABLE, performs In accordance with, the STATE'S
documented SPECIFICATIONS without material deficiency. Tlie STATE may, but shall not be
required to, conditionally approve in witing a DELIVERABLE that contains material
DEFICIENCIES if the STATE elects to permit Kelmar to rectify them post-approval. In any
case, Kelmar will be responsible for working diligently to correct within a reasonable time at
Kelmar's expense all DEFICIENCIES in the DELIVERABLE that remain outstanding at the
time of STATE approval.

The STATE, at any time and in its own discretion, may halt the UAT or approval process if such,
process reveals DEFICIENCIES in, or problems witli, a DELIVERABLE in a sufficient
quantity or of a sufficient severity as to make the continuation of such process unproductive or
unworkable. In such case, the STATE may return the applicable DELIVERABLE to Kelmar for
correction and re-delivery prior to resuming the REVIEW or UAT process. In such an event,
Kelmar will correct Uie DEFICIENCIES in.the DELIVERABLE in accordance with the

AGREEMENT, as the case may be.

Approval in writing of a DELIVERABLE by the STATE shall be provisional; tliat is, such
approval shall not preclude the STATE from later identifying DEFICIENCIES in, and declining
to accept, a subsequent DELIVERABLE based on or which incorporates ot inter-operates witli
an approved DELIVERAiBLE, to the extent that the results of subsequent REVIEW or testing
indicate the existence of DEFICIENCIES in tlie subsequent DELIVERABLE, or if the
Application of which the subsequent DELIVERABLE is a component otherwise fails to be
accepted.

1.1.3.1. Process for Approval of SOFTWARE Deliverables.

The STATE will conduct UAT of each SOFTWARE DELIVERABLE in accordance

with tlie following procedures to determine whether It meets the criteria for STATE
approval - i.e., whether it confonns to and performs in accordance with its
SPECIFICATIONS without material DEFICIENCIES.

The STATE REVIEW PERIOD shaJI be the number of days agreed in writing by the
Parties (failing which it shall be forty-five (45) days by default). The STATE REVIEW
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PERIOD for each SOFTWARE DELIVERABLE will begin when Kclinar .has
delivered the SOFTWARE DELIVERABLE to the STATE and the STATE'S

inspection of the DELIVERABLE has confirmed that all components of it have been
delivered.

If tlie STATE determines during the UAT that the SOFTWARE DELIVERABLE
contains any DEFICIENCIES, the STATE will notify Kelmar of the deficiency by
making an entry in an incident reporting system available to both Kelmar and the
STATE.

Kelmar will use reasonable commercial efforts to correct all reported DEFICIENCIES
with the SOFTWARE DELIVERABLE, conduct appropriate SYSTEM Testing
(including, where applicable, Regression Testing) to confmn the proper correction of the
DEFICIENCIES, and re-deliver the corrected version to the STATE for re-testing in
UAT. Kelmar will coordinate tJie re-deliveiy of corrected versions of SOFTWARE
DELIVERABLES with the STATE so as not to disrupt the STATE'S UAT process. The
STATE will promptly re-test the corrected version of the SOFTWARE
DELIVERABLE after receiving it from Kelmar.

Within tliree (3) business days after the end of the STATE REVIEW PERIOD, the
STATE will give Kelmar a written notice indicating the STATE'S approval or rejection
of the SOFTWARE DELIVERABLE according to tlie criteria and process set out in
this Section. If the STATE has given notice of non-acceptance, Kelmar will again act to
diligently coirect, modify, or improve such SOFTWARE DELIVERABLE to addre.ss
the cause of non-acceptance. This process will be repeated as may be necessaiy until the
SOFTWARE DELIVERABLES are accepted or deemed accepted by the STATE' as
provided in Section 1.1.3.2 below.

1.13.2. Acceptance.

"ACCEPTANCE" shall occur when tlie SOFTWARE DELIVERABLE has been
approved by the STATE and has been operating in production without any material
deficiency for fourteen (14) consecutive days. If the STATE elects to defer putting a
SOFTWARE DELIVERABLE into live production for its own reasons unrelated to
concerns about outstanding material DEFICIENCIES In tlie DELIVERABLE, tlie
STATE shall nevertheless grant ACCEPTANCE of the PROJECT.

1.1.3.3. Subsequent Systems Changes.

In the event the STATE desires to modify its SYSTEMs to accommodate a
SOFTWARE DELIVERABLE or other CHANGE, Kelmar shall perforai such
modification upon receipt of written approval of the same by the STATE'S designated
PROJECT MANAGER. No SYSTEMs modifications shall be made by Kelmar
without the prior written consent of the STATE. Fuither, any CHANGES made by
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Kclmar to the STATE'S SYSTEMs shall be done according to applicable STATE
procedures, including security, access and configuration management procedures.

1.1.4. Documentation Updates.

Kelmar will provide DOCUMENTATION with each new release or CHANGE to the
KAPS™ SYSTEM. Such DOCUMENTATION will be made available electronically.
Any customized or unique CHANGES made to the SOFTWARE expressly for the
STATE will be documented aud provided to the STATE.

2. SYSTEM SUPPORT

2.1 Kelraar's Responsibility

Kelmar will be responsible for performing on-site or remote technical support in accordance witli the
terms and conditions set forth below. .As part of the SOFTWARE maintenance AGREEMENT,
ongoing SOFTWARE maintenance and support levels, including all new SOFTWARE releases,
Kclmar shall address SYSTEM DEFICIENCIES. A SYSTEM Deficiency shall mean a failure,
deficiency or defect m a DELIVERABLE resulting in a DELIVERABLE, the SOFTWARE, or the
KAPS™ SYSTEM, not conforming to its SPECIFICATIONS. DEFICIENCIES are defined in
PART 2 - Terms and Definitions

as follows:

Class A Deficiency - SOFTWAIUE - Critical, does not allow SYSTEM to operate, no
work around, demand.s immediate action; Written DOCUMENTATION - missing
significant portions of information or unintelligible to STATE; NON SOFTWARE -
SERVICES were inadequate and require re-performance of the Service.

Class B Deficiency - SOFTWARE - important, does not stop operation and/or there is a
work around and user can perfonn tasks; Written DOCUMEI^ATION - portions of
infoi-mation are missing but not enough to make the document unintelligible; NON
SOFTWARE - SERVICES were deficient, require reworking, but do not require re-
perfonnance of the Sei-vice.

Class C Deficiency - SOFTWARE - minimal, cosmetic in nature, minimal effect on
SYSTEM, low priority and/or user can use SYSTEM; Written DOCUMENTATION -
minimal CHANGES required and of minor editing nature; NON SOFTWARE -
SERVICES require only minor reworking and do not require re-performance of the
Service.

DEFICIENCIES shall be corrected according to the following SCHEDULE:
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Class of

Deficiency

Kelmar

Acknowledgement

Issue Resolution*

Class A

Deficiency

4 hours Two (2) business days

Class B

Deficiency

24 hours Thirty (30) days

Class C

Deficiency

5 business dcys Next major KAPS release or
time agreed between STATE
and Kelmar

*Tlie issue resolution time period shall conform to that which is identified below; provided, however, the
Parties may mutually agree to extend tlie issue resolution time period to reasonably accommodate Kelmar's
corrective action where Kelmar has diligently commenced such resolution within the designated resolution
period and thereafter diligently proceeds to rectify and complete said resolution as soon as possible.

Further, Kelmar agrees to roll back any KAPS updates or SOFTWARE component that
Kelmar controls as part of the KAPS SYSTEM within four (4) hours of notification that the
update may have caused the DEFICIENCY. This does not include any roll back related to
softwai'e installed on the STATE'S user's workstation.
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The State of NH Requirements for tlie Treasury Abandoned Property Application are contained in
Attaclunent I - State of NH Requirements which is incorporated herein.
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Kclinar's PROJECT MANAGER and the STATE PROJECT MANAGER shall finalize the WORK
PLAN within sixty (60) days of the EFFECTIVE DATE and fuithcr refine the tasks required to implement
the PROJECT. The elements of tlie preliminary WORK PLAN are ■ documented in accordance with
Kclmar's plan to implement the Application SOFTWARE. Continued development and management of tlie
WORK PLAN is ajoint effort on the part of Kclmar and STATE PROJECT MANAGERS.

The preliminary WORK PLAN created by Kelmar and the STATE is set forth at the end of this Exhibit.

In conjunction with Kclmar's PROJECT Management methodology, which shall be used to manage the
PROJECT'S life cycle, the Kclmar team and the STATE shall finalize the WORK PLAN at the onset of
the PROJECT. This plan shall identify the tasks, DELIVERABLES, major milestones, task dependencies,
and a payment SCHEDULE required to implement the PROJECT.. It shall also address intra-task
dependencies, resource allocations (botli STATE and Kelmar team members), refmc the PROJECT'S scope,
and establish.tlie PROJECT'S SCHEDULE. The Plan is documented in accordance with Kclmar's WORK
PLAN and shall utiHze to'support the ongoing management of the PROJECT.^

1. ASSUMPTIONS

A. General

•  The STATE shall provide team members with decision-making authority to support the
IMPLEMENTATION efforts, at the level outlined in all pertinent contract documents.

•  All STATE tasks must be performed In accordance with the revised WORK PLAN.
•  All key decisions will be resolved within five (5) business days. Issues not resolved within this

initial period will be escalated to the STATE PROJECT MANAGER for resolution.
•  Any activities, decisions or issues taken on by the STATE that affect the mutually agreed upon

WORK PLAN timeline, scope, resources, and costs shall be subject to the identified CHANGE
Control process.

•  Kelmar shall maintain an accounting system in accordance with Generally Accepted Accounting
Principles (GAAP).

B. Logistics
•  The Kelmar Team may pcifoim that work at a facility otlier than that furnished by the STATE,

when practical, at their own expense.
•  The Kclmar Team shall honor all holidays observed by Kclmar or the STATE, although with

permission, may choose to woricon holidays and weekends.

C. Conversions

•  The Kelmar Team's PROPOSAL is based on the assumption that the STATE'S technical team
is capable of implementing, with assistance from the Kclmar technical team, a subset of the
conversions. The Kclmar Team shall lead the STATE with the mapping of the legacy DATA to
the Kelmar applications.

•  Additionally, the Kclmar Team shall:
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1. Provide ttie STATE with Kclniar application DATA requirements and exannples, of DATA
mappings, conversion scripts, and DATA ioadei"s. The Kclmar Team shall identify tlie APIs
the STATE should use in the desi^ and development of the conversion.

2. Provide guidance and assistance with the use of the DATA loaders and conversion scripts
provided.

3. Lead the review of functional and technical SPECIFICATIONS,
4. Assist with tlie resolution of problems and issues associated with the development and

IMPLEMENTATION of the conversions.

D. Project Schedule
•  Deployment is planned to begin on or about April 28,2014 with a planned go-live date of August

25,2014

£. Reporting
• Kelraar shall conduct status meetings as needed, and provide reports that include, but are not

limited to, minutes, action items, test results and DOCUMENTATION.

F. User Training and Change Management
•  The Kelmar Team shall lead the development of tlie end-user training plan.
•  A train the trainer approach shall be used for the delivery of end-user training.
•  The STATE is responsible for the delivery of end-user training.
•  The STATE shall schedule and track attendance on all end-user training classes.

G. Performance and Security Testing
•  The Kelmar Team shall provide a performance test workshop to identify the key scenarios to be

tested, the approach and tools required, and best practices information on performance testing.
•  The STATE shall work with Kelmar on pcrfonnance testing as set forth in Contract Exhibit F -

Testing Services.

2. ROLES AND RESPONSIBIEITIES

A. Kelmar Team Roleis and Responsibilities

1) Kelmar Team Project Executive
The Kelmar Team's PROJECT Executives (Kelmar and SUBCONTRACTOR PROJECT
Executives) shall be responsible for advising on and monitoring the quality of the
IMPLEMENTATION throughout the PROJECT life cycle. The PROJECT Executive shall
advise the Kelmar Team PROJECT MANAGER and tlie STATE'S PROJECT leadership on
the best practices for implementing the Kelmar SOFTWARE SOLUTION within the STATE.
The PROJECT Executive shall participate in the definition of the PROJECT Plan and provide
guidance to the STATE'S Team.

2) Kelmar Team Project Manager
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The Kebnar Team PROJECT MANAGER shall have overall responsibility for the day-to-day
management of tlie PROJECT and shall plan, track, and manage the activities of the Kelmar
IMPLEMENTATION Team. The Kelmar Team PROJECT MANAGER will have the
following responsibilities:

• Maintain communications with the STAlE's PROJECT MANAGER;

• Work with tlie STATE in planning and conducting a kick-off meeting;
•  Create and maintain the WORK PLAN;

• Assign Kelmar Team consultants to tasks in the IMPLEMENTATION PROJECT
according to the scheduled staffing requirements;

• Define roles and responsibilities of all Kelmar Team members;
•  Provide Weekly and monthly update progress reports to tl\c STATE PROJECT

MANAGER;

• Notify tiie STATE PROJECT MANAGER of requirements for STATE resources in order
to provide sufficient lead time for resources to be made available;

• Review task progress for time, quality, and accuracy in order to achieve progress;
• Review requirements'and scheduling CHANGES and identify the impact on the PROJECT

in order to identify whether the CHANGES may require a change of scope;
•  Implement scope and SCHEDULE CHANGEs as autliorized by the STATE PROJECT

MANAGER and with appropriate CHANGE CONTROL approvals as identified in the
IMPLEMENTATION PLAN;

•  Inform the STATE PROJECT MANAGER and staff of any urgent issues if and when they
arise;

•  Provide the STATE completed PROJECT DELIVERABLES and obtain sign-off from the
STATE'S PROJECT MANAGER.

3) kelmar Team Analysis
The Kelmar Team shall conduct analysis of requirements, validate tlie Kelmar Team's
understanding of the STATE business requirements by application, and perform business
requirements mapping:
•  Construct and confirm application test case scenarios;
•  Produce application configuration definitions and configure the applications;
•  Conduct testing of the configured application;
•  Produce functional SPECIFICATIONS for extensions, convei*sions, and interfaces;
•  Assist the STATE in the testing of extensions, conversions, and interfaces;
•  Assist the STATE in execution of the STATE'S ACCEPTANCE Test;

•  Conduct follow-up meetings to obtain feedback, results, and concurrence/approval from
the STATE;

• • Assist with the correction of configuration problems identified during SYSTEM,
integration and ACCEPTANCE Testing; and

•  Assist witli the transition to production.

4) Kelmar Team Tasks
The Kelmar team shall assume the following tasks:
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•  Development and review of ftinctional and technical SPECIFICATION to determine tliat
they arc at an appropriate level of detail and quality;

•  Development and DOCUMENTATION of convei*sioa and interface programs in
accordance witii functional and tcclmical SPECIFICATIONS;

•  Development and DOCUMENTATION of installation procedures; and
•  Development ani^ execution of UNIT TEST scripts;

• Unit testing of conversions and interfaces developed; and

•  SYSTEM Integration Testing.

B. State Roles and Responsibilities

The following STATE resources have been identified for tlie PROJECT. The time demands on tlie
individual STATE team membci-s will vary depending on the phase and specific tasks of the
IMPLEMENTATION. The demands on the Subject Matter Experts' time will vary based on tlie
need determined by the STATE Leads and the phase of the IMPLEMENTATION.

1) State Project Manager
The STATE PROJECT MANAGER shall work side-by-side with tlie Kclmar PROJECT
MANAGER. The role of tlie STATE PROJECT MANAGER is to manage STATE resources
(IF ANY), facilitate completion of all tasks assigned to STATE staff, and communicate
PROJECT status on a regular basis. Tlie STATE PROJECT MANAGER represents the
STATE in all decisions on IMPLEMENTATION PROJECT matters, provides all necessary
support in the conduct of the IMPLEMENTATION PROJECT, and provides nccessaiy
STATE resources, as defined" by the WORK PLAN and as otherwise identified throughout the
course of the PROJECT. Tlie STATE PROJECT MANAGER has the following
responsibilities:
•  Plan and conduct a kick-off meeting with assistance from the Kclmar team;
• Assist the Kelmar PROJECT MANAGER in the development of a detailed WORK

PLAN;

•  Identify and secure tlie STATE PROJECT TEAM members in accordance with the
WORK PLAN;

•  Define roles and responsibilities of all STATE PROJECT TEAM members assigned to
thePRO.TECT;

•  Identify and secure access to additional STATE end-user staff as needed to support specific
areas of knowledge if and when required to perform certain IMPLEMENTATION tasks;

•  Communicate issues to STATE management as necessary to secure resolution of any
matter that cannot be addressed at the PROJECT level;

•  Inform the Kelmar PROJECT MANAGER of any urgent issues if and when they arise;
and

•  Assist tlie Kclmar team staff to obtain requested information if and when required to
perfomi certain PROJECT tasks.

2) State Subject Matter Experts) (SME)
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The role of the STATE SME is to assist application teams with an understanding of the
STATE'S current business practices and processes, provide agency knowledge, and participate in
the IMPLEMENTATION. Responsibilities of the SME include the following:
•  Be the key user and contact for their Agency or DEPARTMENT;
•  Attend PROJECT TEAM training and acquire in-dept!i functional knowledge of the

relevant applications;
•  Assist in validating and documenting user requirements, as needed;
•  Assist in mapping business requirements;
•  Assist in constructing test scripts and DATA;
•  Assist in SYSTEM, integration, and ACCEPTANCE Testing;
•  Assist in performing conversion and integration testing and DATA verification;
•  Attend PROJECT meetings when requested; and
•  Assist in haining end users in the use of the Kelinar SOFTWARE SOLUTION and the

business processes the application supports.

3) State Technical Lead and Architect
The STATE'S Technical Lead and Architect reports to the STATE'S PROJECT MANAGER
and is responsible for leading and managing the STATE'S technical tasks. Responsibilities
include:

•  Attend technical training as necessary to support the PROJECT;
•  Assist the STATE and Kclinar Team PROJECT MANAGERS to establish the detailed

WORK PLAN;

• Manage tlie day-to-day activities of the STATE'S technical resources assigned to the
PROJECT;

• Work with STATE IT management to obtain STATE technical resources in accordance
wiUi the WORK PLAN;

• Work with the Kelmar Technical Load and the STATE'S selected hardware vendor to
architect and establish an appropriate hardwai-e platform for the STATE'S PROJECT
development and production environments;

• Work in partnership with tlie Kelmar and lead tlie STATE tecluiical staffs efforts in
documenting the technical operational procedures and processes for the PROJECT.
This is a Kelmar DELIVERABLE and it will be expected that Kelmar will lead the
overall effort with support and assistance from the STATE; and " v

•  Repiusent the technical efforts of the STATE EVERY TWO WEEKS at the PROJECT
meetings.

3. SOFTWARE APPLICATION

Kelmar to provide KAPS"^ SYSTEM to STATE.

4. CONVERSIONS

A. Data Conversion.
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DATA conversion will occur over a weekend mutually agreed upon between Kelmar and the STATE.

Kelmar will require the STATE to deliver a full export of the UPMS Foxpro database on the Thursday
night before fmd conversion. The UPMS system will be available for inquiry only on the Friday of the
DATA conversion weekend.

Once the initial DATA conversion is complete, tlie STATE shall have tlie ability to export DATA in
piecemeal or in entirety at its discretion without interference from Kelmar. This includes the ability for
the STATE to export DATA to other service providcj-s.

When developing interfaces between KAPS and other STATE systems, Kelmar shall utilize the
STATE'S preferred system web service APIs where applicable and possible.

DELIVERABLES:

•  Listing of all tables in the UPMS database, with a description and indication if the DATA is to
be converted, archived, or abandoned;

•  Table column listing for all DATA to be converted, with mapping information to the KAPS'''"
table and column, or indication that the DATA element is to be abandoned;

•  Record counts for all UPMS tables to be converted and final record counts in KAPS"""" tables
post conversion;

•  Numerical totals for all dollar and share columns for all UPMS tables, and final numerical

totals in KAPS'"" tables post conversion.

B. Conversion Testing Responsibilities
•  The Kelmar Team and the STATE, based on their assigned conversion responsibilities, as set

forth in Contract Exhibit F; Testing Services shall identify applicable test scripts and
installation instructions, adapt them to the PROJECT specifics, test the business process, and
compai'c with the documented expected results.

•  The Kelmar Team and the STATE, based on their assigned conversion responsibilities, shall
execute the applicable test scripts that complete tlie conversion and compare execution results
with tlie documented expected results.

• The STATE is responsible for documenting the technical SPECIFICATIONS of all progi'ams
that exu-act and format DATA from the legacy systems for use by the convereion processes.

•  The Kelmar Team and the STATE, based on tlieir assigned conversion responsibilities, shall
develop and UNIT TEST tlicir assigned conversions.

•  The STATE and tlie Kelmar Teams shall jointly conduct SYSTEM and Integration Testing, .
verifying and validating the accuracy and completeness of the conversions.

•  The STATE and the Kelmar Teams shall jointly verify and validate the accuracy and
completeness of the conversions for ACCEPTANCE Testing and production.

5. INTERFACES

Interfaces shall be implemented in cooperation witli the STATE in accordance with the tasks
identified on Exhibit H, as incorporated by reference to Attachment 1 to tliis document.
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A. Interface Responsibilities

•  The Kelmar Team shall provide the STATE Kelmar Application DATA requirements and
examples, of DATA mappings and interfaces Implemented on other Projects. The Kelmar
Team shall identify the APIs tiie STATE should use in the design and development of tlie
interface.

The Kelmar Team shall lead the STATE with the mapping of legacy DATA to the Kelmar
Applicatious.
The Kelmar Team shall lead the review of functional and technical interface

SPECIFICATIONS.

The Kelmar Team shall assist the STATE with the resolution of problems and issues associated
with the development and IMPLEMENTATION of the interfaces.
The Kelmar Team shall document the functional and technical SPECIFICATIONS for tlie
interfaces.

The Kelmar Team shall create the initial TEST PLAN and related scripts to UNIT TEST tlie
interface. The STATE shall validate and accept.

The Kelmar Team shall develop and UNIT TEST the interface.
The STATE and the Kelmar Team shall jointly verify and validate the accuracy and
completeness of the interface.
The STATE shall document the technical CHANGES needed to legacy systems to accommodate
the interface.

The STATE shall develop and test all legacy application CHANGES needed to accommodate the
interface.

■ The STATE and the Kelmar Teams shall jointly construct test scripts and create any DATA
needed to support testing the interfaces.
The STATE is responsible for all DATA extracts and related fonnatting needed from legacy
systems to support the interfaces.
Tlic STATE is responsible for documenting the procedures required to run the interfaces in
production.
The STATE is responsible for tlie scheduling of interface operation in production.

6. PRELIMINARY WORK PLAN

Below is the preliminary agi'^d upon WORK PLAN for the CONTRACT.
This WORK PLAN shall include language concerning quarterly Microsoft SQL Server backup files
such as the following:

Kelmar will provide the STATE a Microsoft' SQL Server backup file of the STATE'S database
information maintained by KAPS quarterly. The database backup file shall be delivered securely,
either via enciypted file or encrypted USB drive. The file will ̂  made available to the STATE
on the first business day after January 1st, April 1st, July 1st and October 1st.

Project.Timeline - - —,

Line
Milestone Objectives
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1
KAPS System Spccirications Develop system teclinical and functional

documentation, designed for our system developers.

2 Application Development

Check writing interfece

Generate a system interface to the State's accounts
payable system to request approved claim payments
from KAPS.

Post check numbers for paid claims

Generate a system interface to process check numbers,

amounts and payment dates from the State's accounts
payable system to post the check payment information
into KAPS.

Create extract of claimable properties
for State Website

Generate a system interface to the State's unclaimed
property website to populate the website's property
search database with unclaimed properties in KAPS
tliat are eligible for claim.

Import claims filed via State
Website

Generate a system interface to the State's unclaimed
property website to process claims filed via the
website, and create KAPS system claims.

Create extract of claimable properties
for MissingMoney.com

Generate a system interface to the NAUPA
MissingMoncy.com unclaimed property website to
populate the website's property search database with
unclaimed properties in KAPS that arc eligible for
claim.

-s

Import claims filed via
MissingMoney.com

Generate a system interface to the NAUPA
MissingMouey.com unclaimed property website to
process claims filed via the website, and create KAPS
system claims.

3
User Acceptance Test Plan Develop User Acceptance Test Plan for KAPS

applications.

4
User Acceptance Testing

Test KAPS System applications

5
Deliver User Manual and training plan Develop user and training manuals for KAPS System

6
User Training

Train users on KAPS System Functions

7 Data Conversiou Execute data conversion plan

8 Production Implementation - Go Live Implement KAPS System in Production
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9 Dccominissiou UPMS system Decommission UPMS system

10 Support Phase of Project For term of contract
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1. LICENSE GRANT

Subject to the payment of applicable license fees set forth in Contract Exhibit B: Price and Payment
Schedule, Kelmar hereby grants the STATE, and the STATE accepts, a limited, non-transferable,
non-exclusive license to use the SOFTWARE under the terms and conditions stated lierein for the
STATE'S internal use in the administration of its unclaimed property program and business related
thereto. The grant of rights hereunder to license and utilize the SOFTWARE is not a sale of the
SOFTWARE or any portion tliereof. and does not convey any rights of ownership in the
SOFTWARE. The STATE may allow its agents and Contractors to access and use the
SOFTWARE, and in such event, the STATE shall first obtain written agreement from such agents
aiid Contractors tliat each shall abide by the tcnns and conditions set forth herein.

2. SOFTWARE AND DOCUMENTATION COPIES

Kelmar shall provide tlie STATE with a sufficient number of hard copy versions of the
SOFTWARE'S associated DOCUMENTATION. The STATE shall have the right to copy the
DOCUMENTATION for its internal business needs. The STATE agrees to include copyright and
proprietary notices provided to the STATE by the VENDOR on such copies.

3. RESTRICTIONS

Except as otherwise permitted under the CONTRACT, the STATE agrees not to:
a. Sell, market, make copies, translations, adaptations,-or modifications of or to the

SOFTWARE or any portion thereof, except as expressly agreed in writing by Kelmar;
b. Remove or modify any program markings or any notice of Kclmar's proprietary rights;
c. Make the programs or materials available in any manner to any third party for use in the

third party's business operations, except as permitted herein;
d. Cause or permit reverse engineering, reverse-ti-anslatiiig, disassembly or recompilation of

the SOFTWARE, the SOinTWARE DELIVERABLES or the DOCUMENTATION pr
any portion thei-eof, or attempt to do so, or otherwise attempt to discover the Source Code
and/or the techniques incorporated into the SOFTWARE, nor shall the STATE hire,
direct, influence or aid any other person or entity to do or attempt to the same; or

c. Create any derivative work based upon the SOFTWARE by altering, modifying, or
translating tlie Source Code or any portion tliereof, and that it shall not hire, direct,
influence or aid any otlier person or entity to do or attempt to do the same.

4. TITLE

Title, right, and interest (including all ownership and intcIlectuaJ property rights) in tlie
SOFTWARE, and its associated DOCUMENTATION, shall remain with Kelmar.
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5. VIRUSES

Kclmar shall provide SOFTWARE that shall not contain any viruses, dcsti-uctive programmmg, or
mechanisms designed to disrupt the pcrfonnaiice of the SOFTWARE in accordance with the
SPECIFICATIONS.

As a part of its internni development process, Kclmar will use reasonable efforts to test tlie
SOFTWARE for viruses. Kclmar shall also maintain a master copy of the appropriate vereions of
tlie SOFTWARE, free of viruses. If tlie STATE believes a virus may be present in the
SOFTWARE, then upon its request, Kclmar shall provide a master copy for comparison with and
correction of the STATE'S copy of the SOFTWARE.

6. AUDIT

Upon forty-five (45) days written notice, Kclmar may audit the STATE'S use of the progiams at
Kelmar's sole expense. The STATE agrees to cooperate witli Kclmar's audit and provide
reasonable assistance and access to information. The STATE agrees that Kclmar shall not be
responsible for any of the STATE'S reasonable costs incurred in cooperating with the audit.
Notwithst^ding tlic foregoing, Kelmar's audit rights are subject to applicable STATE and federal
laws and regulations.

7. SOFTWARE NON-INFRINGEMENT

Kelmar warrants that it has good title to, or the right to allow the STATE to use all SERVICES,
equipment, and SOFTWARE ("Material") provided under this CONTRACT, and tliat such
SERVICES, equipment, and SOFTWARE do not violate or infringe any patent, trademark,
copyright, trade name or otlier intellectual property rights or misappropriate a trade secret of any third
party.

Tire warranty of non-infringement shall be an on-going and perpetual obligation that shall survive
termination of tlie CONTRACT. In the event that someone makes a claim against tlie STATE that
any Material infringe their intellectual property rights, Kclmar shall defend and indemnify the
STATE against the claim provided tliat the STATE:

a. Promptly notifies Kclmar in writing, not later than 30 days after the STATE receives
actual written notice of such claim;

b. Gives Kclmar control of the defense and any settlement negotiations; and
c. Gives Kelmar the information, autliority, and assistance reasonably needed to defend

against or settle the claim.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, tlie STATE'S counsel may participate in any claim to tlie extent the
STATE seeks to assert any immunities or defenses applicable to tlie STATE.
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If Kelmar believes or it is determined that any of the Material may have violated someone else's
intellectual property rights, Kelmar may choose to either modify the Material to be non-infringing or
obtain a license to allow for continued use, or if these alternatives are not commei-cially reasonable,
Kclmar may end the license, and require return of tlie applicable Material and refund all fees tlie
STATE has paid Kclmar under the CONTRACT. Kclmar will not indemnify the STATE if the
STATE alters the'Material without Kelmar's consent or uses it outside the scope of use identified in
Kelmar's user DOCUMENTATION or if tlie STATE uses a version of the Material which has been
superseded, If the infringement claim could have been avoided by using an unaltered current version of
the Material which was provided to the STATE at no additional cost. Kelmar will not indemnify tlie
STATE to the extent that an infringement claim is based upon any information design,
SPECEFICATION, instruction, SOFTWARE, DATA, or material not furnished by Kclmar. Kclmar
will not indemnify the STATE to the extent that an infringement claim is based upon the combination
of any Material with any products or sei"viccs not provided by Kclmar without Kelmar's consent.
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1. WARRANTIES

1.1 Service

Kelmar warrants tliat tiie SYSTEM will operate to conform to the
SPECIFICATIONS, terms, and requirements of the CONTRACT.

1.2 Software

Kelmar warrants tliat the SOFTWARE, including but not limited to the individual
modules or ftjnctions furnished under the CONTRACT, is properly functioning within
tlie SYSTEM, compliant witii tlie requirements of the CONTRACT, and will operate in
accordance witli the SPEOFICATIONS and Terms of the CONTRACT.

For any breach of the above Support and Maintenance warranty, the STATE'S remedy,
and Kelmar's entire liability, shall be: (a) the correction of program errors that cause
breach of the warranty, or if Kelmar cannot substantially correct such breach in a
commercially reasonable manner, the STATE may end its program license and recover
the fees paid to Kelmar for tlie prop"am License and any unused, prepaid t^hnical
support fee's tlie STATE has paid for tlie program license; or (b) the re-performance of
the Deficient SERVICES, or (c) if Kelmar cannot substantially correct a breach in a
commercially reasonable manner, the STATE may end the relevant SERVICES and
recover the fees paid to Kelmar for the Deficient SERVICES.

13 Non-Infringement

Kelmar warrants that it has good title to, or the right to allow the STATE to use, all
SERVICES, equipment, and SOFTWARE ("Material'O provided under this
CONTRACT, and that such SERVICES, equipment, and SOFTWARE do not yioiate
or infringe any patent, trademark, copyright, trade name or other intellectual property
rights or misappropriate a trade secret of any third paify.

1.4 Viruses; Destructive Programming

Kelmar warrants that the SOFTWARE shall not contain any viruses, destructive
programming, or mechanisms designed to disrupt the performance of die SOFTWARE
in accordance with the SPECIFICATIONS.

1.5 Compatibility

Kelmar warrants that all SYSTEM components, including but not. limited to the
components provided, including any replacement or upgraded SYSTEM SOFTWARE
components provided by Kelmar to ooiTect DEFICIENCIES or as an
ENHANCEMENT, shall operate with tlie rest of the SYSTEM widiout loss of any
functionality.
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1.6 Services

Kclmar warrants that all SERVICES to be provided under the CONTRACT will be
provided expediently, in a professional manner, in accordance with industry standards
and that SERVICES will comply with performance standards, SPECIFICATIONS, and
terms of the CONTRACT.

1.7 Personnel

Kclmar warrants that all personnel engaged in the SERVICES shall be qualified to
perform the SERVICES, and shall be properly licensed and otherwise authorized to do
so under all applicable laws.

1.8 Breach of Data

Kclmar shall be solely liable for costs associated with any breach of STATE DATA
housed at their location(s) including but not limited to notification and any damages
assessed by the courts.

1.9 Third Party Materials
As between Kclmar and the STATE, all third party hardware and SOFTWARE are
provided "AS IS" and without warranty of any kind. If Kclmar has the right to pass
through to the STATE warranties made by any third party supplier with respect to the
third party hardware or SOFTWARE, Kclmar will pass through such warranties. All

-  . such warranties will run directly between the STATE, and. the respective third party
supplier.

2. WARRANTY SERVICES

Kclmar agrees to maintain, repair, and correct DEFICIENCIES in the SYSTEM SOFTWARE,
including but not limited to the individual modules or functions, during the WARRANTY PERIOD,
at no additional cost to the STATE, in accordance with the SPECIFICATIONS, Terms and
requirements of the CONTRACT, including, without limitation, correcting all errors, and
DEFECTS and DEFICIENCIES; eliminating viruses or destmctive progj-amming; and replacing
incorrect. Defective or Deficient SOFTWARE and DOCUMENTATION. If the SOFTWARE
DELIVERABLE fails to confonn to its DOCUMENTATION or SPECIFICATIONS, or contains
material DEFECTS during the WARRANTY PERIOD, the following shall occur: (i) Kclmar shall
use reasonable commercial efforts to correct all DEFECTS and/or DEFICIENCIES, or replace to
the SOFTWARE DELIVERABLE; or (ii) if Kclmar determines that such remedies are not
practicable, Kclinnr shall refund the fees allocable to such SOFTWARE DELIVERABLE. This
warranty is void if the STATE or any third-party (other than any person selected by Kelmar to act on
Kclmar*s behalf) modifies, adjusts or re-configures the SOFTWARE DELIVEJ^BLE. Further,
Kclmar shall not be responsible for correcting eitors resulting from MISUSE, ne^gence, revision,
modification, or improper use by the STATE of the SOFTWARE DELIVERABLE or any portion
thereof ("MISUSE"); the STATE shall be responsible to pay Kclmar for SERVICES to correct
errors resulting from MISUSE at Kclmar's standard rates as set forth on Exhibit B - Pricing
Schedule. Kclmnr does not warrant that operation of such SOFTWARE DELIVERABLES will be
uninterrupted or error free. After the WARRANTY PERIOD, all corrective efforts, design
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ENHANCEMENTS or other SOFTWARE DELIVERABLE modifications shall be governed by
the provisions set forth in Exhibit G — Maintenance and Support Services.

If during the Warranty Period, Kclmar fails to correct a DEFECT and/or DEFICIENCY within the
time period identified in Section 2.1 in Exhibit G — Maintenance and Support Services^ or any
mutually agreed upon extension thereof, the STATE may, at its option,: 1) declare Kelmar in default,
terminate the CONTRACT, in whole or in part, without penalty or liability to the STATE; and 2)
pursue its remedies available at law and in equity.

Nolwitlistanding any provision of this CONTRACT to the contraiy, pursuant to CONTRACT— Part
I, Sections 4 and 8. and Part 2.Section 13.1, the STATE'S option to declare Kclmar in default,
terminate the CONTRACT and pursue its remedies shall remain in effect until satisfactory
completion of the full WARRANTY PERIOD.

3. WARRANTY PERIOD

The WARRANTY PERIOD shall commence upon Kelmar's IMPLEMENTATION of the
SOFTWARE DELIVERABLE, or in the case of a SOFTWARE DELIVERABLE subject to
ACCEPTANCE testing under tliis CONTRACT from the date of the STATE'S issuance of a Letter
of ACCEPTANCE and shall extend for ninety (90) days.

If within the last thirty (30) calendar days of the WARRANTY PERIOD, tlie SOFTWARE fails to
operate in accordance with its SPECIFICATIONS, the WARRANTY PERIOD will cease. Kelmar
shall correct the DEFICIENCY, and a new thirty (30) calendar day WARRANTY PERIOD will
begin. Any further DEFICIENCIES with the SOFTWARE must be corrected and run without any
material deficiency for fourteen (14) consecutive calendar days.
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Kelmar shall provide the following Training SERVICES.

A. Training

All courses are to be offered on-site in New Hampshire and shall available for up to fourteen (14)
students unless otheivvise agi"eed upon by tlic Parties. Following the provision of classes, access to
on-line course materials shall be provided for thirty (30) days tlirough the online training library to
the extent that it is available.

1. Delivery Method -Instructor-Lcd Class Training

This metliod helps build the in-depth knowledge and lipids-on experience the STATE'S
employees will need to succeed in their job role witli Kelmar. From in-class
demonstrations led by experienced Kelmar instructors, to realistic hands-on labs,
Instructor-Led In Class courses provide a dynamic learning environment.

This instruction is targeted to train the group of Users defined as PROJECT TEAM,
Users from Depaifments and selected Subject Matter Experts (SMEs).

2. Project Team Developed Training
a. Kelmar and the STATE agi'ee to an end user training approach to meet training objectives,
including:

1) developing "in house" experts and end-user support channels that involve and
leverage internal resources and subject matter experts (SMEs); and

2) leveraging statewide access to computers and the Web by accessing On-line
courses whenever possible to lessen lime away fjX)m the job and reduce travel costs
for those who are spread across the STATE.

b. Key activities of the approach are highlighted below:

User Training
Approach

Role and Res}onsibilfty

Kelmar Team State of NH

Develop Training
Plan

Lead Uie development and
IMPLEMENTATION of the
Training Plan.

Provide guidance, coaching,
materials, and tools.

Assist in the development and
IMPLEMENTATION of the

Training Plan.

Develop Curriculum Analyze skill requirements. Assist to analyze skill requirements.

Detail roles, coiu-se content, and
estimated course length.

Assist to detail roles, course
content, and estimated length.
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User Tmiaing
Approach

Role and Res(lonsibiiity

KelmarTeam State of NH

Produce Trsiining
Materiois and End-User
DOCUMENTATION

Lead the development of materials
and DOCUMENTATION to

include: Kclmar providing baseline
DOCUMENTATION in electronic

format that can be modified and

reproduced.

Assist in the development of training
materials.

Kclmar and the STATE will

together Conduct Train-thc-
lYainers for the STATE'S Central

Support Group through
IMPLEMENTATION. Kclmar

will assist in the first train the

trainer class for each topic.

Attend Train-the-Trainers training.
Train additional STATE End Users.

Conduct Training

I

Assist to identify an approach and a
plan to conduct training needs
assessment for

IMPLEMENTATION.

Conduct training needs assessment
for post go-live.

Evaluote Training
EfFectivcncss

c. Key User Training Approach Activities
1) Identify State End Users. The Ketmar Team shall lead the STATE in identifying and

categorizing its end users:

User Caiegory 1—Power User Training: Power Users are those employees who
frequently use the SYSTEM. Training shall consist of a series of courses based on
job functions, on business processes specific to job roles, and associated transactions.
The training strategy shall be organized around the STATE'S business processes and
detailed transactions that support these processes.

User Category 2—Casual User Training: Casual Usere shall access the SYSTEM
for inquiiies or report viewing on an occasional basis. Their courses shall focus on
the cnd-to-end business process instruction and structured inquiry exorcises.

User Category 3—Specialty Users: Specially Users include functional and technical
analysts. They shall be trained on the SOFTWARE on the basis of assignments, and
may include navigation li-aining and module overview/orientation courseware,
functional (module^business process) training, and configuration.

2) Develop Training Plan^ The Kclmar Team shall act as the training lead and shall
provide guidance, coaching, materials, and tools to assist the STATE Team to structure
and implement a Training Plan—including a strategy for outlining tlie scope, roles,
audiences, and deployment timeline throughout the PROJECT lifecycle. Tlie Plan is
intended to 1) reinforce knowledge comprehension across the STATE by employing a
train-the-trainer approach, 2 train employees on what they need to know and do to
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perform their jobs effectively, 3) establish an ongoing skills development process, 4)
offer training Solutions that address the immediate and ongoing needs of the STATE to
train new hires and ti-ansfers, and 5) implement a blended training delivery Solution
that utilizes instructor-led (ILT) and On-line training to support learner interaction, and
promotes effective, timely, and cost-efficient learning.

The Training Plan shall address the specific cuniculum for each user category and
provide support for the design, development, and deployment of training for each user
category. It shall also provide a blueprint for tlie STATE'S Team to manage its
resources, activities, and timeline throughout the course of the initiative.

3) Develop Training Curriculum. Kclmar shall develop a recommended training
curriculum for the STATE of New Hampshire End Users.

4) Produce Training Materials and End-User Documentation. The Kchnar team shall
lead the efforts to produce tlie training materials and end-user DOCUMENTATION.
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ExItihUMis not applicable, Thbpage is left hiientionally blank.
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VENDOR PROPOSAL BY REFERENCE

Kelmar's KAPS™ SYSTEM Introduction and Architecture Overview is attached hereto

and incorporated herein by reference as Exhibit N.
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CERTIFICATES AND ATTACHMENTS

Attached are:

A. Kelmar's Certificate of Vote/Authority
B. Kelmar*s Ceitificate of Good Standing
C. Kelmar's Certificate of Insurance
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Attachment 1 - State of NH Requirements are hereby incoi*poratcd within.
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61.1 Generate a system interface to the State's accounts payable system to request approved claim payments from KAPS.
Yes

B1.2
Generate a system Interface to process check numbers, amounts and payment dates frorh the State's accounts
payable system to post the check payment information into KAPS. Yes

81.3
Generate a system interface to the State's unclaimed property website to populate the website's property search
database with unclaimed properties in KAPS that are eligible for claim. Yes

B1.4
Generate a system interface to the State's unclaimed property websi3e to process claims filed via the website, and
create KAPS system claims. Yes

B1.S
Generate a system interface to the NAUPA MissingMoney.com unclaimed property website to populate the website's
property search database with unclaimed properties in KAPS that are eli^ble for claim. Yes

61.6
Generate a system interface to the NAUPA MissingMoney.com unclaimed property website to pit>cess claims filed via
the website, and create KAPS system claims. Yes

B2.1
Provide a secure Web based hosted solution for the provision of and ongoing maintenance for a state of the art
unclaimed property database system

Yes

B2.2
The hosted solution provider will be fully accessible for Oivision operations personnel between the hours of 6:00 AM

and 6:00 PM ET Monday through Friday, and 8:00 AM to 4:00 PM on Saturdays.
Yes

B2.3

The hosted solution provider must be able to demonstrate the ability to utilize and integrate third party data sources
in an effort to reduce claims payment costs and increase confidence that correct party is receivir>g payment of
unclaimed property.

Yes

B2.4
The hosted solution provider shall demonstrate and provide functionality for provision of accurate, up to date

managerial reports for all systems applications and programs.
Yes

82.5
The Vendors hosted application Help Desk / support must be available from the hours of 8:00 AM to 6:00 PM ET

Monday through Friday.
Yes

B2.6
The hosted solution provider will establish on-site visit schedule to state's offices that will include, at least, one visit

per each calendar year quarter during term of contract.
Yes

82.7
The hosted solution provider shall demonstrate industry best practices for data security as it pertains to all personal •

identiHabie information (Pil) that is maintained by the Unclaimed Property Division of the Treasury.
Yes

62.8
The host^ solution provider shall establish standardized issue resolution response times predicated on the seventy

of the service interruption.
Yes

B2.9

The Hosted solution provider must demonstrate that It has in-depth experience in ail aspects of unclaimed property

operations, and a present business mode/plan that evidences a long term «)mmitment to continually adapt to all
innovations and emerging trends of unclaimed property Ideritification, reporting, safekeeping and reunification to
rightful owner.

Yes
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B2.10
Establish and demonstrate best practice solutions in the areas of: application security, internal controls and open data
standards. Yes

B2.11

The Hosted solution prcvider*s data center must be audited annually for compliance with SSAE16 Type II Standard.
Subsequent to the execution of any pertinent Non- disclosure Agreement the Director of Abandoned Property will
be provided a coov of the audit for review.

Yes

B2.12
The hosted solution Vendor shall provide redundant fully mirrored back-up and recovery services of its hosted
aoplications in case of catastroohic disaster. Yes

B2.13
The hosted solution provider shall provide and demonstrate the applications ability to segregate user based
permissions based on an authorized user's functional responsibilities Yes

82.14

The hosted solution providers application shall generate and maintain complete audit activity logs of Its hosted
application and make available w the state upon request or through use of an administrative console or reporting
capability.

Yes

B3.1

The hosted solution provider shall provide substantial operational capacity and functionality training at time of' '
conversion to system and throughout full term of contract to seven person unclaimed property staff and other
Individuals within the Treasury whose job functions require direct interaction to the unclaimed property data
inteeritv. cash receipt and cash oavment functions.

Yes

B3.2
The hosted solution provider shall provide training at Unclaimed Property Division of the Treasury or at vendor offices
locations, via telephone, webinar and help desk olatforms/aopncations. Yes

\y!jc.^oimcdPiopeh^^Adnjihjstrotiy^ -''.t v...,"." ;

B4.1
The hosted solution provider shall generate accurate, current pricing and corporate KRlSry information for all

reported unclaimed securities and mutual funds.
Yes

84.2 The hosted solution provider shall provide funalonallty for tracking of all securities by report year and date of receipt. Yes

B4.3
The hosted solution provider shall provide funrtlonality to extract and export listings of securities eligible for
liquidation sale based on date received.

Yes

B4.4
The hosted solution provider shall provide functionality to extract reported owner information for the issuance of

standard paper and internet based paperless claims.
Yes

B4.S
The hosted solution provider shall provide functionality to extract and export reported owner Information for
standardized mailing notifications, public notices and public outreach processes.

Yes

B4.6
The hosted solution provider shall provide functjonality to generate and extract data sets from historical holder

reportings to produce audit business intelligence reports.
Yes

B4.7
The hosted solution provider shall provide additional adequate data processing performance and resource capacity

for cyclical calendar year peak periods in the claims generation and payment and report processing periods.
Yes

84.8

The hosted solution provider's application shall include the ability for the. automation of abandoned properties

reporting import process, including the ability for exception reporting and error detection and correction of data that

is imported.

Yes

84.9
The hosted solution provider's application shall provide functionalrty for an automated process for report
recondflation of all fully balanced unclaimed property reports.

Yes

1
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Al.l
Ability to access data using open standards access drivers (please specify

supported versions in the comments field).
M Yes Standard

>

Data is available through KAPS

Interfaces, or the state may access,

the Microsoft SQL Server backups

as desired.

A1.2 The system software adheres to open standards and is not proprietary. M Yes Standard HTML, Java and SQL

A1.3 The database platform adheres to open standards. M Yes Standard Microsoft SQL Server

A1.4
The Solution must comply with Open Standards as specified in RSA 21-R:10

and 21-R:13. includlna but not limited to Ooen Data Formats.
M Yes

A1.5
Web-based compatible and in conformance with the following W3C

standards:
M Yes Standard

A1.6 XHTML 1.0 M Yes Standard

A1.7 CSS 2.1 M Yes Standard

A1.8 XML 1.0 (fourth edition) M Yes Standard

A2.1

Verify the identity or authenticate all of the system dient applications before

allowing use of the system to prevent access to inappropriate or confidential

data or services.

M Yes Standard

fa.i

Verify the identity or authenticate all of the system's human users before

allowing them to use its capabilities to prevent access to inappropriate or M Yes. Standard

A2.3 . Enforce unique user names. M Yes Standard

'A2.4

Enforce complex passwords for Administrator Accounts often characters or

more in accordance with DolTs statewide User Account and Password Policy M Yes Standard
Need to review 'User Account and

Password Policy'.

A2.5
Enforce the use of complex passwords for general users using capital letters,

numbers and special characters
M Yes Standard

A2.6 Encrypt passwords in transmission and at rest within the database. M Yes Standard

A2.7 Expire passwords after 90 days M Yes Standard

A2.8
Authorize users and client applications to prevent access to inappropriate or

confidential data or services.
M Yes Standard

A2.9
Provide ability to limit the number of people that can grant or change

authorizations
M Yes Standard
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A2.10
Establish ability to enforce session timeouts during periods of inactivity.

M Yes Standard'

A2.11

Ensure application has been tested and hardened to prevent critical

application security flaws. (At a rriinimum, the application shall be tested

against ail flaws outlined in the Open Web Application Security Project
(OWASP)TopTen
fhrrn /Avww nwn<n nro/inHpy nhn/nWA<;P Tnn Tpn Prniorrii

M Yes Standard Top Ten testing to be completed._

A2.12
The application shall not store authentication credentials or sensitive Data in

its code.
M Yes Standard

A2.13
Audit all attempted accesses that fail identification, authentication and

authorization reouirements
M Yes Standard

A2.14

The application shall log all activities to a central server to prevent parties to

application transactions from denying that they have taken place. The logs

must be keot for 60 Months

M Yes Standard

A2.15
The application must allow a user to explicitly terminate a session. No

remnants of the prior session should then remain on desktop.
M Yes Standard

r

A2.16 Use only the Software and System Services designed for use M Yes Standard

A2.17
The application Data shall be protected from unauthorized use when at rest

M Yes Standard

A2.18
Keep any sensitive Data or communications private from unauthorized

individuals and prosrams.
M Yes Standard

A2.19
Subsequent application enhancements or upgrades shall not remove or

degrade securitv reouirements
M Yes Standard

A2,20 Create change management documentation and procedures M Yes Standard
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State Requirements Vendor

Reqff Requfrement Description Criticality
Vendor Delivery

Method
Comments

HARDWARE RCQUWfMfWTS;^

El.l MS Windows 7 or higher with 4G of RAM Required Yes

£1.2
Internet Browser Internet Explorer 9.0 or higher, FireFox 26 or higher,

Gobele Chrome 31 or hicher Required Yes
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T1.1

All components ot the bottware snaif^^^viewea and tested to ensure tney
protect the State's web site and Its related Data assets. M

Yes Standard

TL2

The Vendor shall be responsible for security testing, as appropriate. Tests

shall focus on the technical, administrative and physical security controls that

have been designed Into the System architecture In order to provide the

necessary confidentiality, Integrity and availability. M

Yes Standard

T1.3

Test for Identification and Authentication; supports obtaining information

about those parties attempting to log onto a system or application for

securltv ourooses and the validation of users M

Yes Standard

T1.4
Test for Access Control; supports the management of permissions for logging

onto a computer or network M
Yes Standard

Tl.S
Test for encryption; supports the encoding of data for security purposes

M
Yes Standard

T1.6
Test the intrusion Detection; supports the detection of Illegal entrance into a
computer svstem M

Yes Standard

T1.7
Test the Verification feature; supports the confirmation of authority to enter

a computer svstem. application or network M
Yes Standard

T1.8
Test the User Management feature; supports the administration of computer,

application and network accounts within an oreanizatlon. M
Yes Standard

n.9
Test Role/Privllege Management; supports the granting of abilities to users or

groups of users of a computer, application or network M
Yes Standard

11.10
Test Audit Trail Capture and Analysis; supports the identification and

monitoring of activities within an aooiication or svstem . M
Yes Standard

«l

11.11

Test Input Validation; nsures the application. Is protected from buffer

overflow, cross-site scripting. SQL injection, and unauthorized access of files

and/or directories on the server M

Yes Standard

T1.12

Pri6r'T6 the byitem bfeirlg moveo mio prooucuon, tne venoor snaii provioe

results of all security testing to the Department of Information Technology for

review and acceptance. M

Yes Standard

T2.1
The Vendor must perform application testing using an industry standard and •

M
State approved testing methodology.

Yes Standard
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T2.2 jlhe Vendor must perform application stress testing and tuning. M Yes Standard
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H1.1

Vendor shall maintain a secure hosting environment providing all necessary

hardware, software, and Internet bandwidth to manage the application and

suDDort users with oermission based loeins.

M Yes Standard H

H1.2

State access will be via internet Browser

M Yes '  Standard

Via Internet Browser. IP access will

be via whitelisted IP addresses

only.

H1.3

At the State's option, authorized third parties may be given limited access by

the Vendor to certain levels of the State's system through the VPN or through

a separate network connettion that meets the Vendor's specifications.
M Yes

To be determined if access to state

network will be required.

Ha.4

At a minimum, the System should support this client configuration; Intel 17

Multicore processor running at 3.0GHz PC, Microsoft Windows 8 Professional,

8GB 0DR3 Ram, 500G8 SATA 6 HO. Internet Explorer 11, and 128 bit

encryption.
M Yes

Minimum Browser requirement;

Internet Explorer 9 or higher,

Firefox 25 or higher. Chrome 30 or

higher for client Internet Browser.

H1.5

The State will be responsible for equipment, labor, and /pr services necessary

to set-up and maintain the internet connectivity at the State and/or other

third oartv sites.

M Yes Standard

H1.6

Vendor will not be responsible for network connection issues, problems or

conditions arising from or related to circumstances outside the control of the
Vendor, ex: bandwidth, network outages and /or any other conditions arising

on the State's internal network or, more generally, outside the Vendor's

firewall or any issues that are the responsibility of the State Internet Service

M Yes Standard

H1.7

Vendor shall provide a secure Class A Data Center providing equipment

(Includlrig dedicated servers), an on-slte 24/7 system operator, managed
firpwall servires. and manaeed backuo Services.

M Yes Standard

H1.8

Data Center Air Conditioning - used to control temperature and humidity in

the Data Center. Temperature ranges shall be between 68 and 75 *F. M Yes Standard

H1.9
Data Center Humidity shall be non-condensing and be maintained between

40-55% with a maximum dew ooint of 62 'F.
M Yes Standard
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Hl.lO

Data Center Backup Power - uninterruptible power supplies shall be sized tO
sustain computer systems and associated components for. at a minimum, the

amount of time it takes for a backup generator to take over providing power.
Where possible, servers shall contain redundant power supplies connected to

commercial power via separate feeds.

M Yes Standard

HI.11

Data Center Generator - shall be sufRcient to sustain computer Systems and

associated components for, at a minimum, the amount of time it takes for

commercial power to return. Fuel tanks shall be large enough to support the

generator at -full load for a period not less than 1H days of operation.

M . Yes Standard

H1.12

Data Center Floor - A raised floor is required for more uniform air circulation

in the form of a plenum for cold air as^well as to provide space for power

cabling and wetness monitoring.

M Yes Standard

HI.13

Data Center Fire Protection System - fire detectors in conjunction with

suppression gaseous systems must be installed to reduce the risk of loss due

to fire.

M Yes Standard

H1.14

The Data Center must be physically secured - restricted access to the site to

personnel with controls such as biometric, badge, and others security

solutions. Policies for granting access must be in place and followed. Access

shall only be granted to those with a need to perform tasks in the Data

M Yes Standard

H1.15 Vendor must monitor the application and all servers. M Yes Standard

H1.16
Vendor shall manage the databases and services on all servers located at the

Vendor's facility.
M Yes Standard

H1.17
Vendor shall install and update all server patches, updates, and other utilities

within 60 davs of release from the manufacturer.
M Yes Standard

HI. 18 Vendor shall monitor System, security, and application logs. M Yes Standard

H1.19 Vendor shall manage the sharing of data resources. M •  Yes Standard

H1.20
Vendor shall- manage daily backups, off-site data storage, and restore

ooerations.
M Yes Standard

HL21 The Vendor shall monitor physical hardware. M ■  Yes Standard

H1.22
The Vendor shall imrhediately report any breach in security, to the State oi

New Hamoshire.
M Yes . Standard

Vendor shall conform to adequate disaster recovery procedures as defined by

the State of New Hampshire.
M  .

Yes

Each party reviewed other party's -

applicable procedures and

confirmed mutually agreeable

processes existed
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H2.2

Vendor shall have documented disaster recovery plans that address the

recovery of lost State data as well as their own. Systems shall be architected

to meet the defined rernverv needs.

M Yes Standard

H2.3

The disaster recovery plan shall identify appropriate methods for procuring
additional hardware in the event of a component failure. In most instances;

systems shall offer a level of redundancy so the loss of a drive or power

supply will not be sufficient to terminate services however, these failed
rnmnnnont< \*rill havp tri renJar^wH

M Yes Standard

H2.4
Vendor shall adhere to a defined and documented back-up schedule and

orocedure.
M Yes Standard

H2.S
Back-up copies of data are made for the purpose of facilitating a restore of

the data in the event of data loss or System failure.
M Yes Standard

H2.6

Scheduled backups of all servers must be completed regularly. At a minimum,

the applications servers and clierit data shall be backed up after normal

business hours, with one daily, one weekly, and one monthly backup stored
in a secure location to assure data recovery in the event of disaster.

M Yes Standard

H2.7
The minimum acceptable frequency is differential backup daily, and complete

backuD weekly.
M Yes Standard

'

H2.8

Tapes or other back-up media tapes must be securely transferred from the

site to another secure location to avoid complete data loss with the loss of a

facilitv.

M Yes Standard

H2.9
If State data is personally identifiable, data must be encrypted in the

ooeration environment and on back uo taoes.
M Yes Standard

%

H2.10

Data recovery - In the event that recovery back to the last backup is not

sufficient to recover State Data, the Vendor shall employ the use of database

logs in addition to backup media in the restoration of the database(s) to

afford a much closer to real-time recovery. To do this, logs must be moved off

the volume containing the database with a frequency to match the business

M Yes Standard

i

H3.1

The Vendor must operate hosting Services on a network offering adequate

performartce to meet the business requirements for the State application. For

the purpose of this contract, adequate performance is defined as 99.99i

uptime, exclusive of the regularly scheduled maintenance window.
M Yes

99.9% uptime shall relate solely to

NORMAL BUSINESS HOURS.

Failures to be treated as

"DEFICIENCIES" to be resolved as

stated in Exhibit G

H3.2

The Vendor shall provide network redundancy deemed adequate by the State

by assuring redundant connections provided by multiple Internet Vendors, so

that a failure of one Internet connection will not interrupt access to the State

annliration.

M Yes Standard
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H3.3

Where redundant connections are not provided, then the Internet Vendor

who provides the Internet service to the Vendor must have their service

supplied by a provider(s) that has multiple feeds to ensure that a failure in

one of the larger carriers will not cause a failure of the State's Service.

M No
Redundant vendors are used for

internet connection.

H3.4
The Vendor' network architecture must include redundancy of routers and

switches in the Data Center.
M Yes Standard

All switches and routers are

redundant.

H4.1
The Vendor shall employ security measures ensure that the State's

application and data is protected.
M Yes Standard

H4.2
If State data is hosted on multiple servers, data exchanges between and

among servers must be encrypted.
M Yes Standard

H4.3

All servers and devices must have currently-supported and hardened

operating systems, the latek anti-viral, anti-hacker, anti-spam, anti-spyware,
and anti-malware utilities. The environment, as a whole, shall have aggressive

M Yes Standard

H4.4

All components of the infrastructure shall be reviewed and tested to ensure

they protect the State's hardware, software, and its related data assets. Tests

shall focus on the technical, administrative and physical security controls that

have been designed into the System architecture in order to provide

confidentiality, integrity and availability.

M Yes Standard

H4.5

In the development or maintenance of any code, the Vendor shall ensure that

the Software is independently verified and validated usir^ a methodology

determined appropriate by the State. All software and hardware shall be free
of mailrinns rniHe

M Yes Standard
-

H4.6

The Vendor shall notify the State's Project Manager of any security breaches

within two (2) hours of the time that the Vendor learns of their occurrence. . M- Yes Standard

H4.7

The Vendor shall ensure its. complete cooperation with the State's Chief
Information Officer in the detection of any security vulnerability of the

Vendor' hosting Infrastructure and/or the application.
M

\

Yes . Standard

1

K4.8

The Vendor shall be solely liable for costs associated with any breach of State

data housed at their locationfs) including but not limited to notification and
anv damagps asspssed bv the courts.

M Yes Standard

H4.9

The Vendor shall authorize the State to perform scheduled and random

security audits, IfKludlng vulnerability assessments, of the Vendor' hosting
infrastrurture and/or the application UDon reouest.

M Yes Standard
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H4.10

HS.l

The Vendor shall provide fire detection and suppression system, physical
security of and infrastructure security of the proposed hosting facility. The
environmental support equipment of the Vendor website hosting facility:
power conditioning; HVAC; UPS; generator must be.acceptable to the State.

The Vendor's System support and maintenance shall commence upon the
Effective Date and extend through the end of the Contract term, and any
extensions thereof

M

M

Yes Standard

Yes Standard

H5.2

Maintain the hardware and Software in accordance with the Specifications,

terms, and requirements of the Contract, including providing, upgrades and

fixes as required.

M Yes Standard

HS.3

Repair or replace the hardware or Software, or any portion thereof, so that

the System operates in accordance with the Specificatiortt. terms, and

requirements of the Contract.
M Yes Standard

-HS.4

The State shall have unlimited access, via phone or Email, to the Vendor

technical support staff between the hours of 8:30am to S:00pm- Monday

thru Friday EST: '

M Yes Standard

H5.5

The Vendor response time for support shall conform to the specific deficiency

class as described below; o Qass A Deficiency - Software - Critical, does

not allow System to operate, no work around, demands immediate action;

Written Documentation - missing significant portions of information or

unintelligible to State; Non Software - Services were inadequate and require

re-performance of the Service, o Qass B Deficiency - Software-

important, does not stop operation and/or there is a work around and user

can perform tasks; Written Documentation - portions of information are

missing but not enough to make the document unintelligible; Non Software •

Services were deficient, require reworking, but do not require re- i

performance of the Service, o Oass C Deficiency - Software - minimal,, *

cosmetic in nature, minimal effect on System, low priority and/or user can

use System; Written Documentation - minimal changes required and of minor

editing nature; Non Software - Services require only minor reworking and do

not require re-performance of the Service.

M Yes Standard
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H5.6

As part of the Software maintenance agreement, ongoing software
maintenance and support issues, shall be responded to according to the
following; a. Class A Deficiencies - The Vendor shall have available to the

State on<all telephone assistance, with issue tracking available to the State,

eight (8) hours per day and five (5) days a week with an email / telephone
r^ponse within two (2) hours of request; or the Vendor shall provide support

on-site or with remote diagnostic Services, within four (4) business hours of a

request; b. Class B & C Deficiencies -The State shall notify the Vendor of

such Deficiencies during regular business hours and the Vendor shall respond

back within four (4) hours of notification of planned corrective action; The

Vendor shall repair or replace Software, and provide maintenance of the

Software in accordance with the Specifications, Terms and Requirements of

the Contract;.

M Yes Standard

H5.7

The hosting server for the State shall be available Monday throught Friday

from 6am to 6pm and on Saturdays from Sam • 4pm, except for during

olanned scheduled maintenance.

M Yes

j

H5.8
The Vendor will guide the State with possible solutions to resolve issues to

maintain a fully functionine. hosted System.
M Yes Standard

HS.9

A' regularly scheduled maintenance window shall be identified (such as

weeldy, monthly, or quarterly) at which time all relevant server patches and

application upgrades shall be applied. M Yes Standard

All system maintenance will be

outside of regularly scheduled

work hours unless agreed to by

both parties.

HS.10
The Vendor response time for support shall conform to the specific deficiency

class as described in
M Yes Standard

H5.11

The Vendor will give two-business days prior notification to the State Project

Manager of all changes/updates and provide the State with training due to

the iinerades and chances.

M Yes Standard

H5.12

The Vendor shall guarantee 99.9% uptime, exclusive of the regularly

scheduled maintenance window

M Yes

99.9% uptime shall relate solely to

NORMAL BUSINESS HOURS.

Failures to be treated as

"DEFiaENOES" to be resolved as

stated in Exhibit G.

HS.13

if The Vendor is unable to meet the 99.9% uptime requirement during

NORMAL BUSINESS HOURS, The Vendor shall credit State's account in an

amount based upon the following formula: (Total Contract Item Price/365) x

Number of Days Contratt Item Not Provided. The State must request this

M Yes
-

H5.14
The Vendor shall use a change management policy for notification and

tracking of change reouests as well as critical outages.
M Yes Standard
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H5.15

A critical outage will be designated when a business function cannot be met

by a nonperforming application and there is no work around to the problem. M Yes Standard

H5.16

All hardware and software components of the Vendor hosting infrastructure

shall be fully supported by their respective manufacturers at all times. All

critical patches for operatir^g systems, databases, web services, etc, shall be

applied within sixty (60) days of release by their respective manufacturers.

M Yes Standard

HS.17

The Vendor shall maintain a record of the aaivities related to repair or

maintenance activities performed for the State and shall report quarterly on

the following: Server up'time; All change requests implemented, including

operating system patches; Ail critical outages reported includir^ actual issue

and resolution; Number of deficiencies reported by class with initial response

time as well as time to close.

M Yes Standard

H5.18

The Vendor shall provide the State with a personal secure FTP site to be used

the State for uploadir\g and downloading files. M Yes Standard
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.  . V > . : ; V SUPPORT & MAiNTENANCE REQUIREMENTS
State Requirements .Vendor

Req ft Requirement Description Criticality
Vendor

Resoonse

Delivery

Method
Comments

Sl.l

The Vendor's System support and maintenance shall commence upon the

Effective Date and extend through the end of the Contract term, and any

extensions thereof

M Yes Standard

S1.2

Maintain the hardware and Software in accordance with the Specifications,

terms, and requirements of the Contratt, including providing, upgrades and

fixes as reoiilrert

M Yes Standard

S1.3

Repair or replace the hardware or Software, or any portion thereof, so that

the System operates in accordance with the Specifications, terms, and M Yes
t

Standard

^ S1.4
The State shall have unlimited access, via phone or Email, to the Vendor

technical support staff between the hours of 8:30am to 5:00pm- Monday

thni FriHav FST-

M Yes Standard Except for State holidays

S1.5
The Vendor response time for support shall conform to the specific

deficiencv class as described in Exhibit G Section 2 System Suooort.
M •

S1.6
The Vendor will guide the State with possible solutions to resolve issues to

maintain a fullv funaionine. hosted Svstem.
M Yes Standard

S1.7

The Vendor shall make available to the State the latest program updates,

general maintenance releases, selected functionality releases, patches, and

Documentation that are generally offered to its customers, at no additional
M Yes Standard

St8
The Vendor shall maintain a record of the activities related to warranty

reoair or maintenance activities oerformed for the State:
M . Yes Standard

S1.9

For all maintenance Services calls. The Vendor shall ensure the following

information will be collected and maintained: 1) nature of the Deficiency; 2)

current status ̂  the Deficiency; 3) action plans, dates, and times; 4)
expected and actual completion time; S) Deficiency resolution information,

6) Resolved by, 7) Identifying number i.e. work order number, 8} Issue

M Yes Standard
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Sl.lO

The Vendor must work with the State to Identify and troubleshoot

potentially large-scale System failures or Deficiencies by collecting the

following information: 1) mean time between reported Deficiencies with the

Software; 2) diagnosis of the root cause of the problem; and 3) Identification

of repeat calls or repeat Software problems.

M Yes Standard

•

WARRAfmSERVICBS . \ ^ . . . v .j r

S2.1
a. Maintain the System Software in accordance with the Specifications and

Terms of the Contract:
M Yes

S2.2

b. Repair or replace the System Software or any portiori thereof so that the

System operates in accordance with the Specifications, terms and

rpouirempnU of th«» rnntrart-

M Yes •

S2.3

c. <VENDOR> shall have available to the State on-call telephone assistance,

with issue tracking available to the State, twenty four (24) hours per day and

seven (7) days a week with an email / telephone response within two (2)

hours of request, with assistance response dependent upon Issue severity;

M Yes

S2.4
e. Maintain a record of the activities related to warranty repair or

maintenance activities oerformed for the State;
M Yes

•

•

S2.5

g. The Vendor must work with the State to Identify and troubleshoot

potentially large-scale Software failures or Deficiencies by collecting the

following information: 1) mean time between reported Deficiencies with the

Software; 2) diagnosis of the root cause of the problem; and 3} identification

of repeat calls or repeat Software problems; and

M Yes
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State Requirements Vendor 1

Req U Requirement Description Critlcaiity
Vendor-;"

Resbbhs'e >

•• rj^lve'fY .
- isMetKbd .

C^rhn^hi^

Pl.l
Vendor shall participate in an initial kick>pff meeting to initiate the Project.

M Yes Standard

P1.2 Vendor shall provide Project Staff as specified in the RFP. M Yes Standard

P1.3

Vendor shall submit a finalized Work Plan within ten (10) days after Contract

award and approval by Governor and Council. The Work Plan shall include,

without limitation, a detailed description of the Schedule, tasks,

Deliverables, critical events, task dependencies, and payment Schedule. The

M Yes Standard

P1.4

Vendor shall provide detailed bi-weekly status reports on the progress of the

Project, which will include expenses incuired year to date. M Yes Standard Bi-weekly

P1.5

All user, technical, and System Documentation as well as Project Schedules,

plans, status reports, and correspondence must be maintained as project

documentation. (Define how- WORD format- on-Line, in a common library or
M Yes Standard Microsoft V^ord, PDF or HTML


